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Abstract
Atmospheric entry of spacecraft is an interesting and challenging problem in aerospace engineering
as it involves a highly non-equilibrium aerothermodynamic shock layer environment. Re-entry of
spacecraft into Earth’s atmosphere occurs at very high entry speeds ranging from 8–12 km · s−1, giving
rise to a bow shock wave in front of the blunt body vehicle. The associated shock layer is characterised
by a very rapid increase in pressure and temperature. The kinetic energy of the hypervelocity flow is
converted into thermal and chemical energy, which is partially dissipated in the form of convective and
radiative heat transfer. The gases traversing the shock layer undergo thermochemical changes such
as dissociation, ionisation and recombination. To safeguard the re-entry vehicle from such a harsh
thermal environment, a thermal protection system (TPS) is employed on the surface of the vehicle. The
TPS material, when exposed to the re-entry heating, may undergo ablation due to the combined effect
of heat flux and shear from the shock layer flow. The excited gas species in the shock and boundary
layer react with the atomic/molecular species ablated from the solid TPS material. However, due to the
uncertainties associated with the total heat flux estimation, large safety factors are currently being used
in the TPS design, particularly for the afterbody region, compromising the payload mass and vehicle
safety.
The main objectives of this thesis were to experimentally simulate ablation product interactions
with an expanding re-entry flowfield, to characterise the radiation of the entrained ablation products
using ultra-violet emission spectroscopy targeting CN radicals, and to compare the ablating flowfields
with non-ablating ones. The experiments were performed in the X2 expansion tube by using a stainless
steel wedge model designed with a provision to mount a graphite ablation source on its compression
face. The test flow condition, representative of a point in the Hayabusa capsule re-entry trajectory, was
generated in X2 with a freestream velocity of 8.6 km · s−1 and a temperature of 2500 K, corresponding
to an enthalpy of 38 MJ ·kg−1. As the test times available in X2 are limited, the ablating material
cannot reach such wall temperatures by aero heating alone, and hence ablation in these experiments
was created by electrically preheating the graphite strip to high wall temperatures representative of
re-entry conditions. The wall temperatures realised in this work ranges from 1000–3000 K, which
were measured by nonintrusive filtered image thermography using a dual-wavelength signal ratio
technique. The hot graphite strip, upon exposure to the re-entry flow, ablates and mixes with the flow,
and passes through the expansion fan and further into the afterbody region.
The flowfield and interaction processes were optically diagnosed using a high frame rate video
camera, two-dimensional filtered imaging and UV emission spectroscopy. CN emission measurements
were made at various locations in the flowfield such as the forebody shock layer, the expansion region
around the corner and on afterbody, with an aim to study the time evolution of CN species from
the forebody to the afterbody via the expansion fan. The images from the high speed camera show
the details of the flow features including the shock front and ablation layer. The signal intensities
from these images illustrate the difference between the ablating and non-ablating flowfield. Two-
dimensional filtered images were recorded of CN emission for ablating and non-ablating cases. A
bright ablation layer of CN was observed for the heated case from the intensity calibrated image,
whereas for the unheated graphite and steel experiments, no significant ablation was observed. The
importance of wall temperature for ablation to occur was verified from these results. The intensity of
CN violet band emission was high for the heated cases in the ablation mixing layer behind the shock.
At locations above the wedge surface, the intensity of CN radiation decreases as the height from the
surface increases.
Experimentally recorded CN emission spectra were compared with the synthetic spectra simulated
using Specair to estimate the trans-rotational and vibro-electronic temperatures of CN at various
spatial locations. The distribution of temperatures inside the ablation mixing layer immediately behind
the shock front shows that the translational temperature is higher than the vibrational temperature
as expected, whereas both translational and vibrational temperatures approach equilibrium near the
wall. At a location immediately above the wedge surface, where the flow undergoes rapid expansion,
the translational and vibrational temperatures estimated were observed to show an increase after the
expansion fan interaction, which is possibly attributed to a non-Boltzmann population distribution in
the upper energy levels.
The study has validated the methodology of using expansion tubes to investigate the non-equilibrium
ablation processes involved in re-entry flights. The experimental model currently has air gaps to avoid
contact between steel and graphite parts, and the entrainment of ablated products into the air gap can
complicate the interpretation of the data. Future work could be done on refined models that eliminate
the effects of gap entrainment of ablation products.
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Chapter 1
Introduction, Background and Objectives
1.1 Spacecraft Entry into Earth’s Atmosphere
A spacecraft entering into the atmosphere of Earth with a very high entry velocity generates a bow
shock in front of the vehicle. The entry velocity typically ranges from 11 km · s−1 for Earth entry from
Moon (lunar return) to as high as 15 km · s−1 for a hypothetical Mars return. Due to these very high
entry velocities, the interaction of the vehicle with the atmospheric gas gives rise to a shock wave
in front of the blunt-body vehicle. The shape and stand-off distance of the shock is dependent on
the vehicle geometry and the atmospheric composition. Re-entry capsules are generally designed as
blunt-bodies with larger ballistic coefficients that provide faster deceleration as they descend through
the atmosphere. The kinetic energy of the flow is converted into thermal and chemical energy as the
flow speed decreases behind the shock wave resulting in heating of the shock layer. The increase in
temperature inside the shock layer brings about the thermochemical dissociation of the gas molecules
and ionisation if the flow enthalpy is sufficiently large. An artistic depiction of a capsule during
re-entry is shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Artistic depiction of a re-entry scenario, source: CHARM LAB [1].
The heating during re-entry is received by the vehicle surface as convective heat flux which is a
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major contributor to the total heating. In addition to this, the vehicle surface experiences radiative
heating emitting from the atomic/molecular species in the shock layer. The radiative heat flux is
typically around 20% of the total heat flux but, in some cases, it is the major source of heat flux. For
example, at speeds above 11 km · s−1 in air, radiative heating becomes the dominant component of the
total heating. A schematic depiction of the aerothermodynamic environment inside the shock layer
during atmospheric entry is given in Figure 1.2.
The dissociated atoms inside the shock layer may relax to form intermediate species which radiate
due to vibrational and electronic de-excitation resulting in the emission of energy taken up during
dissociation. This can be facilitated by an atomic or molecular third body that takes away some of
the energy emitted during recombination. The thermochemical reaction mechanisms involved are not
clearly understood, which is crucial in estimating the total heat flux experienced by the vehicle. The
heat flux estimation is very critical in a mission to ensure the safety of the vehicle and the scientific
returns or humans it may contain.
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of chemical kinetic processes along the stagnation streamline for Earth
re-entry.
The NO+ ion so produced then transfers its charge to other neutral species through sev-
eral charge-exchange reactions. When the resulting density of the electrons reaches a certain
threshold value, a cascade of electron production can occur through the highly efficient electron
induced ionisation of N and O atoms. Sufficiently far behind the shock, after many collisions
have occurred, the plasma reaches a state of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). For the
Stardust peak heating trajectory point, for example, LTE is reached approximately 5 mm behind
the shock with a temperature of 11,000 K. If the ‘equilibrium’ gas is emitting more radiation
than it is absorbing, however, LTE is never truly reached and the decay of electronic states will
continuously bleed off energy from the shock layer. As the plasma is swept into the boundary
layer, heat convects through to the vehicle surface and the gas temperature drops, allowing some
degree of recombination to occur. The catalytic effect of the vehicle surface aids this process, and
the injection of ablation products further alters the chemistry of the boundary layer. The lowered
temperature and increased density of the boundary layer also serves to absorb incident radiation
from the shock layer.
Knowledge of the precise thermodynamic state of the plasma throughout this entire excita-
tion and relaxation process is required for accurate radiative heat-flux calculations. In the upper
atmosphere during hyperbolic entry at Earth and Mars, the characteristic time-scales for colli-
sional, radiative and advection processes are all of a similar magnitude:
τcol. ≈ τrad. ≈ τadv. . (1.2)
This situation is termed thermochemical nonequilibrium. Put simply, the distance taken to
Figure 1.2: Thermochemical processes during re-entry situations, excerpt from [2].
1.2 Thermal Protection System for Spacecraft
The shock layer formation and the associated heating during re-entry are dictated by nature and are
unavoidable unless the vehicle makes the entry with a very drastically reduced velocity, which is not
possible with propulsion-less and non-winged re-entry bodies. Hence, the typical approach followed
by design engineers is to protect the vehicle from such harsh thermal environments by using a thermal
protection system (TPS). The TPS is a protective layer of material attached to the outer surface of the
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vehicle typically in the form of tiles. The TPS is noted as a single point-of-failure subsystem and it is
very significant for a manned mission. The TPS of the earlier missions have performed reasonably
well, however, there is an increasing demand for a refined and better performing TPS owing to the
different missions and the associated mission requirements. Optimal design of a TPS is driven by the
necessity to lessen the factor of safety which will ultimately lead to the decrease in TPS mass and
increase in payload. There are different mechanisms (or the modes of TPS) available for protecting the
vehicle from the heat flux encountered during re-entry [3]:
• Heat sink:
If the vehicle is to be protected using a heat sink, the total heat load is absorbed by the TPS,
which requires a large thermal mass for it to be self-insulating. Alternatively, thin heat shields
could be employed with a backing insulation, in which case it can re-radiate the heat. Again, the
mass of the insulation has to be large.
• Transpiration cooling (forced mass transfer):
In the case of forced mass transfer, a coolant fluid is injected into the flowfield to dissipate
the heat. This method requires a reliable permeable surface and extra mechanisms for coolant
supply.
• Surface-radiation cooling:
In radiation cooling, the TPS surface radiates away a significant fraction of the heat flux it
receives. Once the radiation-adiabatic temperature is reached, the TPS radiates heat away but no
heat exchange takes place between the gas and the TPS [4]. The thermal conductivity of the
substrate means that this limiting condition can never be exactly reached in practice.
• Ablation (self-regulating mass transfer):
Ablation is a mechanism where there is self-regulating mass transfer because of pyrolysis,
charring, spallation and mechanical shear processes. As the layer ablates the fresh surface
(possibly pyrolysed) lying beneath the ablated layer is exposed to the flow and the associated
heating. This process continues and, by doing so, the heat is expended ensuring the safety of the
vehicle at the cost of the erosion of TPS material. Various programs such as Apollo, Gemini,
Mars Viking, Stardust used the ablation type TPS.
Besides the above discussed TPS, metallic TPS has been used in the past by NASA for the
Mercury and Gemini capsules. Some examples of metallic TPS include TiAl and TiAl-reinforced
TiB honeycomb panel [5]. Reusable TPS is another class of heat shielding where the TPS material
undergoes no changes in mass and properties. It uses high emissivity surface coating and re-radiates
significant amount of total heat flux. Reusable TPS is generally used in relatively mild entry situations
like for the Shuttle entry. Of all the types of TPS available, ablative TPS is the focus of this project
with graphite as the ablation source. A graphic illustration of the flight regimes using reusable and
sacrificial TPS is shown in Figure 1.3, excerpt from [6].
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Figure 1.3: Modes of TPS used at different flight regimes, excerpt from [6].
1.3 Ablative Thermal Protection Systems
Ablative TPS is a self-sacrificial thermal protection method in which the material itself is expended
by continuous exposure to the heating environment during re-entry. The gas inside the shock layer
will be in a thermochemical non-equilibrium state immediately behind the shock wave. As the flow
approaches the vehicle surface, recombination of atoms may occur. Sutton [7] quotes a comment made
by Theodore von Karman on the challenges in the discipline of re-entry physics and ablation as a
possible means of TPS:
“...re-entry...is perhaps one of the most difficult problems one can imagine...It is certainly a problem that
constitutes a challenge to the best brains working in these domains of modern aerophysics...possible
means [include] mass transfer cooling, consisting of a coating that sublimates or chemically dissoci-
ates...”
– Theodore von Ka´rma´n [8].
The schematic of the processes at the ablative TPS surface is shown in Figure 1.4. The mechanism
by which the ablative TPS expends the heat from the shock layer is explained as follows [9]:
• material absorbs heat and undergoes phase change/degradation/pyrolysis,
• pyrolysis gas and ablated products injection into the flow alleviates the heat away by lifting off
the gas from the shock layer,
• forming char layer as an effective insulator thereby providing a thermal blockage preventing
radiation to the surface beneath and
• re-radiation from hot exposed surface
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Fig. 1 Energy accommodation of reusable TPS
materials
Ablative TPS materials, in contrast, accommodate high
heating rates and heat loads through phase change and
mass loss. Ablative materials have been the classical
approach to TPS used for over 40 years in a broad
range of applications. All NASA planetary entry probes
(to date) have used ablative TPS. The characteristics of
ablative TPS materials are illustrated in Figure 2. Most
ablative TPS materials are reinforced composites
employing organic resins as binders. When heated, the
resin pyrolyzes producing gaseous products (mostly
hydrocarbons) that percolate toward the heated surface
and are injected into the boundary layer. Resin
pyrolysis also produces a carbonaceous residue that
deposits on the reinforcement.  The resulting surface
material is termed “char.” The pyrolysis process is
typically endothermic and the pyrolysis gases are
heated as they percolate toward the surface thus
transferring some energy from the solid to the gas. The
injection of the pyrolysis gases into the boundary layer
alters the boundary layer properties, typically resulting
in a reduction in convective heating. However, the
gases may undergo chemical reactions with the
boundary layer gases that will have an effect on the net
heating to the surface. Furthermore, chemical reactions
between the surface material and boundary layer
species can result in consumption of the surface
material leading to surface recession. Those reactions
can be endothermic (vaporization, sublimation) or
exothermic (oxidation) and will have an important
impact on net energy to the surface. Clearly, in
comparison to reusable TPS materials, the interaction of
ablative TPS materials with the surrounding
environmental gases is much more complex as there are
many more mechanisms to accommodate the entry
heating.
Fig. 2 Energy accommodation mechanisms of
ablative TPS materials
Ablative TPS – a short history
Early NASA missions (Gemini, Apollo, Mars Viking)
employed new ablative TPS materials that were tailored
for the specific entry environment. However, after Mars
Viking, NASA-sponsored ablative TPS development
essentially ceased as the research focus shifted to
reusable TPS in support of the Space Shuttle. As an
example, the Pioneer Venus and Galileo missions
employed fully dense carbon phenolic that was
developed by the United States Air Force for ballistic
missile applications. Over the past 30 years NASA
adopted a “risk averse” philosophy relative to TPS, i.e.,
use what was used before, even if it isn’t optimal, since
it has been flight-qualified. An unintended consequence
was that the ablative TPS community in the United
States slowly disappeared.
The Stardust and Genesis missions were exceptions in
that employed new ablative TPS simply because those
missions could not be accomplished with existing,
flight-proven TPS materials.
To illustrate, Figure 3 shows a chronology of NASA
entry missions that have employed ablative TPS. As
seen, in over 40 years, NASA entry probes have only
employed a few ablative TPS materials.  The red
symbols indicate materials still available. The black
symbols indicate materials no longer manufactured, and
the blue symbols indicate materials that may have to be
re-qualified due to the unavailability of heritage
precursor materials.  It should be apparent that half of
these materials are (or are about to be) no longer
available.
Figure 1.4: Energy balance in an ablative TPS [10].
The ablative TPS can be classified into two categories: high-temperature ablator (HTA) and low-
temperature ablator (LTA). LTAs are prone to mechanical ablation before chemical ablation starts
and the loss in strength with increase in temperature is appreciable. LTAs are suitable for thermal
protection of ballistic missiles as they have high heating rates and the heating pulse is only for shorter
durations. HTAs retain their strength with increase in temperature and they are suitable for thermal
protection of spacecraft and re-entry vehicles. They provide heat blockage for longer durations
and undergo oxidation above 1100 K which brings about the (chemical) ablation [11]. Sublimation
(thermal ablation) happens appreciably after 3000 K. Carbon-carbon and carbon/silicon carbide
ceramic composites belong to the HTA category.
1.4 Significance of Ablation-Radiation Coupling
The coupling between ablation and radiation to the flowfield must be properly modelled for the optimal
design of the TPS. Uncoupled flowfield computational analyses give erroneous results which lead to
an increase in the factor of saf ty and he TPS mass. The different proc sses that occur at the ablative
TPS surface are illustrated in Figure 1.5. The components shown in ovals indicate the influence of
coupled radiation and ablation on the flowfield. The surface energy balance is shown in white boxes
[12]. All the energy exchange processes, and the flowfield and TPS surface, mutually influence each
other.
The ablated products entrained into th boundary layer and to the shock layer could be either net
absorbers or emitters of radiation. Depending on the absorbing or emitting nature of the ablation and
pyrolysis products, the phenomenon of radiation blockage or radiation enhancement could occur [13].
Laux et al. [14] studied the effect of the ablative products on radiation at the wall and at the edge
of boundary layer from numerical spectra simulated by Specair. Radiative heat fluxes at different
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Inﬂuence of Coupled Radiation and Ablation on the Aerothermodynamic Environment of
Planetary Entry Vehicles
Figure 1: Energy balance for a charring ablator.
solutions, are found to introduce signiﬁcant errors for many cases. In regards to efﬁcient heat shield design,
the signiﬁcance of these errors are magniﬁed by the fact that, as the inﬂuence of coupled ablation and radiation
increases, the mass of the ablator becomes a larger fraction of the total entry system mass. This is illustrated in
Fig. 2, which presents the reduction due to ablation in the total (radiative and convective) heating at the stagna-
tion point of various NASA missions (including a hypothetical Mars return case, which will be discussed later)
as a function of the mass fraction of the thermal protection system (TPS). It is seen that as the inﬂuence of abla-
tion on the heating increases, indicating the increased importance of a coupled ablation analysis, the TPS mass
fraction increases, indicating the increased importance of minimizing the ablator thickness for efﬁcient vehicle
design. Similarly, the inﬂuence of coupled radiation is found to increase as a function of TPS mass fraction.
With NASA’s previously mentioned goal of manned exploration beyond low Earth orbit, these observations
provide signiﬁcant motivation for the development of the coupled ablation and radiation simulation capability.
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Figure 2: Speciﬁed ablation rates and wall temperature.
The goal of this paper is to present an overview of re-
cent advancements to NASA’s coupled radiation and ablation
capability. The subject of coupled radiation is discussed in
Section 2, which reviews the ﬂowﬁeld and radiation mod-
els applied throughout this work, followed by discussions of
the three fundamental mechanisms of coupled radiation: 1)
“radiative cooling”, 2) ablation-radiation interaction, and 3)
precursor photochemistry. The subject of coupled ablation
is discussed in Section 3, which provides details of the de-
veloped coupled ablation procedure and investigates the in-
ﬂuence of uncoupled ablation approximations for Earth and
Mars entry cases. Finally, Section 4 applies the coupled ra-
diation and ablation capability to a complete Mars return to
Earth trajectory. Surface recession and in-depth material re-
sponse are presented to show the potential of using Pioneer-
Venus heritage carbon phenolic for such a mission.
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Figure 1.5: Energy transfer processes ver n ablative TPS surface [12].
spectral regions from 80 nm to 1600 nm were reported for ablating and non-ablating flowfields. The
pres nce of blation products was observed to influence the radiation by CO absorption in the v cuum
ultraviolet (VUV) and by CN emission in the ultra-violet (UV) regions, although the total heat flux
was almost similar in ablating and non-ablating cases.
Johnston et. al [15] showed that there is an increase in the absorption coefficient of air when it is
contaminated with ablation species such as carbon and hydrogen. As a consequence, the radiation is
reduced in the boundary layer in the VUV region for all temperatures. But, for temperatures above
3000 K, there is an increase in radiation observed in the infrared (IR) region. Hence, there occurs
either an increase or decrea e in the radiation flux in the boundary layer depending on the temperature
and the amounts of the ablation contaminants. In addition to this, it has been shown using the LAURA
(Langley Aerothermodynamic Upwind Relaxatio Algorithm) code that, for Mars-return entry there is
a 40% decrease in the radiative flux for an ablation rate of 20% of the freestream mass flux. Similarly,
for the Apoll -4 peak he ting case, an ablati rate of freestream mass flux at 3.4% results in the
reduction of radiative and convective heating respectively to an amount of 19% and 87%. A brief
review on the prediction of decrease/increase in the radiation due to the introduction of ablation for
Jupiter, Venus and Mars entries could also be found in [15].
The presence of an ablating TPS significantly influences both the forebody and afterbody flowfields.
Ablation products bring substantial reduction to the radiative heating levels of the forebody whereas
they increase the same in the afterbody region, as shown in Figure 1.6 [12]. The performance of
the TPS material is also influenced by the absorption of radiation, besides the type of material and
the other test conditions. The material is found to undergo degradation due to absorption at shorter
wavelengths, and the absorption length increases as wavelength decreases. Char spallation could occur
due to in-depth absorption resulting in material degradation [10].
An example of a TPS profile before and after ablation is shown in Figure 1.7. As the ablative
TPS erodes continually, the profile of the TPS surface recedes with time. If the surface regression
alters the TPS shape significantly, the aerodynamics of the flow will also be affected accordingly. The
ablative TPS has been proven to give substantial reduction in heat flux as illustrated in Figure 1.8. For
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the species composition near the body. The inﬂuence of ablation on the radiative heating is shown in Fig. 13.
On the forebody, a reduction in the radiative heating similar to that shown for the previous case is seen, while
the forebody shows a surprising increase in the radiation with the introduction of ablation. This increase is a
result of emission from the CO 4th Positive band system, whose contribution to the radiative ﬂux in the wake
is non-negligible because of the large CO concentration in that region.
Figure 12: Mass fraction of two dominant ablation products, CO and C, for the Mars return case with coupled ablation and
radiation.
Figure 13: Radiative ﬂux to the wall predicted with and without coupled ablation for the Mars return case.
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Figure 1.6: Effect of ablation on afterbody heating [12].
various NASA missions, the total heat at the stagnation point decreases due to ablation, as the TPS
mass fraction increases. Although the heat reduction is appreciable, the TPS takes up a larger fraction
of the total mass of the system. Hence, the mass of the TPS should be limited to allow for maximum
payload capability for the mission [12]. To design the TPS with optimal mass, the heat flux during
re-entry should be estimated with more accuracy.
5
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Fig. 8  Galileo probe heat shield ablation
apparent that for a similar Jovian equatorial entry
probe, the TPS mass fraction would probably be greater
than the 50% employed on Galileo. However, the
science community sees the value of a multiprobe
mission to Jupiter with some of the probes going to
higher latitudes. But the entry velocity for entry probes
to higher latitudes is even greater (~ 55km/sec at 30 deg
latitude) and, since the heating increases with the cube
of entry velocity (approximately), the heating rates will
be too severe for even fully dense carbon phenolic, i.e.,
mass loss by char spallation will become the dominant
ablation mechanism. A guestimate of the TPS mass
fraction for such a mission using carbon phenolic would
exceed 70%, which leaves little mass for science.
Investment Strategies and Benefits
To enable such a mission would require advanced TPS
materials capable of reducing TPS mass fraction in
comparison to that projected for carbon phenolic.
Qualification of such advanced materials would require
a capability to demonstrate performance in ground test.
Unfortunately, the Giant Planet Facility was dismantled
after the Galileo program. To pursue the TPS
development and design for another Jupiter entry probe
mission, re-establishment of the Giant Planet Facility or
something similar would be required.
The Galileo flight data demonstrated that the physical
models employed for that design were not adequately
validated and improvements are required. This would
necessitate resurrecting, updating, and improving the
70s vintage tools by adapting computational techniques
developed over past 15 years to these new applications.
The physical models would have to be updated using
ground-test data. The development of such data, in
itself, would be a challenge due to limitations in
existing ground test facilities.
Venus Missions
Lessons Learned from Pioneer-Venus
In 1978 NASA launched the Pioneer-Venus mission
that included one large entry probe (Sounder) and three
smaller entry probes (Day, Night and North). All probes
employed a common geometry, an aeroshell with a
blunt 45 deg half-cone angle shape. Entry velocity was
≈ 11.54 km/s. The predicted entry heating environments
for these probes was severe with peak convective
heating rates in the range from 3900-7200 W/cm2 and
peak radiative heating rates in the range from 1300-
3400 W/cm2. Total integrated heat load (convective +
radiative) was in the range from 12-14 kJ/cm2. The
forebody TPS for all probes employed fully-dense
carbon phenolic that, at the time, was the only well-
characterized robust ablator capable of handling such
high heating rates.
TPS Challenges for Future Venus Missions
Currently, NASA is planning a future mission to put a
Lander on the surface of Venus. If such a mission
retains the same aeroshell shape as Pioneer-Venus, it
would be logical to employ the same forebody TPS.
However, the heritage material employed for Pioneer-
Venus may no longer be available since it used a carbon
cloth derived from a specific rayon fabric produced in
the 1970s. Similar, carbon phenolic composites are
currently being evaluated using carbon cloth derived
from alternate rayon fabrics or other precursors.
Characterization and qualification of such composites is
straightforward but will require time and resources.
NASA is also evaluating the use of aerocapture to place
an orbiter around Venus. The aerothermal environment
for Venus aerocapture will experience lower peak heat
fluxes but significantly larger total heat loads. While
fully dense carbon phenolic would be a logical
candidate for such a mission, it would not be the best
choice as, given the large heat load, it would impose a
significant TPS mass penalty on such a payload. A mid-
density TPS with better insulation properties would be a
better choice. Alternatively, a multi-layer system
employing a robust ablator backed by a high
temperature, low-density insulator would also be
attractive for a Venus aerocapture mission.
During the period when the Pioneer-Venus probes were
designed, the Giant Planet Facility did not exist. Testing
TPS materials for a Venus entry mission was a
challenge then and remains so today. No existing arc jet
facilities operate on CO2. Peak heating rates and
pressures projected for Venus entry are attainable in
Figure 1.7: TPS material before and after ablation [10].
1.5 Graphite Ablati
Graphite is chosen as the ablation source in this work as it contains no volatiles and the boundary
conditions can be accurately specified. Even though the actual TPS materials include resins that
pyrolyse during heating, pure carbon (graphite) is chosen to avoid co plex reactions in the flowfield.
Graphite has been used in many high temperature applications such as TPS for space vehicles, missiles,
rocket engines, nuclear reactors, etc. Graphite is easily machinable and it exhibits qualities such
as good strength-to-weight ratio at elevat d temperatures, thermal shock resistance, high thermal
conductivity and emissivity. Graphite, when used as an ablator, undergoes the following reaction steps:
• molecular transport of gaseous react nts to the surface
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Figure 1: Energy balance for a charring ablator.
solutions, are found to introduce signiﬁcant errors for many cases. In regards to efﬁcient heat shield design,
the signiﬁcance of these errors are magniﬁed by the fact that, as the inﬂuence of coupled ablation and radiation
increases, the mass of the ablator becomes a larger fraction of the total entry system mass. This is illustrated in
Fig. 2, which presents the reduction due to ablation in the total (radiative and convective) heating at the stagna-
tion point of various NASA missions (including a hypothetical Mars return case, which will be discussed later)
as a function of the mass fraction of the thermal protection system (TPS). It is seen that as the inﬂuence of abla-
tion on the heating increases, indicating the increased importance of a coupled ablation analysis, the TPS mass
fraction increases, indicating the increased importance of minimizing the ablator thickness for efﬁcient vehicle
design. Similarly, the inﬂuence of coupled radiation is found to increase as a function of TPS mass fraction.
With NASA’s previously mentioned goal of manned exploration beyond low Earth orbit, these observations
provide signiﬁcant motivation for the development of the coupled ablation and radiation simulation capability.
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Figure 2: Speciﬁed ablation rates and wall temperature.
The goal of this paper is to present an overview of re-
cent advancements to NASA’s coupled radiation and ablation
capability. The subject of coupled radiation is discussed in
Section 2, which reviews the ﬂowﬁeld and radiation mod-
els applied throughout this work, followed by discussions of
the three fundamental mechanisms of coupled radiation: 1)
“radiative cooling”, 2) ablation-radiation interaction, and 3)
precursor photochemistry. The subject of coupled ablation
is discussed in Section 3, which provides details of the de-
veloped coupled ablation procedure and investigates the in-
ﬂuence of uncoupled ablation approximations for Earth and
Mars entry cases. Finally, Section 4 applies the coupled ra-
diation and ablation capability to a complete Mars return to
Earth trajectory. Surface recession and in-depth material re-
sponse are presented to show the potential of using Pioneer-
Venus heritage carbon phenolic for such a mission.
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Figure 1.8: Effect of ablation on heat reduction for various NASA missions [12].
• adsorption
• combustion and desorption at the surface
• diffusion and convection of the combustion products into the stream of reacting gas
Ablation of graphite occurs due to surface reactions such as oxidation and nitridation. Graphite
undergoes surface oxidation, which is a major cause for ablation, forming CO, CO2. The oxidation
reactions are classified into three temperature regimes [16–18]:
• Chemically controlled regime: Reaction occurs at lower wall temperatures when oxygen is
available in excess at the surface; the chemical kinetics of graphite and oxygen determine the
reaction rates.
• Diffusion controlled regime: The oxygen availability becomes scarce near the surface at higher
wall temperatures above 1100 K; the reaction rate is limited by the rate of oxygen diffusion to
the surface.
• Sublimation regime: At even higher surface temperatures above 2800 K, sublimation begins; the
mass loss rate due to sublimation is more than that due to diffusion controlled reactions.
At higher temperatures, in addition to ablation another phenomenon called ‘spallation’ occurs,
which means that the solid particles break or ‘spall’ into smaller pieces. In the literature, the term
‘ablation’ is used to collectively mean reactions such as oxidation, nitridation and spallation. The
kinetics of ablation was studied under gas flow conditions by Gulbransen et al. [19], and the ablation
rate was estimated. A graph of log ablation rate vs 1/T was plotted for different flow rates of oxygen
and air test gases (see Figure 1.9), and the curve corresponding to chemical controlled oxidation (curve
ABC: A–B denotes low temperature data and B–C is extrapolated) has been identified. The effect
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of flow rate on ablation rate is shown by data points E, the effect of temperature on ablation rate at
constant flow rate is shown by F and curve D denotes data from kinetic theory. It was also suggested
that the region below the curve ABC is the gas-diffusion controlled reaction regime, and the region
above ABC indicates spallation. It is interesting to note that the kinetics of ablation changes into
spallation when the flow rate of test gas is increased. This shows the effect of the shear of the flow on
the ablation processes. The ablation rate for different cases falls into the spallation regime which lies
above the chemical controlled regime curve. Hence it is inferred that the maximum ablation rate could
be due to the other processes such as spallation but not solely due to chemical reaction mechanisms. It
is also to be noted that spallation is not a useful mass loss mechanism, as large chunks of TPS material
break off without significant energy removal.
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falling below this curve (smaller log dn’/dt) are 
probably in the gas-diffusion controlled region of 
oxidation. Rates of ablation above this curve 
(larger log dn’/dt) indicate spalling phenomena. 
Curve E indicates the kinetics of ablation goes 
into spalling phenomena as flow is increased. Tests 
were made for spalling by quenching the reaction 
and removing the oxygen. Small amounts 
of spalling were observed for these reaction 
conditions. 
Figure 4, curve F shows a series of experiments 
in which the gas-flow rate was held constant and 
the initial temperature was varied between 1000 
and 1400°C. Table 2 summarizes the rate data and 
estimated reaction temperatures. A maximum rate 
of ablation occurred between 1100 and 1200”. 
However, appreciable spalling was found at 
1000°C and 1100°C. At 1200°C and higher, 
spalling decreased. We interpret the maximum in 
the ablation rate to be due to secondary factors in 
the reaction such as spalling and not to be a change 
in the basic mechanism of reaction. 
(c) E#ect of jlow on the rate of ablation at an 
oxygen pressure of 9.5 torr. Figure 5 shows a series 
of experiments with the furnace temperature set 
initially at 1200°C. The oxygen flow-rate was 
varied by a factor of seven. Values of the rates of 
ablation and the estimated surface temperatures 
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FIG. 5. Effect of flow on ablation of graphite, 12OO”C, 
9.5 torr. A-2.4x lOlo atoms/set; B-7.04x lOlo; 
C-l.30 x loo”; D-l.6 x 10eo. 
Figure 1.9: Log ablation rate against inverse temperature under oxygen test gas flow [20].
Park [21] also iscusses reacti n probabilities of atomic and molecular oxygen with graphite and
graphitic materials. The sublimation temperature of graphite at one atmosphere was reported to be
3895–4020 K [22]. Besides oxidation, the nitridation reaction is also predominant and its reaction
rate should be considered important as the mass flux of nitrogen is more than that of oxygen [23] for
Earth-entry. A product of the nitridation reaction of graphite is the cyano radical – CN. The nitridation
rate during ablation is lesser known than the rate of oxidation. Experiments investigating the nitridation
reactions during ablation are significant in estimating the reaction rates, essential for the computational
models.
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1.6 Cyano Radical – CN: Mechanism of Formation, Excitation
and Violet-band Emission
CN is a cyano molecule with a binding energy of 7.76 eV, that forms cyanide on reacting with other
chemical compounds. CN was one among the first interstellar molecules detected [24], and CN has
been observed in lightning and volcanic eruptions [25]. CN has also been reported to be observed
in the wavelength regimes such as ultraviolet, infrared and microwave in the Sun, comets, stellar
atmospheres and interstellar clouds [26]. The CN molecule can emit radiation as a result of a transition
from an excited electronic state to its ground electronic state. The potential energy curves of CN in the
ground electronic state and various excited electronic states, excerpted from [24], are shown in Figure
1.10. The numbers annotated along the curves correspond to the discrete vibrational energy levels (ν
= 0, 1, 2, ... ) in a given electronic state of CN. X2Σ+ denotes the ground electronic state, A2Π and
B2Σ+ denote respectively the first and second excited electronic states. The vibrational transitions
A2Π→ X2Σ+ is known as the red-band emission, and B2Σ+→ X2Σ+ is the CN violet-band emission.
The wavelengths at which the emission occurs for the different transitions in the CN violet system are
421.6 nm for ∆ν = –1, 388.3 nm for ∆ν = 0 and 359.0 nm for ∆ν = +1, where ∆ν denotes the change
in vibrational energy level between the electronic states during the transition. The radiative lifetimes
of CN(B2Σ+) and CN(A2Π) were reported to be in the order of ns and µs respectively [24, 27]. The
radiative lifetimes of various vibrational and rotational energy levels could be found in [27].
CN violet band emission was observed in laser ablation experiments of sources containing C
and N under air and nitrogen atmospheres [28]. The cyano radicals are typically observed in high
enthalpy facilitates such as discharge tubes, shock tubes, expansion tubes and plasma facilities. CN
was investigated in establishing the nitridation coefficient of solid carbon in the Electric Arc Shock
Tube (EAST) at NASA Ames [29]. CN can form during gas-phase reactions between carbon and
nitrogen during laser ablation [30]. This could typically be the case in the expansion tube experiments
recreating ablation from pre-heated samples under high enthalpy re-entry conditions, where CN is
formed as one of the ablation by-products. CN emission has been recorded during X2 expansion
tube experiments in the past for flow over an epoxy-coated model [31] and pre-heated reinforced
carbon-carbon and graphite models [32, 33] under Earth-entry and for flow over a cylinder under
Mars-entry conditions [34].
The formation of CN has been discussed in the literature under various reaction mechanisms. The
behaviour of graphite during laser ablation with an air atmosphere was studied, and the formation of
C2 and CN were found. It has been reported that the formation of CN occurs through an endothermic
reaction:
C2+N2→ 2CN−1.8eV (1.1)
The above reaction needs an activation energy of 1.8 eV which could be provided by very high heating
during shock wave ablation or plasma layer formed during laser ablation [28]. Nitridation of solid
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two-body collision via inverse predissociation is the 
identification of the precursor sometimes straightfor-
ward. As an example, consider the formation of 
Nz(a ln" v = 6) and Nz(B 3n" v = 13) by the nitrogen re-
combination 5,6 
,Nz(a In" v = 6) 
N(4S) + N(4S) - NZ(5~;) : Nz(B 3nt, v = 13) , 
where the intermediary is NZ(5~;) determined on the 
basis of the g= g rule for radiationless transitions. For 
lower vibrational levels, Nz(a In" v < 6) and N3(B 3n" 
v = 12, 11, 10, .•• ), which are formed in a three-body 
collision, the precursor state is still unidentified. 
Becker et al. 8,9 nominated NZ(5~;), and Golde and 
Thrush38 gave arguments in favor of Nz(A 3~=). 
From N(4S) and Cep) collisions, n and ~+ states can 
arise in either doublet, quartet, or sextet configura-
tions. A CN potential energy diagram, compiled from 
FIG. 8. CN potential energy 
diagram: CN(X2~+; A 2nj ; 
B 2~+; J 26), data from Ref. 
39; CN(C 4~+), see text; 
CN(E 2~+), data from Ref. 
50; CN(F26), data from Refs. 
47, 51; CN(4n) , see text. 
the RKR data of Fallon et al. 39 and including a 4~+ curve 
deduced from ab initio calculations of Heil and Schae-
fer,4O is presented in Fig. 8. Sextet states are all re-
pulsive and need not be considered as precursors. The 
remaining state, 4n is, according to Heil and Schaefer,40 
bound with a minimum at about 57000 cm- l • However, 
4n is not a precursor to BZ~+ (see later). 
A. Is CN(A 2 II) a CN(B 2 ~+) precursor? 
Because (A zIT) is correlated with the separated atoms, 
obviously this state could be a (B2~+) precursor. 
(A zn =: B z~+) tranSitions, either radiative or nonradia-
tive, are possible. LeBlanc has observed (Bz~+_A zIT) 
transitions in emission. 4l We will assume for the mo-
ment that CN(A zIT) molecules have been formed by the 
recombination process in highly excited vibrational 
levels close to the dissociation limit or even having a 
total energy within kT above the dissociation energy. 
J. Chern. Phys., Vol. 63, No. 10, 15 November 1975 
Figure 1.10: Potential energy curves of CN molecule plotted from various data, excerpt from [24].
carbon is also a reaction path that yields CN as the product accompanied with an e ergy release [35]:
N+C(s)→ CN+0.35eV (1.2)
CN was also known to be formed from CO existing in the system reacting with active nitrogen.
Nitrogen with CO forms CN in ground state and on further collisions with excited nitrogen, CN moves
to an excited state from the ground state [36]. The other significant mechanism of CN formation is
from the association of C(3P) and N(4S) atoms i presence of a third body (M) [24], known as the
inverse pre-dissociation reaction.
C(3P)+N(4S)+M→ CN(B2Σ+)+M (1.3)
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Direct radiative association is a similar reaction mechanism accompanied by a spontaneous emission
from the de-excitation of CN to its ground electronic state. Singh et al. [26] gave an example of direct
radiative association of C(3P) and N(4S) atoms in their ground states to form CN(A2Π) followed by
de-excitation to CN (X2Σ+), resulting in spontaneous CN red-band emission as given below.
C(3P)+N(4S)→ CN(A2Π)→ CN(X2Σ+)+hν (1.4)
Radiative association is known to be a significant reaction mechanism for other species also in planetary
atmospheres contributing to continuum emission [37]. CN already existing in the system can be excited
to first and second electronic states by collisions with atomic nitrogen or with vibrationally excited
nitrogen molecules [24].
N+N+CN→ CN(A or B)+N2 (1.5)
Excitation of CN from the first to the second excited state could happen through collisional energy
transfer by a third body.
CN is a well-known radiator whose emissions as red and violet bands were used in investigating
photochemical processes in cyanide molecules. The CN red band has been used in the field of
astrophysics to study the abundance of nitrogen [38]. It can be used as a diagnostic tool as molecular
pyrometer [39, 40]. CN has also been used to estimate the rotational and vibrational temperatures in
expansion tube experiments [34] and arc jet testing [41]. CN emission will be used to determine the
rotational and vibrational temperatures in this work, as will be discussed in Chapter 4.
1.7 Ground Testing Facilities for TPS Ablation
The candidate materials for TPS have to be tested in much detail to characterise them under the thermal
conditions pertaining to re-entry. As flight tests are expensive and are not always feasible, ground
testing is essential to test the TPS materials. To study and characterise the ablation properties of a
candidate material, the test conditions must be recreated not only in terms of the thermal but also
the aerodynamic environment, i.e., enthalpy and the flow field. The surface pressure should also be
matched to that of a given flight condition as it affects the reaction rates occurring in the boundary layer
and on the vehicle surface [42]. The flight regimes of various vehicles and the associated enthalpies
are shown in Figure 1.11. As it can be seen, the enthalpy levels of vehicles relating to planetary
entry missions are at the higher end of the envelope. They can be regenerated by only a very few
high-enthalpy facilities such as expansion tubes, plasma wind tunnels and arc-jets.
Arc jet facilities are used conventionally to test the candidate TPS materials and study the surface
reaction mechanisms by further characterisation techniques. However, these facilities cannot simulta-
neously simulate the parameters of interest such as enthalpy, pressure, shear, heat flux and Reynolds
number. Mainly, arc jets are used for studying the surface catalycity by injecting plasma onto the TPS
surface. The different ground test facilities and the problems that they could simulate and study is
explained schematically by Lemal [43], as shown in Figure 1.12. Ablation could be studied by arc-jets
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Figure 1.11: Flight regimes of various space vehicles [42].
with exposures long enough to measure the recession rate, but the pressure and shear could not be
exactly simulated as that of real flight.
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Figure 1.3: Ground-testing strategy for reentry phenomena characterisation 
The work presented in this dissertation addresses the computation of shock layer radiation, 
which is a significant, if not dominant mechanism of heating as discussed by Anderson (2006) 
and Zel’dovich and Raizer (2002) in atmospheric reentry at hypervelocity (8-15 km/s). When 
the gas crosses the shock, its temperature and pressure drastically increase. Behind the shock, 
the flow relaxes towards equilibrium. As discussed in subsection I.2.2, if the time needed to 
reach equilibrium is greater than the residence time, the flow is in a nonequilibrium state. The 
length of the nonequilibrium zone increases with increasing speed and decreasing pressure 
and can represent up to 30% of the shock layer (Park, 1993; Johnston, 2006; Hash et al., 
2007)1. Large uncertainties remain for radiative heating prediction under nonequilibrium 
conditions, because radiation is proportional to molecular and atomic emitting state 
populations, which are highly influenced by the thermodynamic state of the gas. These 
uncertainties drive engineers to apply significant design margins, which increase the 
launching costs and limit the technological value of the mission by reducing the payload 
weight. Therefore, the prediction of nonequilibrium radiation emitted behind the shock as 
well as its experimental validation remain state-of-the-art challenges for the aerospace 
community and led to the present work.  
I.2. Background 
I.2.1. Flight regimes 
The flow regime surrounding a spacecraft depends on its speed, altitude, and geometry and on 
the atmosphere composition. Three dimensionless numbers are used to characterize the flow, 
namely the Knudsen, Mach and Reynolds numbers. 
 
The Mach number, M, characterizes the speed regime and is defined as the ratio between the 
local flow speed and the local speed of sound. Four regimes are distinguished: 
 the subsonic regime (M<0.8), for which the flow is weakly compressible 
 the transonic regime (0.8<M<1.2), which is a transition zone 
 the supersonic regime (1.2<M<6), in which a shock wave is created in front of the 
spacecraft  
                                                
1 Strong nonequilibrium processes such as atoms and ions recombination also occur in the boundary layer of the 
spacecraft (Armenise et al., 1999; Armenise and Capitelli, 2005; Capitelli et al., 2006). 
Figure 1.12: Ground test facilities and testing regimes, excerpt from [43].
The plasmatron facility at the von Karman Institute (VKI), Brussels has been used for TPS material
characterisation [44] and to determine surface regression rate during ablation by post-processing the
images acquired by a high speed camera [45]. Experiments have been performed in the plasma wind
tunnel PWK1 at the Institute of Space Systems, Stuttgart on carbon preform and a carbon phenolic
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ablator for Earth-entry conditions, and the resulting VUV, UV/visible emission have been recorded
[46, 47].
The expansion tube, named X2, at The University of Queensland (UQ) is a hypersonic impulse
facility which is capable of simulating high-enthalpy super-orbital re-entry flow conditions. Shock
tubes and expansion tubes are classified as impulse type facilities as the steady test times achievable
using them are in the order of microseconds to milliseconds. By varying the test gas composition, the
flow conditions corresponding to hypervelocity entry into planetary atmospheres such as Earth, Mars,
Saturn could be simulated. An expansion tube named X2 at the University of Queensland is used for
the current study. A brief description on the functioning of X2 is given in Chapter 4.
1.8 Ablation Experiments in Expansion Tubes
Ablation experiments have been performed by previous researchers at UQ using expansion tube
facilities. Hunt [48] simulated the ablation of carbon in the expansion tube X1 using sputter deposited
carbon thin films. The carbon thin film was preheated and it was used as an ablation gauge. The
change in resistance of the film due to ablation was used to estimate the recession rate. However the
recessions were unfortunately not measurable during test time.
Luminosity from substantial portions of the model and shock-
layer ﬂow was visualized using a Shimadzu HPV1 high-speed
charge-coupled device (CCD) video camera recording at 500 kfps
with a 1 s exposure time. Radiation from chemical species in a
narrow 3.9-mm-long strip of the ﬁeld of view parallel to and
including the stagnation streamline was spectrally resolved using an
Acton Research Spectro Pro 2300I UV spectrograph ﬁtted with a
150 line=mm diffraction grating and coupled to a Princeton Instru-
ments PI-max intensiﬁedCCDcamera. Spectrawere collected across
this window over a 10 s interval midway through the 80 s steady
test ﬂow period.
B. Experimental Conditions
A 47:9 MJ=kg 9:2 km=s air test gas condition for Earth reentry
simulation in the X2 expansion tunnel was used in this study.
In this condition, the calculated freestream has a static pressure of
342 40 Pa, a density of 0:532 0:150 g=m3, a translational
temperature of 1896 400 K, a vibrational temperature of
3359 600 K, and an effective ﬂight velocity of 9788 60 m=s.
The model used is a mild steel 60 sphere–cone with a 22.8 mm
base radius and nose-to-base radius ratio of 1.2. For the ablating
surface tests, the forward surface of the model was coated with
epoxy, allowed to cure and thenmachined to a 1.5mm thickness with
the same shape and outside diameter of the original steel forward
surface.
IV. Discussion of Results
A. High-Speed Camera
The high-speed camera images show a uniform response in the
shock layer when no coating is employed, as shown in Figs. 1a and 2.
The camera detects signiﬁcantly less light where the line of sight ﬁrst
intersects the model. This indicates the image i created by radiative
emission from a hot, optically thin shock layer, as lines of sight
immediately above the model surface pass through a signiﬁcantly
greater length of luminous gas than those that terminate at the model
surface. Themodel would appear more luminous if either the surface
is glowing or if the glowing layer is gaseous and optically thick. As
the model appears less luminous, this indicates the glowing layer is
gaseous and optically thin.
The uniform image response over the axisymmetric model implies
the shock-layer gas irradiance is high immediately behind the shock
and decreases rapidly as the model surface is approached.
Images tak n when an epoxy coating is present show a thin
(	0:2 mm thick) glowing layer along the entire upper edge of the
model, as shown in Figs. 1b and 2. The layer ﬁrst appears
approximately 20 s after the arrival of the primary starting shock,
w ll ahea of he steady ﬂow period, which begins 30 s lat r. The
glowing layer remains throughout the steady ﬂow, growing in
irradiance, though not noticeably in th ck ess.
As a glowing layer is formed only when a coating is employed, the
glowing layer is considered to be the ablation layer (the region in the
Table 1 Conditions used in epoxy heat ﬂux analysis
Condition Value Reference
Test gas density, g=m3 0:532 0:150 Present work
Test gas speed, m=s 9200 400 Present work
Effective nose radius, mm 27:0 0:5 Present work
Exposure time to heat ﬂux, s 50 1 Present work
Epoxy density, kg=m3 1260 150 [4]
Epoxy speciﬁc heat, J=kg=K 2110 150, at 473 K [5]
Epoxy thermal conductivity,W=m=K 0:188 0:002 [4]
Epoxy , m2=s 1:7 0:8  107 Present work
Epoxy sublimation temperature, K 630 10 Present work
x 1 [6]
Zoby stagnation-point heat ﬂux,MW=m2 14:97 0:02 [7], present work
Temperature change, K 178 1 [6], present work
10% temperature pene ration depth, m 6:0 0:5 [6], present work
1% temperature penetration depth, m 21 3 [6], present work
a) No coating b) Epoxy coating
No glowing layer Glowing layer
Epoxy 
thickness
Edge of model forward surface
Flow direction
Fig. 1 Negative grayscale image of high-speed camera footage at 40 s into steady test time: a) no coating and b) epoxy coating.
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Figure 1.13: Glowing epoxy ablation layer [31].
D’Souza et al. [31] tested the ablation of a coated epoxy layer from a 60° sphere-cone surface
under the test conditions of 9.2 km · s−1 Earth re-entry. The model was not electrically heated to induce
ablation but the stagnation heat flux due to flow conditions was sufficient enough to induce ablation of
the coated epoxy layer. The glowing epoxy ablation layer, shown in Figure 1.13, was characterised
using UV spectrometry and high speed imaging. An increase in radiation was reported due to the
increase in number densities of CN and C2 species near the model surface. A comparison with the
uncoated sphere-cone experiments show traces of CN which has been attributed to nitrogen in the test
gas and the carbon impurities inherent in the X2 expansion tube.
A method of electrically pre-heating the ablator to simulate the surface temperatures so that the
surface ablates during the test gas flow has been established by Zander [32]. The ablator material used
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was a carbon-carbon hemicylindrical strip which was preheated electrically and then exposed to an
Earth-entry flow condition. A graphical illustration of the assembled ablator with copper electrodes
is shown in Figure 1.14. Two-colour ratio pyrometry (TCRP) was applied to the images acquired by
a digital single lens reflex (DSLR) camera. The DSLR camera acquired images with pixels of three
different colour sensitivities, such as red, green and blue, and the ratios of these three colours were
used to estimate the temperature. A detailed procedure for this method could be found in [32]. The
preheating method has also been applied for studying boundary layer thickness over a heated flat plate
in the Ludwieg tunnel (TUSQ) at the University of Southern Queensland [49].
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Table 3.1: Thermal and electric properties of common metals [40, 41]
Thermal Specific Thermal Melting Electrical
Density, Conductivity, Heat, Mass, Temperature, Conductivity,
ρ k Cp ρCp Tmelt σ
(kg/m3) (W/mK) (J/kgK) (J/m3K) (K) (S/m)
Aluminium 2700 240 900 2.43× 106 930 35.4× 106
Steel 7800 60 434 3.39× 106 1700 58.0× 105
Tungsten 19250 173 132 2.54× 106 3695 17.9× 106
Copper 8940 400 385 3.44× 106 1360 58.0× 106
perimentation the power loss to each clamp was estimated to be approximately 150W.
This was calculated by conducting a carbon heating test for 30 s and recording the tem-
perature rise at the mid point of the clamp. This was then assumed to be an average
temperature across the entire volume of the clamp and from this the power dissipation
was calculated. A maximum temperature rise of 500K was specified to ensure that other
components of the support structure, some of which were constructed from plastic for
electrical insulation, were not thermally compromised.
These considerations resulted in a minimum clamp size of 10mm x 10mm x 30mm, or
its volumetric equivalent, being specified. As can be seen in Figure 3.4 one of the clamps
in each clamping pair was sized according to this requirement, however, the other was
much larger due to other geometric requirements.
Figure 3.4: CAD graphic of the carbon-carbon model as positioned in the X2 expansion
tube.
The effect of the cold boundary condition imposed on the carbon-carbon by the copper
clamps could seriously corrupt the experiments. However, it was shown not to be import-
ant here, because the cooled region did not spread into the shock layer regions where the
Figure 1.14: Setup of ablating carbon-carbon hemicylindrical m d l in X2 by Zander [32].
The methodology developed by Zander was further applied to steel hemicylindrical models with
embedded graphite strips to study the ablation products entrainment into the flow by Lewis [33, 50]
(see Figure 1.15). The flow was characterised using emission spectroscopy studying CN emission, and
the change in radiance levels for different wall temperatures was investigated.Section 6.1 - Slott d Cylinder Mode Design 95
Figure 6.1 CAD representation of slotted cylinder model.
25
1990.0° 
20
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 Ø
Figure 6.2 Dimensions (in mm) of graphite strip.
Figure 1.15: Embedded cylindrical graphite strips for preheated experiments in X2 by Lewis [33].
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1.9 Motivation and Objectives of the Thesis
The influence of radiation in the re-entry flowfield is significant in estimating the heat loads to the
vehicle surface. Although the forebody of the vehicle is a region that faces higher heating levels
than the afterbody, the aeroheating of the afterbody flow should also be considered significant. The
uncertainty associated with the estimation of the afterbody heating lies around 50–300% [51]. These
high levels of uncertainty result in TPS designs with an increased factor of safety much larger than
what is actually necessary, thereby reducing the payload mass. The thermochemical reaction processes
occurring in the afterbody flow need to be understood better for evaluating the heat flux and for an
optimal design of the TPS. As discussed above, reports from the literature show the significance of
coupling ablation with the radiating flowfield to study the net effect of ablation products in terms of
radiation blockage or enhancement. The flowfields generated in expansion tubes are suited for such
tests as they match not only the enthalpy but also the aerodynamic shear. Combining this with the
preheated wall temperature can recreate the re-entry flowfields with naturally coupled ablation and
radiation.
With this motivation, this project is aimed at studying the processes happening in the expanding
re-entry flow seeded with ablation products by investigating the flow over a simple two-dimensional
wedge model. A preheated graphite ablator source, placed on the compression face of the wedge,
ablates during the test gas flow over the model. The wedge model gives rise to flow compression
followed by an expansion fan. The resulting flowfield was investigated at various spatial locations
including the forebody and afterbody regions. The main objectives of this thesis are:
• Design a wedge model with ablating provision and study the interaction of the ablation products
with an expanding Earth-entry flow in X2.
• Investigate the flowfield and ablation products using emission spectroscopy.
• Study the effect of heating temperatures on the ablation process and the resulting flow field.
• Compare ablating and non-ablating flow conditions.
1.10 Overview of the Thesis
The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 discusses the thermo-electric-structural module used to numerically simulate the thermal
expansion of the ablator strip followed by the design of the ablating wedge model.
Chapter 3 is reproduced from a published journal article on some of the work performed in this
study. It discusses the nonintrusive thermography technique used to measure the temperature of the
preheated graphite strips.
Chapter 4 contains the details of the ablating and non-ablating experiments, and the test condition
used. The detailed analyses and the results for various ablation and no-ablation experiments are
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discussed. Rotational and vibrational temperatures are estimated by comparing the experimentally
recorded CN emission spectra with the numerical spectra.
Chapter 5 concludes the thesis with recommendations for future work and suggested improvements
to the wedge model.

Chapter 2
Graphite Heating Simulation and Design of
an Ablating Wedge Model
The radiation in the afterbody region of the flowfield mixed with ablation products was experimentally
realised by using a two-dimensional ablating wedge model. The wedge model with a compression
face and an expansion shoulder is known to generate a flowfield with compression behind the shock
and expansion over the shoulder via the centred expansion fan (Prandtl-Meyer expansion). The model
was designed as a two-dimensional one to give better controlled and quantified conditions, and to
decouple the ablation processes from confounding three-dimensional phenomena. The methodology
can then be extended to an axi-symmetric model with complex flowfields. The base wedge model
was machined out of stainless steel with a provision to mount an ablation source in the compression
face of the wedge model. The ablation source used in this work was graphite carbon, for which a
thermal-electric-structural analysis was done for the chosen dimensions to know its thermal behaviour
before designing the wedge model and copper electrodes. The finite element simulation of the graphite
heating is explained in this chapter with results, following which the design of the wedge model is
discussed.
2.1 Heating Simulation of the Graphite Ablator Strip
2.1.1 Ablator strip
The ablator source was chosen to be pure graphite to study the ablation and interaction of carbon
with the hypervelocity flowfield. Although the TPS materials in actual missions are carbon phenolics,
pure graphite is better suited for experiments as it is free from any volatiles, and avoids the complex
interaction processes resulting from the additives. The graphite ablator to be used as the ablation source
for the expansion tube experiments has been designed considering the full wedge model size, power
supply capability and desired wall temperatures. The ablator design includes the thermal analysis of
the graphite material to know the structural/thermal behaviour and the CAD modelling of the finalised
19
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design. The graphite ablator will be located on the compression face of the wedge model and the
model will be exposed to the simulated reentry flow conditions to study the entrainment and evolution
of ablation products into the hypervelocity flow. Hence the full wedge assembly dimensions have been
considered while designing the ablator, and the design was further constrained by the power supply
limitations. The size of the whole wedge model is limited by the useful core size of the test flow in the
expansion tube. Considering these factors, the graphite ablator has been designed. The steel wedge
model, copper electrodes and the associated nylon insulation parts for the full ablator assembly were
designed accordingly. The copper electrodes were designed with enough thermal mass to withstand
the heating with the highest wall temperature for about 15 s. The CAD model of the designed graphite
ablator in the form of a rectangular strip is shown in Figure 2.1. The machine drawing of the graphite
ablator strip with annotated dimensions is shown in Appendix A. The graphite strip was provided with
connecting tabs at each end to which copper electrodes are connected for power supply input. The
graphite strips were machined and supplied as per the required dimensions by Graphel Corporation
[52]. The raw material used was grade ET-10 graphite manufactured by IBIDEN Co., Ltd. [53].
Figure 2.1: Graphite strip used as the ablation source.
The resistance of the graphite strip with the given dimensions, and the temperature to which it
will be heated for the given electric current input, are calculated using the following relations. The
resistance, Rgr, of the graphite strip is given by:
Rgr =
ρgr ·Lgr
Agr
(2.1)
where ρgr is the resistivity of the graphite material, Lgr and Agr are the length and cross-sectional area
of the graphite strip respectively. The power input, Pin, into the model for a given current, I, is given
by the relation,
Pin = IV = I2Rgr (2.2)
where V is the voltage (electrical potential difference). From the power consumed (Pin), the wall
temperature (Tw) to which the model is heated can be estimated using the Stefan-Boltzmann law:
Pin
Arad
= εσ(T 4w −T 4amb) (2.3)
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where Arad is the radiating surface area, ε is the emissivity of the model (assumed ε = 0.9, for ideal
blackbody ε = 1), σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, σ = 5.67×10−8 W ·m−2 ·K−4 and Tamb is the
ambient temperature to which the model is radiating.
The resistivity of grade ET-10 graphite was found to be ρgr = 14×10−6Ω ·m from the man-
ufacturer’s website [54], which gave a resistance of Rgr = 37.7 mΩ. The values of resistance and
heating temperatures for the ET-10 graphite strip were obtained from Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.3
respectively, and are listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. The graphite strip’s resistance was also
observed experimentally by measuring the potential difference across the ablator strip. For a 10 A
current input, the voltage drop across the strip was measured to be 0.364 V, giving the resistance to be
36.4 mΩ very close to the calculated value, 37.7 mΩ.
Table 2.1: Resistance of the graphite strip
Length Depth Height Cross-sectional area Resistivity Resistance
Lgr Dgr Hgr Agr (=Dgr×Hgr) ρgr Rgr
(10−3 m) (10−3 m) (10−3 m) (10−6 m2) (10−6Ω ·m) (10−3Ω)
100 3 12.36 37.1 14 37.7
Table 2.2: Temperature of the graphite strip
Current Voltage Power Radiating area Wall temperaturea
I V Pin Arad Tw
(A) (V) (kW) (10−6 m2) (K)
200 7.55 1.510 3150 1750
300 11.33 3.398 3150 2140
500 18.88 9.439 3150 2770
avalue rounded to nearest 10
2.1.2 Graphite Heating Simulation
The TPS employed in space vehicles experience very high heat flux that results in very high wall
(surface) temperatures. The flow interaction with the vehicle surface (i.e., TPS surface) involves
different homogeneous and heterogeneous surface reactions that are dependent on pressure and wall
temperature. Hence it is important to simulate the wall temperatures during ground testing, as in real
flight, to understand the flow interactions better.
In this project, graphite is used as the TPS that will be preheated to very high temperatures
using a DC power supply. The electric heating of the graphite strip is simulated using Abaqus
[55], a commercially available finite element analysis software package. This gives the temperature
distribution in the graphite strip for different current inputs. In addition to this, the bending of graphite
due to post-shock pressure is also simulated by this software. Since the problem involves three
interdependent fields (thermal, electrical, and structural), the software Abaqus is chosen as it has
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the capability to solve for these three fields simultaneously. Hence, the coupled thermal-electrical-
structural analysis module available in Abaqus is employed to simulate the electrical heating of the
graphite strip. The results from Abaqus show the temporal evolution of the temperature distribution
and the associated thermal expansion in the graphite model. This is done as a preliminary analysis,
prior to actual experiments, to estimate the temperature that the graphite can attain for the given current
and resistance, dictated by the geometry of the model and to design the rest of the wedge model.
Abaqus simulation
A coupled thermal-electrical-structural module gives the spatial and temporal distribution of temper-
ature, electric potential and the structural displacement simultaneously by coupling and solving the
three fields; thermal, electrical and structural. This module is applied for problems where each of the
three fields are interdependent and have to be solved simultaneously [56]. The simulations are run as a
transient analysis for 20 s with the maximum time step being 0.2 s. The criteria for the minimum time
step usable in transient analysis with second-order elements is:
∆t >
ρecsp
6k
∆l2 (2.4)
where ∆t is the time step, ρe is the element density, csp is the specific heat, k is the thermal conductivity
and ∆l is the element size. The properties of graphite needed as inputs for this analysis and the
respective values used are listed in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Graphite properties used in Abaqus simulations
S. No Propertiesa Values S.I. units
1 Thermal conductivity 104.4 W ·m−1 ·K−1
2 Density 1.75×103 kg ·m−3
3 Young’s modulus 10.8 GPa
4 Poisson’s ratio 0.312 –
5 Electrical conductivity 71.428×103 Ω−1 ·m−1
6 Coefficient of thermal expansion 3.8×10−6 K−1
7 Joule heat fraction 1 –
8 Latent heat 100×103 J ·mol−1
9 Solidus temperature 4137 K
10 Liquidus temperature 4237 K
11 Specific heat 0.71×103 J ·kg−1 ·K−1
12 Stefan-Boltzmann constant 5.67×10−8 W ·m−2 ·K−4
13 Universal gas constant 8.314 J ·mol−1 ·K−1
aValues for ET-10 grade IBIDEN graphite, from the manufacturer [54], were used where available. Other values are
from various sources, which are common to standard graphite
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Initial/boundary conditions and current inputs
The graphite model is given an initial condition in Abaqus by defining the initial temperature throughout
the model; here the model is assigned with an initial temperature of 298 K. In addition, the model
in Abaqus is given a ‘surface radiation’ boundary condition (BC) which allows the model to radiate
heat to the surroundings. The model is assumed to have an emissivity of 0.9, and it is radiating to
the surroundings at 298 K. The initial condition and surface radiation BC applied to the model are
illustrated in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 respectively.
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Figure 2.2: Initial temperature boundary condition. The area in ‘red’ indicates that the initial
temperature is assigned to the whole model.
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Figure 2.3: Surface radiation boundary condition. All the surfaces that radiate to the surroundings are
indicated in ‘red’.
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Figure 2.4: Boundary conditions on the electrode connection points.
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Figure 2.5: Electric current input region in the graphite strip.
Another boundary condition needed for this problem is the linear degree of freedom. The model
needs to be given a fixed or free-to-move boundary condition at some reference points. The two
connecting tabs on the back face of the model are the points to which the copper electrodes will
be connected. The electrode connecting point essentially means that the point is constrained to not
move. However, the fixed BC on each end of the graphite strip causes it to bend upstream as it has
no freedom to thermally expand, as will be seen in the results below. To avoid this, the connecting
tab at one end of the strip was allowed to move freely in the lateral direction. This is implemented
by providing fixed BC (in x–, y– and z–directions) for the left side of the model, and the right side
is fixed in the x– and y–direction but allowed to move in z–direction. The regions to which the BCs
are applied are illustrated in Figure 2.4. This BC has improved the performance so that there is no
bending of the graphite strip, only linear thermal expansion. Based on this result, the copper electrodes
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are designed in such a way that the left electrode is fixed and the right electrode is free to move in
the lateral direction to allow for the thermal expansion. The electrode arrangement that facilitates the
thermal expansion is explained in the next section.
The electric current input to the model is given in terms of the ‘surface current’ distribution option
in Abaqus. The surface current (A ·m−2) applied to a given surface area (m2) determines the net
current (A) input into the model. Since the electrode is clamped onto the two arms of the graphite
model, electric current enters and leaves the graphite strip via those connecting tabs. The left electrode
is positive (+) and the right electrode is negative (−) to simulate the current flow path. As an alternative
to applying the negative current, there is a grounding (zero potential) boundary condition available in
Abaqus that serves the same purpose. The areas to which the electric current is applied are indicated in
Figure 2.5.
Abaqus results
The actual heating experiment will be performed by rising the current gradually to the desired level and
holding it there for a couple of seconds before the shot is fired. In the Abaqus simulations, the electric
current is increased in steps, and the desired current input is reached in 0–10 s, and is held there for
11–15 s. To simulate the effect of post-shock pressure during the flow interaction, the pressure force
is applied to the graphite model for another 1 s. Although the post-shock condition prevails only for
about 200 µs in actual experiments, the Abaqus simulation is run with pressure load for one second,
and the results at the end of 16th second are considered. The simulations are performed for input
current values of 100 A, 200 A, 300 A, 400 A and 500 A.
The results of this analysis indicate that the temperature is a maximum at the centre of the strip,
gradually decreasing towards the periphery. The temperature contour for a 500 A input current is
shown in Figure 2.6. The temperature at t = 0 s is the intial temperature of 298 K throughout the strip.
At the end of t = 15 s, the maximum core temperature was observed to be around 3000 K. As can be
seen clearly, the temperature is a maximum at the centre where it is fairly constant, but near the edges it
decreases gradually moving towards the periphery. The lower temperature values at the periphery show
the edge effects. This is partly due to the fact that the 5 mm region at each end (up to the electrode
connection points at each end) falls outside the current flow path.
Every material undergoes thermal expansion when it is heated according to the thermal expansion
coefficient it possesses. Due to the increase in temperature, the graphite strip undergoes thermal
expansion which is computed as a displacement by this module. The coefficient of thermal expansion
for this ET-10 grade IBIDEN graphite is 3.8×10−6 K−1, see Table 2.3. The thermal expansion contour
expressed in terms of displacement for a 500 A input current is shown in Figure 2.7. The contours for
other cases are not shown here but the trend is similar.
The resulting temperature was extracted along the centreline from left to right on the front face of
the model to characterise the distribution of the temperature and non-uniformities. The temperature
was extracted in the same way for different current input cases and plotted in Figure 2.8.
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(b) Temperature distribution in kelvin at t = 15 s
Figure 2.6: Temperature distribution contour of heated graphite strip for 500 A heating current input.
The thermal expansion values were extracted for the different current inputs, and are plotted in
Figure 2.9. For higher current inputs, higher graphite wall temperatures will be reached and accordingly
the thermal expansion also increases. For a 500 A current input, the maximum thermal displacement
was observed to be less than 1 mm. To allow for the movement of the edge due to this thermal
expansion, one of the electrodes is designed to be movable with a hinged point.
When both the ends are fixed the model protrudes out at the centre since it is not free to move in the
lateral direction to accommodate thermal expansion, see Figure 2.10. During the steady flow of test gas
over the model, a shock forms in front of the model and the graphite strip undergoes bending due to the
post-shock pressure that prevails. To simulate this effect surface pressure is applied on the front face
of the graphite strip. A post-shock pressure of 1 bar is simulated and the bending deflection contour
during the post-shock condition is shown in Figure 2.11. The peak (bending) deflection occurs at the
centre with a value of about 1.5 mm. The bending deflection becomes even greater (about 2.4 mm)
when both the ends are fixed, see Figure 2.12.
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(a) Initial (t = 0 s) model displacement contour in metres
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(b) Thermal displacement contour in metres at t = 15 s
Figure 2.7: Thermal displacement contour of heated graphite strip for 500 A heating current input.
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Figure 2.8: Temperature distribution for different current inputs.
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Figure 2.9: Thermal expansion of graphite for different current inputs.
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Figure 2.10: Thermal displacement in metres with both ends fixed, at t = 15 s.
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Figure 2.11: Bending deflection (in metres) due to post-shock pressure at t = 16 s with one end free,
shown from a different angle indicating peak deflection.
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Figure 2.12: Bending due to post-shock pressure in metres, with both ends fixed, at t = 16 s.
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2.2 Ablating Wedge Model Design
The two-dimensional wedge model geometry is suited to create an expansion region in the flow field
under the hypervelocity flow conditions generated in the X2 expansion tube. Similar wedge models
have been used previously in X2, tested under different flow conditions [57, 58] but without an ablation
capability. The dimensions of the wedge model were adapted for the current ablating wedge model
with a provision to mount ablation sources. The half-angle of the wedge was 54°, the width and
height of the wedge were both 100 mm that lie well within the useful core size of the flow condition.
The previous wedge models were only with upper half whereas the ablating wedge model has been
designed with lower half too as it was necessitated to accommodate the copper electrode components
and to mount the whole assembly. The bottom half wedge was also given the same half angle as that
of the top half to have symmetry. The wedge model has been designed as two configurations: Config-1
and Config-2. The basic difference between the configurations is the location of the ablation source in
the compression face. The fully assembled wedge ablator model is shown in Figure 2.13. An air gap
of 0.5 mm was provided between the graphite and steel part of the wedge model to avoid electrical
contact. The copper electrodes used for the power supply were electrically insulated from the base
wedge model by housing them in nylon holders with inserts. The details of the assembly of the whole
model along with CAD drawings of the individual components are provided in Appendix A.
These two configurations were made with an objective to study and compare the intensity of
ablation products with respect to the ablation source location. It was initially aimed to have the ablation
sources located at the stagnation point (Config-1) and at the expansion corner (Config-2) of the wedge
model but owing to the machining constraints, the location of the ablation sources was altered. In the
resulting design, the centres of the ablator strip were at 8 mm and 15 mm above the stagnation point
(nose tip) for Config-1 and Config-2 respectively, as shown in Figure 2.14. For ablation cases, heated
graphite strips were used, whereas steel strips (unheated) at room temperature were used in no-ablation
experiments for comparison. A steel strip with dimensions the same as the graphite strip was designed
to use for no-ablation (cold-wall) experiments.
The fully assembled model was mounted inside the test section on the model stand, the individual
parts of which are also given in Appendix A. In addition to the model mount, an adapter to hold the
Pitot probe was also designed. The adapter attaches to the vertical stand of the model mount and lies
underneath the wedge model.
2.2.1 Copper Electrodes
The graphite strip was electrically preheated using a DC power supply to heat it to high wall tem-
peratures. The strip was connected to the power supply using copper electrodes pinched on to the
connecting tabs. The dimensions of the nylon holders are different for each configuration (Config-1
and Config-2), and the CAD drawings are given in Appendix A. The copper electrodes were designed
to have enough thermal mass to withstand the heat load from the hot graphite strip. They were
designed to take a maximum temperature of 2800 K, ramped from room temperature, for a period of
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Figure 2.13: CAD model of the ablating wedge model with a graphite strip in each configuration.
15 s, beyond which the electrode will start melting at the point of contact with the hot source. This has
been experimentally observed when running at wall temperatures above 2800 K as will be discussed in
Chapter 4.
From the Abaqus results discussed in the previous section, the graphite strip, when heated, will
thermally expand depending on the temperature and the coefficient of thermal expansion. For the
given thermal expansion coefficient of 3.8×10−6 K−1, the thermal expansion at 2800 K for a 100 mm
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Figure 2.14: Two configurations of the wedge model showing the ablation source location along the
wedge compression face. The models are shown facing each other for better comparison.
long graphite strip is calculated to be around 1 mm. If the strip is constrained in both ends while
heating, it will start to deflect as illustrated by an example case in Figure 2.10. This could be avoided
by providing a degree of freedom for the hot graphite to expand in one direction. Hence, one of the
electrodes was designed to be moveable about a pivotal point, as illustrated in Figure 2.15. With this
electrode arrangement, no bending of the graphite strip was experienced, at least, during the steady
test time of the hypervelocity flow. The top and bottom parts of the steel base model are connected
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Figure 2.15: Copper electrode assembly with movable end.
together by bolts from underneath the lower steel part. The copper electrode assembly was held in
position in the wedge model by sandwiching the assembly between the two steel parts as can be seen
from Figure 2.13. The electrodes housed in the nylon holders were held in place due to the friction
between the steel parts, and not by any bolts directly locking the electrodes.
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2.2.2 Aluminium inserts
The copper electrodes housed in the wedge model were observed to have flown away from its place
after the first experiment with a heated graphite. This happens because the high pressure driver gas,
after the test gas flow, breaks the graphite into pieces and gets trapped in the cavity region in the wedge
model confined between the electrodes, and thus pushing the electrodes away from their place. In
order to stop this, an aluminium insert was designed and housed in the cavity region, as shown in
Figure 2.16. This facilitated a cover for the electrodes so that they don’t face the trapped high pressure
driver gas and hence stay sandwiched in position between the steel parts. The detailed CAD drawings
of the aluminium insert are included in Appendix A.
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Figure 2.16: Aluminium insert in the cavity between the electrode assembly (top of the steel model
removed for clear view).
2.2.3 Optics-alignment plates
The flow over the wedge model was investigated by optical emission spectroscopy at different horizontal
and vertical slices in the flowfield, as will be discussed in Chapter 4. The wedge model mounted inside
the test section in X2 was viewed by the optical diagnostic instruments through windows in the test
section. To align the optics to view a specific location in the flowfield with reference to the wedge
model, alignment plates were used on each side of the wedge model as shown in Figure 2.17. The
plates were machined with a matrix of holes of 1.5 mm diameter with known spacings as shown in
Figure 2.18. The CAD drawing of the plate is also given in Appendix A. These plates were also used
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as a reference scale for spatially calibrating the physical dimensions of the spectral images acquired by
the intensified CCD cameras.
Figure 2.17: Picture of alignment plates attached to the model sides inside the test section.
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Figure 2.18: Aluminium plate with matrix of holes used for alignment of optics and to reference
locations in the flowfield.
2.3 Summary
The thermal-structural analysis of the graphite strip is discussed in this chapter, and the results were
used in designing the wedge ablator model. The thermal expansion of the heated graphite was
visualised from the simulations. Details of the ablating wedge model design are also presented. CAD
drawings of the complete set of parts and their assembly are provided in Appendix A.
Chapter 3
Filtered Image Thermography for High
Temperatures in Hypersonic Preheated
Ablation Experiments
Reproduced entirely from a paper published in the Journal of Thermophysics and Heat
Transfer:
Ravichandran, R., Buttsworth, D. R., Lewis, S. W., Morgan, R. G., and McIntyre, T. J., “Filtered Image
Thermography for High Temperatures in Hypersonic Preheated Ablation Experiments,” Journal of
Thermophysics and Heat Transfer (accepted for publication). See Publications During Candidature in
the preamble of this thesis for a statement of the author contributions to this paper.
The post-processing scripts for the temperature measurement techniques discussed in this Chapter are
provided in Appendix B along with the input script to control the camera via PICAXE software.
Some minor changes were made to the reproduced publication to be consistent with this thesis, and are
listed below:
• Formatting such as fonts, font sizes have been changed, and switched from double to single
column.
• References have been merged with Bibliography in the thesis and renumbered accordingly.
Nomenclature has also been merged with the rest of those in the thesis.
• Figure, Equation and Table numbers have been changed to suit the thesis chapter number, and
the instances of “Fig.” and “Eq.” have been changed to “Figure” and “Equation” respectively.
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Abstract
Thermography for measuring high temperatures, ranging from 1000 K to 2900 K, in hyper-
sonic preheated ablation experiments is demonstrated in this work. Filtered images at different
wavelengths were acquired to obtain temperature maps by two methods: dual-wavelength signal
ratio and multiwavelength Planck fit. This technique was applied for temperature measurements of
resistively heated graphite ablators used in ablation experiments performed in the X2 super-orbital
expansion tube at The University of Queensland, Australia. Six different narrow band pass filters
with center wavelengths of 450, 500, 600, 700, 800, and 900 nm housed in a motorized filter wheel,
coupled to a camera, were used in this work. The dual-wavelength method involves acquiring
optical images of the target with two different optical filters, and the signal ratio between those
two images was used to calculate the temperature map. The multiwavelength method uses more
than two filtered images, from the signals of which a temperature map was directly obtained. This
technique, being a noncontact, nonintrusive method without any instrumentation on the models,
has proven to be very useful for hypersonic ablation experiments.
3.1 Introduction
During atmospheric entry of space vehicles, the very high entry speeds into the dense atmosphere
give rise to a shock layer in front of the blunt body. The temperature inside the shock layer increases
significantly, leading to convective and radiative heat flux to the vehicle surface. Although the forebody
of the vehicle faces higher heating levels than the afterbody, the aeroheating of the afterbody flow is
also significant. The uncertainty associated with the estimation of the afterbody heating lies around
50–300% [51], which leads to large safety factors when designing the thermal protection system (TPS).
Mostly, carbon-based materials are used in the TPS of space vehicles entering into the atmosphere
at very high entry speeds [11]. However, AVCOAT was also used by NASA as a TPS material that
has fiberglass honeycomb structure with resins. The TPS ensures the safety of the vehicle so that the
scientific return of the mission and the crew are safely brought back to Earth. During atmospheric
entry the TPS heats up to very high temperatures by convection and radiation heat transfer. In addition
to heating, the aerodynamic shear from the flow brings about the ablation of the heat shield. Ablative
TPS is a sacrificial, self-regulating heat and mass transfer system. It rejects the heat away by injecting
pyrolysis and ablation products into the shock layer and the charred material on the surface provides
“thermal blockage” [42]. An ablative TPS was used in various programs, such as Apollo, Gemini,
Mars Viking, and Stardust. The ablation products entrainment into the flow field and its effects on the
afterbody radiation could be better understood by experimentally simulating the ablation phenomenon
and exposing the ablator to reentry flow conditions. This needs a model that could generate an
expansion region in the flow with an ablation source integrated to it. A 2D wedge model was designed
for such experiments with a provision to mount ablating graphite strips on the compression face of the
wedge and the whole ablating wedge model was exposed to the expanding hypersonic reentry flowfield
generated in the X2 expansion tube at The University of Queensland, Australia [59]. The graphite
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strips were resistively preheated before firing the shot in X2 to simulate the wall temperatures during
atmospheric entry. There arises a need to measure the temperatures of the heated graphite strips just
before the shot is fired.
Conventional temperature measuring instruments such as thermocouples have measurement ranges
limited to a maximum of approximately 1600 K. For higher temperatures, thermocouples and other
contact-type instrumentations cannot be used as they would melt. Particularly, in expansion tubes, the
flow conditions are not favorable for instrumentation of thermocouples as the graphite strips disinte-
grate after every shot. There are many other applications where only non-contact-type temperature
measurements are possible. Thermography is a well-known technique that is ideal for applications
where there is a need for noncontact and nonintrusive temperature measurements. In this work, two
different methods are used for thermography measurements: dual-wavelength signal ratio and multi-
wavelength Planck fit method. Both methods use an optical imaging device to acquire images of the
target object filtered at different wavelengths. The dual-wavelength method uses the signal ratios from
the images at two different wavelengths to obtain a temperature map. The multiwavelength method
uses the signal obtained at more than two wavelengths and fits that to the Planck radiation distribution
to obtain the temperature.
This nonintrusive temperature measurement technique is very useful where contact instrumentation
is difficult and is advantageous in giving a two-dimensional temperature map rather than a point
measurement. The two-wavelength technique has been applied in machining or metal cutting to
monitor the temperature of the cutting tools [60] using mid-infrared camera. A technique employing
an indium gallium arsenide detector in combination with a visible/near-infrared spectrometer and a
high-speed camera was used to measure temperatures of the hot models in the impulse facility, TUSQ,
at the University of Southern Queensland [61]. Two-color ratio pyrometry (TCRP) has been adapted
by Zander [62] using a digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera to measure high temperatures in the
X2 expansion tube experiments and in a plasma torch facility at E´cole Centrale Paris (ECP). As a
DSLR has three color pixels, namely, red (R), green (G), and blue (B), the signal intensity of each
color seen by each pixel was taken into account and the ratios (R/G, R/B and G/B) were used to obtain
a temperature map. Two-color-ratio thermal imaging was demonstrated by Mo¨llmann et al. [63]
for lower temperatures by electrically heating a partially oxidized aluminum plate as the target. In
the context of applying dual-color thermography to plasma wind tunnel tests, it was demonstrated
by De Cesare et al. [64] with an aluminum alloy square plate as a target along with thermocouple
measurements for comparison. Recently TCRP has been applied, using a DSLR camera, to measure
the temperature distribution in the shock layer over the test model in a hypersonic shock tunnel (HST3)
at the Laboratory for Hypersonic and Shock Wave Research (LHSR), Indian Institute of Science [65].
The theory behind dual- and multiwavelength methods is discussed here, including theoretically
calculated and experimentally recorded signal ratios during calibration. The procedure for calibration
is also presented. To validate this technique, temperature maps of a tungsten filament, which is
otherwise used as a calibration lamp, were obtained using both methods. The results were in good
agreement with the temperature obtained by fitting a Planck curve to the calibrated irradiance data
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from the manufacturer. The present work demonstrates the above two thermographic methods to
measure the temperatures of the heated graphite strips used in the hypersonic ablation experiments in
the X2 expansion tube. Example cases are provided with their resulting temperature maps, and time
history of temperature with the electric current input rise was also measured.
3.2 Hypersonic Ablation Experiments
The objective of these ablation experiments was to experimentally simulate the ablation phenomenon
by resistively heating the ablator material and exposing it to a hypervelocity expanding flow generated
in the X2 expansion tube facility. X2 is capable of generating a range of high-enthalpy super-orbital
flow conditions. The condition used in this study was a simulated Earth-entry one with a flow speed of
8.6 km · s−1 at 2500 K freestream temperature corresponding to an enthalpy of 38 MJ ·kg−1.
To study the effect of ablation product entrainment into the expanding flow, a 54° wedge model
was designed with a provision to accommodate an ablation source as shown in Figure 3.1. The wedge
dimensions for ablation experiments were chosen from the previously established and tested wedge
models used in X2 test conditions [57]. The flow was investigated at different planes of sight above
the wedge surface using ultraviolet (UV) emission spectroscopy aiming to study the CN emission
resulting from the interaction of ablated carbon with the nitrogen from the flow [59]. This ablating
wedge model was also used to test reinforced carbon-carbon materials [66]. In addition to the UV
spectrometer, a mid-infrared spectrometer and a high-speed video camera were used to acquire images
of the model/flow interaction during the experiment. The methodology for electrically heating materials
to enable hot wall testing in X2 has been established by Zander et al. [67] and further applied by Lewis
et al. [68] to other geometries and configurations.
flow
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Figure 3.1: Ablating wedge model with graphite ablator strip connected to copper electrodes.
The graphite strip used as the ablation source in this work was 100 mm long, 10 mm high, and
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3 mm thick. The material was ET-10 grade isotropic graphite manufactured by IBIDEN Fine Graphite
Material [53], machined and supplied by Graphel Corporation [52]. The ablator strip was connected
to copper electrodes as illustrated in Figure 3.1 and it was electrically preheated to the desired
temperature before exposing it to the test flow. The manufacturer-quoted resistivity of the material was
14×10−6Ω ·m, which gave a resistance of 38×10−3Ω for the dimensions of the strip. From the
known electrical power input into the material, total radiating area, and an assumed material emissivity
of 0.9, the resulting temperature of the material could be theoretically estimated using the Stefan-
Boltzmann law. For electrical current inputs of 200, 300, and 500 A, the power intakes into the graphite
strips were, respectively 1.5, 3.4, and 9.4 kW, which gave theoretical temperature estimates of 1750,
2140, and 2770 K, respectively. The strip was heated for approximately 15 s before a test to ensure
that a uniform heat distribution was obtained. However, the experimentally measured temperature
distribution was observed to be not thoroughly uniform particularly for lower temperatures.
3.3 Camera/Filter Wheel and Experimental Arrangement
A Flea2 monochrome camera (Model: 13S2M), manufactured by Point Grey Research, coupled with
a C-mount Fujinon lens HF25HA-1B, was used to acquire thermography images to determine the
temperature of the graphite strip. The specifications of the camera/lens are given in Table 3.1 [69,
70]. The camera is sensitive in the wavelength region 400–1000 nm as shown in Figure 3.2, which
is suitable for our application as there is substantial Planck radiation in this region for temperatures
beyond 2000 K.
Table 3.1: Specifications of Flea2 PointGrey camera 13S2M and Fujinon HF25HA-1B C-mount lens
Parameter Specification
Sensor model ICX445 1/3”
Number of pixels 1288 × 964
Pixel size 3.75 µm × 3.75 µm
Lens focal length 25 mm
Iris range F1.4 – F22
A set of six different narrow band pass filters of wavelengths 450, 500, 600, 700, 800, and 900 nm
were used in combination with the camera to acquire optically filtered images. However, only three
filters (700, 800, and 900 nm) turned out to be suitable for temperatures measured in this work as
the remaining ones were found to have transmission at regions (> 900 nm) other than their center
wavelengths, as evident from Figure 3.2. The measured transmission of the filters along with the
other optical components such as the perspex window and the reflectance of the turning mirror used
in the experiments is also plotted in Figure 3.2. The reflectance and transmittance of all the optical
accessories used were accounted for, in the theoretical analysis, except that of the C-mount lens
coupled to the camera, for which the transmission was assumed to be that of fused silica, which is
relatively flat in the camera sensitivity region. All the filters are 25 mm in diameter with a full width at
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Figure 3.2: Camera response and transmission curves of filters and other optical components used in
the thermography measurements.
half maximum (FWHM) of 40±8 nm nm and are manufactured by Andover Corporation [71]; their
center wavelength and part numbers are given in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Characteristics of optical filters used
Filter part number Center wavelength
450FSX40-25 450+10/–0 nm
500FSX40-25 500+10/–0 nm
600FSX40-25 600+10/–0 nm
700FSX40-25 700+10/–0 nm
800FSX40-25 800+10/–0 nm
900FSX40-25 900+10/–0 nm
The filters were housed within a filter wheel holder and the wheel was set to rotate directly in
front of the camera. The filter wheel was actuated by a stepper motor that was controlled and driven
by a PICAXE microcontroller chip [72] connected to a computer. Two different filter wheel speeds
were realized in this work. For most of the cases discussed here the filter speed was such that the time
difference between the consecutive images was 0.8 s, whereas the other (faster) speed, used for a case
discussed in the later part of the paper, gave approximately 0.25 s between the images. To account for
the time difference between the images, an interpolation method was employed to obtain the signals at
any given time instant. However, this was possible only for the faster filter speed cases as there were
not enough samples for the slower cases. The camera shutter/exposure was synchronized with the filter
wheel rotation by the microcontroller. It was programmed in such a way that one full rotation of the
filter wheel allows the camera to take images using all six filters. The camera exposure times used in
this work, based on the expected temperatures, were 1 and 10 µs as controlled by the microcontroller.
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The arrangement described above was used to measure the temperature of the heated graphite strips
used in hypersonic ablation experiments in the X2 expansion tube. The test section of the expansion
tube is equipped with windows at several locations for optical diagnostic access. The heated graphite
strip placed inside the test section was viewed from the top of the test section through a perspex
window. The camera/filter wheel was located beside the test section, and the light coming through the
top window was reflected onto the camera using an aluminium-coated mirror as depicted in Figure 3.3.
The flow direction is into the page.
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Figure 3.3: Optical arrangement for the temperature measurements of graphite strips used in pre-
heated ablation experiments in the X2 expansion tube facility (not to scale).
3.4 Calibration of Filter Wheel Coupled with Camera
The camera coupled with the filter wheel was calibrated using known temperature sources. A Landcal
blackbody source (type R1500T), manufactured by Land Instruments International [73], was used as
the reference for temperatures ranging from 873 to 1773 K. For temperatures beyond 1773 K, two
integrating spheres, manufactured by Labsphere [74], were used that provided temperatures of 2700
and 3300 K. The spectral radiance curves provided by the manufacturer of the integrating spheres fit
well to Planck function at 2700 and 3300 K as shown in Figure 3.4. The calibration of the camera
using these sources was conducted as a separate benchtest experiment using same optical components
as for tunnel tests.
The procedure followed for the calibration is explained here. Filtered images were acquired using
the temperature sources for all six filters. The core region in the image was used and averaged to
obtain its representative value. From the averaged signal counts of the images, the signal ratio for a
given filter set was calculated and the same was repeated for all the filter sets possible, for example,
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Figure 3.4: Planck curve fitting of the manufacturer-provided spectral radiance of integrating spheres
corresponding to 2700 and 3300 K.
900 nm/800 nm and 900 nm/700 nm. Because the dual-wavelength method is based on the signal ratios
rather than the absolute signal intensity, it is independent of the camera exposure and aperture settings.
The multiwavelength method is also independent of exposure and aperture, as long as those settings are
maintained the same for a whole set of six filtered images. All of the images at different temperatures
were acquired multiple times (i.e., the filter wheel is rotated for multiple cycles, recording multiple sets
of six filtered images), and the signal ratios from each cycle were used to obtain a mean and standard
deviation.
3.5 Dual-Wavelength Signal Ratio Method
An object emits thermal radiation governed by Planck’s law as a function of temperature and wavelength
as given by
Eλ (λ ,Tob j) = ελ
2hc2
λ 5
1
e
( hcλkBTob j
)−1
(3.1)
Generally, the emissivity of the target material should be known a priori to estimate the object
temperature using a single wavelength measurement. The radiation measured by the camera, along
with known emissivity, gives the temperature of the object from which it is being emitted. For many
high-temperature applications, the emissivity of the material is not known beforehand and can change
with temperature and wavelength. Hence there is a need for a temperature measurement method
independent of object emissivity. The Planck radiation distribution for temperatures 1000–3500 K
normalized with respect to the intensities at 900 nm is shown in Figure 3.5 to indicate the amount of
radiation emitted in the wavelength range of our interest, 400–1000 nm. The emission at temperatures
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below 2000 K is very low, whereas for temperatures above 2000 K the radiation is substantial in the
wavelength range 400–1000 nm.
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Figure 3.5: Normalized Planck radiation distribution for different temperatures.
Dual-wavelength thermography uses the ratio of the signal counts (radiation intensity) at given
two different wavelengths to obtain the temperature map of the object. A major requirement for this
method is that the two wavelengths at which the ratio is taken should be as close as possible to each
other so that the local gray body assumption is valid. On the other hand, the wavelengths should be
separated enough so that there is appreciable intensity ratio. A trade-off between these two opposing
requirements is needed for this signal ratio thermography method. Local gray body means that the
change in emissivity between those two selected wavelengths could be safely neglected:
ελ (λ1,Tob j)≈ ελ (λ2,Tob j) (3.2)
As only the signal ratio, rather than the absolute signal, is used along with local gray body assumption,
this technique is independent of object emissivity for temperature calculations. In literature, ablating
phenolic graphite has been reported to have constant spectral emissivity in the wavelength range
0.3–1.75 µm at 2500 K [75]. For isotropic graphites similar to the ones used in this work, the spectral
emissivity is known to be constant in the wavelength range 200–6000 nm [76].
3.5.1 Signal Ratios of Different Filter Sets
Calculated Signal Ratio
The signal that the camera receives is dictated by the object temperature (Tob j) and the transmittance/re-
flectance of the optical components used between the camera and the object. Hence the signal recorded
by the camera with filter “x” is governed by the object temperature (Tob j), the transmittance of lens and
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perspex window (τλ ,pers), reflectance of turning mirror (ρλ ,mirr), transmittance of filter “x” (τλ , f iltx)
and the camera sensitivity (Sλ ,cam). The signal ratio for a given set of two filters was calculated for
a range of temperatures from the Planck’s radiation distribution, camera, and filter characteristics.
Even though the Planck radiation is distributed over a broad wavelength range, the camera and the
filters have sensitivity only in specific wavelength windows (see Figure 3.2). The intensity received by
the camera will be the integrated signal allowed by the combination of both the filter and the camera.
Hence the signal intensity recorded by the camera with filter “x” (Irec, f iltx) is given by the relation
Irec, f iltx =
∫ ∞
0
Eλ (λ ,Tob j) · τλ ,pers ·ρλ ,mirr · τλ , f iltx ·Sλ ,cam ·dλ (3.3)
The dual-wavelength signal ratio, IRrec( f iltx, f ilty), between two filtered images (filters “x” and “y”)
recorded by the camera at a given temperature will be given by
IRrec( f iltx, f ilty) =
Irec, f ilty
Irec, f iltx
=
∫ ∞
0 Eλ (λ ,Tob j) · τλ ,pers ·ρλ ,mirr · τλ , f ilty ·Sλ ,cam ·dλ∫ ∞
0 Eλ (λ ,Tob j) · τλ ,pers ·ρλ ,mirr · τλ , f iltx ·Sλ ,cam ·dλ
(3.4)
The theoretical signal ratios for different filter sets were calculated from the above equation using
Planck function and the characteristics of the optical components.
Experimentally Recorded Signal Ratio
The filtered images acquired during the calibration were used to obtain the signal ratio experimentally
for a given set of two filters. Because the calibration target was viewed from a distance, it did not fill
the whole array of pixels in the image. Hence, the core region (e.g., 85×85 pixels for the blackbody
source) of the target was selected from the images to obtain an averaged count representative of that
filtered image at a given temperature and was then used to calculate the dual-wavelength signal ratio
for a given filter set at that temperature. This was repeated for all calibration temperatures to calculate
the signal ratio characteristic of a given filter set.
Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Signal Ratios
The calculated and experimentally measured signal ratios at two wavelengths as explained above were
compared (see Figure 3.6). The theoretical signal ratio calculated using Equation 3.4 is indicated
by broken lines and the experimentally measured signal ratios by filled circles with scatter. The
experimental ratio values plotted were the mean from multiple cycles of images but the error bars
were within the data points and hence are not visible in the plot. The offset between the calculated
and measured values could be attributed to the variations in the measured transmission curves and
the unaccounted for C-mount lens transmission, and so on. Because the offset is very uniform, a
constant correction factor could be multiplied to the theoretically calculated signal ratio to fit the
experimentally measured calibration points as followed in [63]. But, in this work, each filter set
needs its own correction factor and hence it was decided to use an empirical fit to the data to improve
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accuracy. A factor of
1
λ 0.6
improved the agreement between the theoretical and experimental signal
ratios of the filter sets. Hence
1
λ 0.6
was multiplied to Equation 3.4 and rewritten as given in Equation
3.5.
IRrec( f iltx, f ilty) =
∫ ∞
0 Eλ (λ ,Tob j) · τλ ,pers ·ρλ ,mirr · τλ , f ilty ·Sλ ,cam ·
1
λ 0.6
·dλ∫ ∞
0 Eλ (λ ,Tob j) · τλ ,pers ·ρλ ,mirr · τλ , f iltx ·Sλ ,cam ·
1
λ 0.6
·dλ
(3.5)
The comparison between experimental and theoretical signal ratios with the correction factor
for filter sets 900 nm/800 nm, 900 nm/700 nm, and 800 nm/700 nm is shown in Figures 3.6(a)–(c),
respectively. The empirical fit was only used for temperatures above 1000 K where a good fit with the
calibration sources was obtained. The red-shaded region indicates the temperatures where the given
filter set is not useful as the disagreement between the calculated and measured ratio is even higher
after the offset correction.
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of theoretical and experimental signal ratios for filter sets (a) 900 nm/800 nm,
(b) 900 nm/700 nm, (c) 800 nm/700 nm, and (d) 900 nm/450 nm.
For the remaining filter combinations, the agreement between the calculated and measured ratios
was observed to be very poor. At lower temperatures the emission from the object shifts toward the
infrared, yielding low intensities in the region where the camera is sensitive. In other words, the
ratios pertaining to the filters 450, 500, and 600 nm do not have a uniform trend and do not have good
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agreement with the experimentally measured ratios; see Figure 3.6(d), for example, which corresponds
to 900 nm/450 nm filter set. The major reason behind this is that these filters have transmission not
only at their center wavelengths but also at regions further away from them (900–1000 nm), which is
very substantial (see Figure 3.2). Hence only the images from the filters 700, 800, and 900 nm were
used for both the dual-wavelength and multiwavelength methods.
The smooth and continuous theoretically calculated signal ratio curves with correction factor,
illustrated by solid lines in Figures 3.6(a)–(c), were used for obtaining the temperature map from
the signal ratio map. Alternatively, the experimentally measured calibration points could be used to
estimate the temperature as a function of the signal ratio from a third-degree polynomial as performed
by De Cesare et al. [64].
3.6 Multiwavelength Planck Fit
In this method, multiple filtered images were used to fit the Planck equation to obtain the temperature
directly. The Planck distribution of spectral radiance given in Equation 3.1 can be rearranged as
follows:
1
λ
= Tob j · kBhc(log
2hc2
λ 5Eλ (λ ,Tob j)
+ logελ ) (3.6)
The term “-1” in the denominator of Equation 3.1 contributes for only <0.5% of the equation for the
wavelengths and temperatures discussed in this work and hence neglected in Equation 3.6 following
the Wien approximation. The term Eλ (λ ,Tob j) is the Planck radiation distribution as a function of
wavelength, which is measured using a spectrometer and a camera. Because the camera does not
acquire the spectrally resolved image, the integrated signal intensity recorded (Irec, f iltx) by the camera
was used. Now, to obtain the Planck distribution at discrete wavelengths, the experimentally recorded
signal was divided by the integrated transmission/reflectance of the optical components, as shown
below:
Eλ ,rec(λ ,Tob j) =
Irec, f iltx∫ ∞
0 τλ ,pers ·ρλ ,mirr · τλ , f iltx ·Sλ ,cam ·dλ
(3.7)
In other words, it is assumed that the narrow band (40 nm) transmission of the whole filter was lumped
into one point (the center wavelength) as obtained from the integrated transmission of all the optical
components. It is to be noted that the term Eλ (λ ,Tob j) in Equation 3.6 should be replaced with
Eλ ,rec(λ ,Tob j), which denotes discrete points from integrating the Planck distribution rather than a
continuous function. Also, the signal recorded by the camera is in arbitrary units (counts) and needs a
constant factor (A) to be multiplied to convert into S.I. units. Hence Equation 3.6 can be rewritten as
follows:
1
λ
= Tob j · kBhc log
2hc2
λ 5Eλ ,rec(λ ,Tob j)
+Tob j · kBhc(logελ − logA) (3.8)
The final form of Equation 3.8 is the equation of a straight line of a plot of
1
λ
against
kB
hc
·
log
2hc2
λ 5Eλ ,rec(λ ,Tob j)
; the slope of this plot is the object temperature, Tob j. Because the equation is
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rearranged with its terms in S.I. units, the slope directly gives Tob j in kelvin and it is independent
of the constant terms Tob j · kBhc(logελ − logA) assuming constant emissivity. To verify this with the
experimental measurements, the images acquired at different calibration temperatures were used. For
this multiwavelength Planck fit method too, only the images that belong to 700, 800, and 900 nm
filters were found useful. Owing to the extra transmission, the data from the other three filters do
not fall on a straight line as shown in Figure 3.7, for example, corresponding to a calibration point at
1473 K. However, the slope obtained from the measured calibration points does not give the actual
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Figure 3.7: Calibration points corresponding to 1473 K for multiwavelength Planck fit method.
temperature. As a result of the lumped transmission assumption, Equation 3.8 needs a factor, as a
function of wavelength (λ ), to be multiplied to Eλ ,rec(λ ,Tob j). The same empirical correction factor
(
1
λ 0.6
), used in dual-wavelength ratio method, multiplied to the Planck distribution gave the best fit to
the calibration points. Hence the term λ 5 in Equation 3.8 becomes λ 5.6 as follows:
1
λ
= Tob j · kBhc log
2hc2
λ 5.6Eλ ,rec(λ ,Tob j)
+Tob j · kBhc(logελ − logA) (3.9)
Figure 3.8 shows the calibration points for 1473 and 3300 K, giving different slopes with and without
the correction factor. The slope of the line with the correction factor gives the best fit to the actual tem-
perature, whereas the one without correction factor gives values far away from the actual temperature.
3.7 Postprocessing of the Images
Images of the target object were recorded by the Flea2 camera as 16-bit data and saved as .pgm files
for further processing. The images were postprocessed by scripts written in Python programming
language. The region of interest was identified in the images and cropped as shown in Figures 3.9(a)
and (b). The cropped region from a given set of images was used to calculate the signal ratio, and the
resulting 2D array of ratios was plotted as a signal ratio map as shown in Figure 3.9(c). The signal
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Figure 3.8: Slopes of straight line with and without correction factor using 700, 800, and 900 nm
filtered images corresponding to 1473 and 3300 K.
ratio was then mapped to the temperature from the known signal ratio calibration curve (solid lines in
Figures 3.6(a)–(c)), to obtain the final temperature map as shown in Figure 3.9(d). The temperature
distribution along a vertical line shown in Figure 3.9(e) was obtained by averaging the temperature
values over 7 pixels for the whole length of the image (indicated by the blue rectangle in Figure 3.9(d)).
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Figure 3.9: Thermography of a tungsten filament using dual-wavelength ratio 900 nm/700 nm. The
values exceeding the legend scale are also indicated in black for better visibility.
For the multiwavelength Planck fit method, three filtered images were used as explained before.
The images were cropped by choosing the region of interest as shown in Figures 3.10(a)–(c). The
signal counts in each image for a given pixel were then used to form the straight line plot Equation
3.9 from which the temperature was extracted as shown in Figure 3.10(d). The 7-pixel-averaged
temperature distribution was also obtained as shown in Figure 3.10(e).
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Figure 3.10: Thermography of a tungsten filament using multi-wavelength Planck fit. The values
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3.8 Validation
The thermography technique using the dual-wavelength and multiwavelength method has been val-
idated by imaging a target with known spectral radiance. A 1000 W tungsten filament (OL 200M,
S-1197) from Optronic Laboratories [77] was used as the validation target, which was imaged using the
filter wheel/camera arrangement and its temperature was estimated by both methods. The calibrated
irradiance provided by the manufacturer of the tungsten filament was normalized and compared with
Planck curves of different temperatures and it was found that 3130 K gives the best fit to the tungsten
filament bulb. The normalized calibrated intensity and the Planck curve fit of the tungsten bulb is
shown in Figure 3.11. The thermogram obtained by the dual-wavelength method using the ratio from
the 900 nm/700 nm filter set is shown along with the temperature map and the averaged temperature
distribution in Figure 3.9. The averaged temperature profile was used to obtain the mean and standard
deviation at the core region of the tungsten bulb. It gives a temperature of 3110±200 K, which agrees
well with the target temperature of 3130 K.
Similarly, the filtered images from 700, 800, and 900 nm filters were used to validate the multi-
wavelength Planck fit method. The filtered images, temperature map, and the averaged temperature
profile are shown in Figure 3.10. The estimated temperature in the core region was 3100±220 K,
which is consistent with the filament temperature.
3.9 Temperature Map and Uncertainty
3.9.1 Temperature Map of the Heated Graphite Strips
The experiments carried out in the X2 facility were to study the ablation products as they were
entrained into the flow. This was performed for a variety of graphite strip temperatures. The strip was
preheated before firing the X2 shot and the filter wheel was run until the shot was fired to determine the
surface temperature. The knowledge of wall temperature is important to understand the phenomenon
of ablation and further interaction processes. It is to be noted that the wall temperature measurements
were realized before the shot but not during the test time. An example of the 200 A heating case
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corresponding to an X2 shot identification number of x2s3604 is shown in Figure 3.12. The images
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Figure 3.12: Thermography of case x2s3604 using dual-wavelength ratio 900 nm/800 nm. The values
exceeding the legend scale are also indicated in black for better visibility.
recorded were cropped, and the signal ratio of 900 nm/800 nm filtered images was obtained as shown
in Figures 3.12(a)–(c). Using dual-wavelength signal ratio method, the temperature map was obtained
as shown in Figure 3.12(d). The temperature map shows a reasonably uniform temperature distribution
across the length and breadth of the strip with dropping temperatures in the periphery. The blue region
in Figure 3.12(d) is 7 pixels wide and the averaged temperature profile in that region is shown in Figure
3.12(e). The mean of the averaged profile was taken as the representative temperature of a given case
along with its standard deviation. The standard deviation denotes the margins derived from the spatial
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temperature scatter in the region of interest; the potential sources of uncertainty are discussed later.
The mean of the temperature profile in Figure 3.12(e) gives a temperature of 1520±110 K, which
is less than the steady-state estimate of 1750 K. This could be because the strip was still transiently
heating up and it was observed in many cases that there were deviations in the measured electric
potential difference from the calculated one, indicating a contact resistance. As a result, temperatures
different from the steady-state estimates were obtained.
Similarly, a 300 A heating case corresponding to x2s3588 is shown in Figure 3.13. A nonuniformity
was observed with a drop in the temperature distribution at the center as the graphite strip made contact
with the steel wedge model during heating (see Figures 3.13(a)–(d)). The temperature for this case
was estimated using the dual-wavelength method with the 800 nm/700 nm filter set. The mean of the
temperature profile shown in Figure 3.13(e) gives 2010±140 K, which matches very well with the
steady-state estimate of 2140 K. The large standard deviation was due to the nonuniformity in the
temperature distribution.
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Figure 3.13: Thermography of case x2s3588 using dual-wavelength ratio 800 nm/700 nm. The values
exceeding the legend scale are also indicated in black for better visibility.
There were only a few experiments performed with the 500 A heating condition, as melting of
the copper electrodes was observed in such cases due to very high temperatures. One sample case
corresponding to x2s3605 is shown in Figure 3.14 using the dual-wavelength method. The mean
of the temperature shown in Figure 3.14(e) gives a temperature of 2880±200 K, which reasonably
agrees with the steady-state estimate of 2770 K. This used the 900 nm/700 nm filter set, which has
good agreement between theoretical and experimental signal ratio at those temperatures (see Figure
3.6(b)). The same case, x2s3605, has been processed with the multiwavelength method also using 700,
800, and 900 nm filtered images as shown in Figure 3.15. The mean temperature in the core region
gives a temperature estimate of 2850±200 K similar to that of the dual-wavelength method.
In a recent set of experiments in X2, the filter wheel thermography was employed with only three
filters (700, 800, and 900 nm) as it was concluded from the previous work that the other three were
not useful. Also the rotational speed of the filter wheel has been increased compared with that used
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Figure 3.15: Thermography of case x2s3605 using multi-wavelength Planck fit. The values exceeding
the legend scale are also indicated in black for better visibility.
in the previous set of experiments. It resulted in acquiring 4 images (i.e., time difference between
consecutive images was approximately 0.25 s) per cycle with each cycle taking approximately 1 s. As
the filter wheel cycled faster, more samples were obtained and it was possible to obtain a temperature
history during the heating rise. However, there was a finite time difference between the instants any
two images were recorded. To account for the transient increase in the signal in one of the images,
a linear interpolation/extrapolation was done to the time instant when the other image was obtained.
Utilising the 800 nm/700 nm filtered images from each cycle, the temperature rise of the graphite strip
during the ramping up of the electric current input has been visualized. The 700 nm filtered raw images
were linearly interpolated to the time instances when the successive images (800 nm filtered) were
recorded for each cycle. Hence the 700 and 800 nm filtered images in any given cycle were both at
the same time instant. An example case of 300 A heating corresponding to x2s3854 was chosen and
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the temperature was estimated for 6 cycles using raw 800 nm filtered images and transient corrected
700 nm filtered images. The time history of the averaged temperature profile in the core region is
shown in Figure 3.16(a). The temperature in the central region of the strip ranging from pixels 50 to
150 was averaged and plotted against time in Figure 3.16(b). The temperature of the strip increases
with time with its distribution looking similar each cycle and it is observed to be approaching steady
state.
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Figure 3.16: Time history of temperature rise in graphite strips for 300 A heating case (x2s3854)
using 800 nm/700 nm.
3.9.2 Potential Sources of Uncertainty in Temperature
The temperature maps estimated by the above methods do have some uncertainties associated with
them. As can be clearly seen from the averaged temperature plot across the pixels, there is a pixel-
to-pixel variation in the distribution. Theoretically, the Planck function could be used to estimate the
change in temperature per unit change in raw signal at a given wavelength and temperature. At 1500 K
and 900 nm, a 7% change in the raw signal gives a 10 K change in temperature, whereas a 10 K change
in temperature is brought about by 2% change in the raw signal at 3000 K and 900 nm. Because the
raw signals measured were observed to be repeatable for constant temperature source, uncertainty
in the measured signal can arise only if the target material is no longer Lambertian and the apparent
intensity changes with the angle of view. The dual-wavelength method used the signal ratio calibration
curve for a given filter set in estimating the temperature. As it is evident from the calibration curves
from Figures 3.6(a)–(c), not all the calibration points fall on the theoretical curve. An uncertainty in
the signal ratio would result in a corresponding uncertainty in temperature. For example, in the case of
900 nm/800 nm filter set, a 2% change in the signal ratio would result in an error in the temperature of
1% at 1000 K, whereas 1% error in temperature at 3000 K is caused by 0.5% error in the signal ratio.
This could occur during the postprocessing stage if the pixel regions covering the target object from
the two images were not superimposed exactly.
As these experiments involved temperature measurements during electric current input rise and the
thermal mass of the designed copper electrodes cannot afford longer-duration heating, there was not
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enough time for the graphite strips to reach steady state. Because the graphite was transiently heating
up, the signal counts recorded by two consecutive images may not be representative of the same
temperature. Hence that could be a major source of uncertainty in the resulting temperature estimate.
To avoid this, a much faster sampling is needed so that the images recorded in a given cycle can be
safely considered closely instantaneous (i.e., that of the same temperature). However, in this work, for
relatively faster sampling cases, interpolation between the images was done to correct for transient
rise in raw signal. The accuracy of the slope estimate by the multiwavelength method depends on the
correlation coefficient associated with the straight line plot. It would also be erroneous where there is
no steady state, as this method uses multiple images acquired at different instances. The accuracy also
depends on the validity of the local gray body assumption that holds when the center wavelengths of
the filter set used are very close to each other. On the other hand, the error in the temperature decreases
with the center wavelengths of the filters being away from each other as reported in [64, 78].
3.10 Conclusions
A noncontact, nonintrusive thermography technique is demonstrated in this work by measuring high
temperatures of the resistively heated graphite strips used in hypersonic ablation experiments in the
X2 expansion tube facility at The University of Queensland, Australia. This proved to be a very
useful technique as it gives a two-dimensional temperature map from which spatial distributions
can be extracted along the length and breadth of the target. Two methods were employed in this
work, dual-wavelength signal ratio and multiwavelength Planck fit method, and were validated by
estimating the temperature of a tungsten filament that emits radiation corresponding to 3130 K. For
the dual-wavelength method, the theoretical and experimental signal ratios for a given filter set were
used for temperature map estimation. In the multiwavelength method, the temperature was estimated
directly as a slope of a straight line plot from the rearranged Planck equation. Both methods used
an empirical correction factor, as a function of wavelength, to estimate the temperature map of the
graphite strips used in the ablation experiments. It was noted that some of the filters did not serve
the purpose as they had transmission in regions other than their center wavelengths. The accuracy
can be improved by adding more filters to the multiwavelength method provided steady temperature
conditions. The accuracy of the transient measurements can be increased with faster sampling rates so
that the images acquired at two instances are at the same temperature. It was demonstrated that, with
the given arrangement, temperatures ranging from 1000 to 2900 K could be measured. This technique
could be adapted to other temperature ranges by choosing the camera and filters sensitive in the region
where the Planck radiation is significant enough for such measurements.
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Chapter 4
Graphite Ablation and Radiation
Experiments in X2
The preheated ablation experiments were performed in the X2 expansion tube facility at The University
of Queensland, Australia. A stainless steel wedge model was designed with a provision to mount a
preheatable ablation source on the wedge compression face, as detailed in Chapter 2. The graphite
strips were electrically preheated to wall temperatures in the range 1000–3000 K, representative of
temperatures experienced during atmospheric entry, which was then exposed to the test gas flow. The
coupling between ablation and radiation in the flowfield is necessary for the optimal design of the
TPS as the uncoupled computational analyses can give erroneous results leading to an increase in the
required factor of safety and thus the TPS mass [12]. In this experimental work, both ablation and
radiation fields are naturally coupled with the generated Earth-entry flowfield in X2. When the blunt
body capsule enters into the atmosphere, the quiescent flow is processed by the bow shock in front
of the body. The high wall temperature and the shear associated with the flow ablates the material
from the forebody which then entrains into the flowfield. To study these processes experimentally, a
two-dimensional wedge model was designed to generate an expanding flowfield, via a Prandtl-Meyer
expansion fan, with a provision to mount an ablation source in the compression face of the wedge.
This ablating wedge model could simulate the interaction and time evolution of ablating particles
as they traverse through the expansion fan and further downstream, and hence coupling the ablation
and radiation phenomena effectively. The flow interaction processes were investigated by high speed
video recording, two-dimensional filtered imaging and emission spectroscopy. The wall temperatures
were measured before each experiment using the filtered image thermography technique presented
in Chapter 3. The violet band emission spectra of cyanogen (CN) molecule, which is an important
radiating ablation product, were studied in detail for different wall temperatures and at various spatial
locations (horizontal and vertical slices) in the flowfield. Experimental spectra were compared with
synthetic CN violet band spectra simulated by ‘Specair’ [79], a radiation simulation software, from
which trans-rotational (Ttr) and vibro-electronic (Tve) temperatures were estimated. The wedge model
was designed as two configurations with two different locations of ablation source and they were
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compared with no-ablation cases by using an unheated steel strip instead of a heated graphite ablator.
Away from the edge effects associated with the wedge model, this configuration simulates the
two-dimensional version of the ablation particles/gas species interaction, as it would happen through
the shoulder expansion of an axisymmetric space capsule, as depicted in Figure 4.1. The wedge model
was designed in such a way that the graphite was electrically insulated from the steel components
by providing an air gap of 0.5 mm. However, it was not easy to maintain the air gap to be exactly
0.5 mm for every experiment and, for some cases, the gap had to be increased to avoid any possible
short circuiting and melting of the steel model. As it is not possible to reproduce a realistic length or
time scale of the flow around a full scale entry capsule, it was decided to use the two-dimensional
compression wedge model to simulate realistically an encapsulated region of an important non-
equilibrium flow, namely the rapid corner expansion from windward to leeward surfaces.
flow
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of expanding flowfield experimentally simulated using the ablating wedge
model with graphite ablator strip connected to copper electrodes. Artistic depiction image credits:
NASA/JPL-Caltech [80].
Carbon based materials have been widely used as the primary TPS composition for atmospheric
entry missions, for example carbon/silicon-carbide, carbon-carbon, phenolic impregnated carbon
ablator (PICA), etc. In this work, the pure form of carbon (graphite) was chosen as the ablation source
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for it is simple in composition without any resin, epoxy or additives, with the aim of studying the
interaction of ablated carbon with the generated test gas flow, and to provide benchmark data for the
development and validation of improved models. The graphite used in this work was ET-10 grade
with a nominal resistance at room temperature of 38×10−3Ω for the given dimensions. The other
properties of the graphite used in this work are detailed in Chapter 2.
4.1 X2 Expansion Tube Facility
X2 is an impulse type free-piston driven ground testing facility, capable of simulating a wide range
of hypervelocity entry conditions for the atmospheres of Earth [33], Mars [58], and gas giants like
Uranus and Saturn [81, 82]. A schematic of X2 with its different sections labelled is shown in Figure
4.2, and the nominal fill pressures in each section of the X2 tube, for the target Earth-entry condition
used in this work, are listed in Table 4.1. A 10.5 kg aluminium piston is initially held in the launcher
Figure 3.9: Schematic of the X2 expansion tube; shown to scale; with nozzle attached.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of X2 expansion tube, excerpt from [83].
by maintaining vacuum inside a cavity behind the piston. When fired, air in the high pressure reservoir
behind the piston accelerates the piston into the driver tube filled with a helium+argon gas mixture.
Near the end of the piston stroke, the high pressure and high temperature driver ruptures the 2 mm
thick, scored steel primary diaphragm. This drives a shock wave into the test gas in the shock tube. The
shock tube is isolated from the acceleration tube/test section by a thin secondary aluminium diaphragm
– typically commercially available aluminium foil. The shock breaks open the secondary diaphragm
following which the shock processed test gas slug expands into the acceleration tube, which is further
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accelerated by the nozzle at the end of the acceleration tube. The expanded gas flow exits the nozzle
and passes over the test model housed in the test section. More details of the expansion tubes can be
found elsewhere [83].
Table 4.1: X2 fill conditions for the present set of experiments
Section Fill gas Nominal fill pressure
Reservoir Compressed air 6.85 MPa
Compression (driver) tube 80% helium + 20% argon mixture 92.8 kPa
Shock (driven) tube Instrument air (test gas) 3 kPa
Acceleration tube/test section Laboratory air 10 Pa
4.1.1 Earth-Entry Flow Freestream Characterisation
The test condition used in this work is representative of a point in the trajectory at an altitude of 50 km,
5 s after peak heating, encountered during the re-entry of the Hayabusa sample return capsule [84, 85].
This is one of the well established test conditions in X2 and was used in several Earth-entry ablation
experiments previously [67, 86–88]. During the actual experiments, it was difficult to experimentally
measure the test flow parameters as the wedge model occupied most of the core flow coming out of the
X2 nozzle. Hence, to characterise the freestream coming out of the nozzle exit, dedicated Pitot pressure
measurements were performed. A rake with nine Pitot probes, each instrumented with a pressure sensor
housed inside a 15° half-angle cone, was positioned in place of the test model to probe the freestream
coming out of the nozzle, as shown in Figure 4.3. The instrumented rake gave the pressure traces
behind the oblique shock generated by the cones, which were then used to calculate the freestream
parameters using the in-house PITOT code [89]. The pressure traces from the nine Pitot probes for an
example test case (X2 shot identification no.: x2s3636) are shown in Figure 4.4. The shock speeds
in the shock tube (primary shock speed) and in the acceleration tube (secondary shock speed) are
given in Table 4.2 with standard deviation. From the measured wall pressures and shock speeds in the
shock tube and acceleration tube, the nozzle entry condition of the flow was estimated, which was then
allowed to expand to the pressure measured by the Pitot probes. The chemical composition in that
thermodynamic condition was then estimated using the web-based interface Chemical Equilibrium
with Applications (CEA) from NASA [90]. Three shots were fired with Pitot rake measurements and
the flow properties estimated for each. The averaged free stream properties are given in Table 4.3 with
the standard deviation as the error limits.
The post-shock conditions behind the oblique shock were calculated for equilibrium real gas
composition using the estimated freestream properties, and are shown in Table 4.4. The calculations
were done using the University of Queensland’s in-house Equilibrium Shock Tube Conditions, Junior
(ESTCj) program [91]. For the given wedge angle of 54°, the resulting shock was an oblique shock at
an angle of 60.9°.
The turning angle 54° in the wedge model has been inherited from the previous wedge models
tested in X2, and redesigned to house ablating sources on the compression face. This angle was chosen
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Figure 4.3: Pitot rake with nine pressure sensors housed inside the coneheads to characterise the test
flow.
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Figure 4.4: Pressure traces (x2s3636) as measured by the Pitot probes inside the coneheads in the
rake.
with an aim of obtaining supersonic post-shock conditions with an attached oblique shock, however,
with the flow properties entering into the expansion being not far from equilibrium, as illustrated
in Figure 4.5. The POst-SHock relAXation solver Poshax3 [92] program was used to calculate the
post-shock conditions behind a normal shock for the freestream properties of the test condition. Even
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Table 4.2: Shock speeds in X2 expansion tube for the test condition used
Properties Values
Primary shock speed 3994±28 m · s−1
Secondary shock speed 8378±95 m · s−1
Table 4.3: Estimated free stream properties of a representative Earth-entry test gas flow
Properties Values
Stagnation enthalpy, ht 37.75±0.69 MJ ·kg−1
Static pressure, p 735±75 Pa
Static temperature, T 2501±41 K
Velocity, u 8566±85 m · s−1
Density, ρ 0.984±0.082×10−3 kg ·m−3
N2 mass fraction, ωN2 7.806±0.005×10−1
O2 mass fraction, ωO2 1.623±0.055×10−1
O mass fraction, ωO 0.369±0.049×10−1
NO mass fraction, ωNO 0.202±0.011×10−1
Specific heat ratio, γ 1.141±0.002
Mach number, M 9.30±0.16
Table 4.4: Post-shock conditions estimated for equilibrium gas composition
Properties Values
Wedge angle, θ 54°
Shock (oblique) angle, β 60.9°
Post-shock pressure, pps 52.157 kPa
Post-shock temperature 7118 K
Post-shock density, ρ 14.667×10−3 kg ·m−3
N2 mass fraction, ωN2 2.633×10−1
O2 mass fraction, ωO2 0.024×10−3
N mass fraction, ωN 5.25×10−1
O mass fraction, ωO 2.082×10−1
NO mass fraction, ωNO 0.023×10−1
though the flow passes through an oblique shock, the normal component behind the oblique shock
can be taken as a metric to quantify the flow conditions entering the expansion fan. As illustrated in
Figure 4.5, the distance normal to the oblique shock leading up to the first Mach line in the expansion
fan was measured and correlated to the distance along the first expansion Mach line starting from
the wedge shoulder. The interaction of the Mach line and the oblique shock occurs at a distance of
10.32 mm from the wedge corner measured along the expansion line. The flow properties for distances
behind the shock represent the conditions of the flow entering in to the expansion fan at various heights
above the wedge shoulder. As can be seen from Figure 4.5(b), the properties like vibro-electronic
temperature (Tve), and mass fractions of atomic oxygen (ωO) and nitrogen (ωN) attain equilibrium
within a post-shock distance of 1.5 mm. Density (ρ) and trans-rotational temperature (Ttr) reach a
reasonable level of equilibrium at a post-shock distance of 2.3 mm which corresponds to the expansion
fan region 4 mm above the wedge shoulder.
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Figure 4.5: Conditions of flow entering expansion fan, calculated using Poshax3 [92].
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4.2 Preheated Ablation Experiments in X2
The ablation source was preheated electrically to the desired temperatures and then exposed to the
hypervelocity Earth-entry flow generated in X2. The basic purpose behind the electrical preheating was
to simulate the wall temperatures experienced during atmospheric entry, as the test times available in
the impulse facilities are too short for the gas flow to heat up the model wall to high temperatures due
to aeroheating alone. The graphite strip was preheated using a DC power supply by raising the current
input gradually from zero to the desired value in approximately 10 s. The power input was maintained
steady for 5 s to get a reasonably uniform temperature distribution in the ablator strip. The shot was
then fired in X2 that exposed the wedge model housing a heated ablation source to the hypervelocity
test gas flow. A steel strip was used without electrical heating instead of the heated graphite ablators
for several experiments that served as no-ablation cases. For such experiments, the wall temperature
was assumed to be the room temperature (298 K). The graphite samples break into pieces after each
experiment because of the harsh flow conditions in X2, however, the samples survive the duration of
test gas flow, enabling us to study the ablation and gas-solid interaction phenomena. But immediately
after the test gas flow, the incoming high pressure driver gas disintegrates the graphite sample into
pieces. A picture of the graphite sample mounted on the wedge model before the experiment and that
of the disintegrated sample after the experiment are shown in Figure 4.6.
(a) Wedge model with graphite strip mounted before test
(b) Model with broken graphite pieces after test
Figure 4.6: Wedge model inside test section before and after the shot (x2s3588). Graphite sample
breaks into pieces after each experiment, but is intact during the steady test flow period.
A range of wall temperatures was realised in the experimental campaign, as measured by the
filtered image thermography technique, which was discussed in detail in Chapter 3. One issue was
noted at higher wall temperatures. For wall temperatures above 2800 K, the copper electrode was
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observed to have started to melt at its point of contact with the graphite. The electrode first started to
develop a lump at high wall temperatures which, on subsequent high temperature experiments melted
down and was blown away by the gas flow during the test. A picture of the melted copper electrode
and that of the model mount inside the test section with molten copper coated over it, are shown in
Figure 4.7. This was observed in high speed video footage also shown later in this chapter.
(a) Melted copper electrode after shot x2s3606
(b) Copper coating on the model stand
Figure 4.7: Melting of copper electrodes for wall temperatures above 2800 K.
4.2.1 Optical Arrangement of Diagnostic Instrumentation
The flow features of the ablation experiments in X2 were investigated by the optical diagnostic
techniques ultra-violet (UV) emission spectroscopy, high speed video, and two-dimensional filtered
imaging using a narrow bandpass filter. In addition to the diagnostic instruments used to characterise
the flow, a nonintrusive thermography method was employed for temperature measurements of the
heated graphite strips just before each experiment. The optical instruments were aimed at the wedge
model via optical access windows in the test section of X2. In the first experimental campaign, the
flowfield was investigated at the horizontal slices using emission spectroscopy. An illustration of
the top view of the optical arrangement for the high speed video and the spectrometers looking at
the horizontal slices is shown in Figure 4.8. In the second experimental campaign, vertical slices in
the flowfield were investigated using the UV spectrometer, for which the periscope arrangement was
different from that of the horizontal one. In addition, high speed video and two-dimensional filtered
images were also recorded. An illustration of the top view of the optical arrangement for the high
speed video, two-dimensional filtered imaging and the spectrometers looking at the vertical slices is
shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.8: Graphic illustration of the top view of the optical arrangement for high speed video and
spectrometers investigating horizontal slices in the flowfield. Illustration only, not to scale.
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Figure 4.9: Graphic illustration of the top view of the optical arrangement for high speed video, two-
dimensional filtered imaging and spectrometers investigating vertical slices in the flowfield. Illustration
only, not to scale.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 High-speed Camera Images
High speed imagery was employed to capture video footage during the ablation and no-ablation
experiments. This is a very useful technique as it shows visually the time evolution of flow processes
such as accelerator gas, test gas and driver gas arrival, and the associated features like the oblique
shock front and ablation from the heated graphite strip. A Shimadzu HyperVision HPV-1 high-speed
camera coupled with a Nikon ED 200 mm 1:4 D lens was used to capture the images of the flow over
the model at very high frame rates ranging from 250–500 kHz; the camera is capable of acquiring
images at a maximum frame rate of 1 MHz. Figure 4.10 shows frames from the high speed video
footage during the steady test time, each corresponding to the test cases with heated graphite and
unheated steel strips for each configuration.
(a) heated graphite, Tw = 2010 K (b) unheated steel, Tw = 298 K
(c) heated graphite, Tw = 2060 K (d) unheated steel, Tw = 298 K
Counts
1
Figure 4.10: Frames from the high speed video footage, each during the steady test time of the flow
over Config-1 (top) and Config-2 (bottom).
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Since the optical viewing port through which the high speed camera was looking at the model was
shared by the UV spectrometer camera (see Figures 4.8 and 4.9), the view is slightly off axis. For the
heated graphite cases, the ablated products are evident as the bright luminous regions immediately in
front of the strip. The entrained ablated products then continue to travel further along the flow direction
into the expansion around the corner, as seen from Figures 4.10(a) and (c), corresponding to cases
x2s3607 and x2s3617 respectively. The ablation layer was visualised to move together until the wedge
shoulder and starts to spread out in the expansion moving further above. As there is a bigger air gap
between the steel and graphite in Config-2, more particles entrain into the gap and a bright secondary
shock-like feature was observed from the edge of the steel model as seen from Figure 4.10(c). For
the unheated steel cases, the region in front of the strip was less luminous as there was no ablation.
However, there was contribution from the residual graphite and other contaminants sticking on to the
surface, see Figures 4.10(b) and (d), corresponding to cases x2s3624 and x2s3615 respectively.
For wall temperatures above 2800 K, the copper electrodes started to melt due to heat conduction
from the graphite strips as it was pushing the limits for the given thermal mass of the electrodes. From
the high speed images shown in Figure 4.11 for an example case x2s3605 at Tw = 2880 K, the ablating
graphite strip was observed to be very luminous as the wall temperature was high, and the molten
copper was blown away by the flow, that was seen as spillage of particles from beneath the electrodes.
Figure 4.11: High speed video frame showing luminous heated graphite (Tw = 2880 K) and molten
copper from the electrode being blown by the flow.
4.3.2 Two-dimensional CN Filtered Imaging
The ablation experiments were investigated for the presence of the cyanogen (CN) radical by recording
two-dimensional images using an UV camera combined with an external optical filter. An ICCD
device manufactured by Andor Corporation was used to acquire the two-dimensional filtered images.
The narrow bandpass filter used was from LASER 2000, UK with the transmission range 373–387 nm
that covers most of the ∆ν = 0 CN violet band vibrational transitions. The exposure time used for the
camera was 10 µs during the steady test time with a camera gain of 200.
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Calibration of Two-dimensional Filtered Images
The two-dimensional filtered images were calibrated for absolute intensity using a known calibration
source; the Labsphere integrating sphere [74]. The sensitive region (wavelength) of the camera is
limited by the external optical filter used in front of the camera, that transmits in the wavelength region
373–387 nm. The magnification of the optical arrangement is such that the image of the calibration
source has covered only a portion of the whole CCD array. Hence it needed multiple images to be
taken using the calibration source targeting different spatial locations of the CCD array, as shown
in Figure 4.12. Then, during postprocessing, the pixel region covering the calibration source from
400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
Raw counts (−)
Figure 4.12: Set of sixteen raw calibration images recorded at multiple spatial locations covering the
whole CCD array.
each image was cropped and joined together to obtain the whole array as shown in Figure 4.13. The
background is subtracted using an image recorded with no light source. The calibration matrix is then
obtained by dividing the integrated signal intensity by the background subtracted calibration image, as
shown in Figure 4.14.
However, it can be seen that there are voids in the array that are left out between the copped regions.
The voids were then corrected by copying the nearby regions that contain the calibrated pixels. The
final calibration image with all the voids corrected is shown in Figure 4.15. This matrix contains the
calibration factor for each pixel in the CCD array. This can then be multiplied to the raw counts from
each pixel after background subtraction, to obtain the calibrated two-dimensional filtered images.
Results of Two-dimensional Filtered Imaging
The calibration method explained above was used with the raw images of different cases of heated
and unheated experiments. Three example cases are shown with false colours in Figures 4.16 (a),
(b), and (c) corresponding respectively to heated graphite (x2s3854, Tw = 2020 K), unheated graphite
(x2s3858, Tw = 298 K) and unheated steel strips (x2s3850, Tw = 298 K). The heated graphite ablates
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Figure 4.13: Recreated raw calibration image from the multiple images shown in Figure 4.12.
1.36 1.44 1.52 1.60 1.68 1.76 1.84 1.92 2.00
Radiance per count (W/cm2/sr/count)
Figure 4.14: Calibration matrix contour for the whole CCD array obtained after background subtrac-
tion; voids can be seen clearly between the individual calibration regions.
1.36 1.44 1.52 1.60 1.68 1.76 1.84 1.92 2.00
Radiance per count (W/cm2/sr/count)
Figure 4.15: Calibration matrix contour for the whole CCD array obtained after background subtrac-
tion with the voids corrected.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of two-dimensional filtered images with heated, unheated graphite and
unheated steel strips.
and reacts with the test gas, and the resulting CN was seen as bright patches directly in front of the
strip and in front of the steel part above the strip. To evaluate the effect of wall temperature on ablation
and spallation, an experiment was performed with an unheated graphite strip. The unheated graphite
with Tw = 298 K does not show appreciable CN species in comparison with the heated one. This
experimentally verifies the vital role that the wall temperature plays in the amount of ablation of the
TPS material and the interaction processes. Similarly, in the case of unheated steel strip at Tw = 298 K
no significant CN radiance was observed, except that from contaminants.
4.3.3 Emission Spectroscopy
Emission spectroscopy is an optical diagnostic technique used to investigate the fluid system of interest
by observing the radiation emission of atomic and molecular species in the system. The spontaneous
radiation emission occurs when an atom transits from an upper electronic state (E2) to a lower electronic
state (E1). In a molecule, the transitions observed occur from discrete vibrational or rotational energy
levels of an excited electronic state to that of a lower electronic state. The wavelength or the frequency
at which the emission lines appear is governed by the energy difference between the electronic states
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involved in the transition (∆E = E2 - E1). By observing and identifying the emission lines or bands in
the wavelength or frequency domain, characteristics of the fluid system can be established, such as the
composition, energy levels, population, etc. Discussion on spectroscopy can be found elsewhere [93].
Emission spectroscopic measurements for graphite ablation experiments were made with mid-infrared
(midIR) spectrometer targeting CO2 and with UV spectrometer targeting CN violet band.
4.3.4 Spectrometer Planes of Sight
The flowfield was investigated for both model configurations at the ablating strip and at three locations
above the wedge surface, i.e., 0.75 mm, 4.0 mm and 6.5 mm. Slices of the flowfield over both models,
Config-1 and Config-2, illustrated as dotted lines in Figures 4.17(a) and (b) respectively, were the
planes of sight investigated.
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Figure 4.17: Horizontal slices in the flowfield (blue dashed lines) investigated using emission spec-
troscopy (illustration only, not to scale).
4.3.5 Mid-infrared Emission Spectroscopy
Mid-IR measurements were made as a supplementary measurement in the first experimental campaign,
as can be seen from Figure 4.8. It was targeted to see any CO/CO2 in the ablating environment
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at various horizontal slices, as they are indications of surface oxidation processes, and a primary
mechanism of ablation. It is also a highly exothermic reaction, important to surface heat flux balance.
The spectral data were recorded using an Acton SpectraPro SP-2500 monochromator and an IRC800
infrared camera manufactured by IRCameras, LLC [94]. An example case of the spectral image
recorded in the infrared region for test case x2s3607 (Tw = 2010 K), a horizontal slice looking at the
ablating strip, is shown in Figure 4.18. The y-axis was calibrated for spatial distance and the x-axis
was calibrated for wavelength following Gu [58]. The intensity of the spectral image was calibrated
using a blackbody furnace (type R1500T) manufactured by Land Instruments international [73]. It was
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Figure 4.18: Spectral image in the infra-red region for graphite preheated to Tw = 2010 K (x2s3607)
in Config-1 with wavelength resolved radiance (top) and spectrally integrated spatial distribution of
radiance (right). The spectrometer plane of sight was a horizontal slice at the ablating strip.
difficult to visualise the shock front location from the spectral image and hence the wavelength resolved
radiance profile, shown at the top, was averaged between the spatial locations illustrated as horizontal
lines. The integrated radiance profile, shown at the right, was integrated in the wavelength region
between the dotted vertical lines. The spectral distribution shows absorption around 4250–4300 nm,
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possibly from the CO/CO2 produced in the flow. A few lines corresponding to Al arising from the
secondary diaphragm used in X2 were also observed. A comparison of the spectral and integrated
radiance profiles for heated and unheated test cases, at various horizontal slices, is shown in Figure
4.19.
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Figure 4.19: Wavelength resolved spectral distribution (left) in the infra-red region and spectrally
integrated spatial distribution of radiance (right) for Config-1 at the various horizontal slices in the
flowfield.
The CO/CO2 absorption band was very clear in the horizontal slice looking at the strip, but the
locations of shock front and the hot model were not clear. The spectrum from the same horizontal slice
for the cold steel experiment shows far fewer counts in the CO/CO2 band. For all the horizontal slices
investigated above the wedge surface, the band was observed to be significantly lower in intensity for all
the heated cases with the unheated steel cases being the lowest. The data from the mid-IR spectrometer
was not analysed comprehensively, only preliminary observations have been made and provided here
for completeness, which can be revisited in the future for further analysis and applications. However,
the main focus in this thesis was to study the CN molecule emission in the violet band region and,
hence the results and discussion are limited to UV measurements made in the CN violet band.
4.3.6 UV Emission Spectroscopy
The CN species formed during the interaction of the ablated carbon and the test gas was investigated
using ultraviolet (UV) emission spectroscopy at different horizontal and vertical slices in the flowfield.
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The (polychromatic) light from each slice was focussed onto the entrance slit of the spectrometer,
which was then diffracted by the grating, and the resulting spectral image was captured by an intensified
charge coupled device (ICCD) camera attached at the exit slit of the spectrometer. The planes of sight
investigated, depending on their location in the flowfield, covered the free stream, shock front, ablation
layer and the ablating strip or the expansion fan. Each spectral image was post processed to obtain
the calibrated spectral and spatial distribution of radiance from the flowfield. The UV spectrometer
used was an Acton SpectraPro 2300i triple grating monochromator with a 600 grooves per millimeter
(gpmm) grating blazed at 300 nm. The PI-MAX UV intensifier camera used was manufactured by
Princeton Instruments. The UV camera was exposed to the radiation from the flowfield for 35 µs
during the steady test time, with an instrument gain of 200 and a spectrometer slit width of 50 µm. The
external optical arrangement capturing the flowfield of interest yielded a magnification of 0.168, for
which a field of view in the physical distance of approximately 37 mm was captured in the vertical
axis of the image recorded by the camera.
Horizontal Slices
The recorded spectra were calibrated using a known intensity source, a Labsphere integrating sphere
[74], converting raw signal counts into spectral radiance units, W · cm−2 · sr−1 ·µm−1. The post-
processing script, written in the Python programming language, used to calibrate the spectral data can
be found in Appendix C. Table 4.5 lists the experiments corresponding to different horizontal slices
investigated, along with the heating power inputs and resulting wall temperatures. An example case
(x2s3601) of the spectral image with preheated ablating graphite (Tw = 1960 K) and the plane of sight
investigated at 0.75 mm above the wedge surface is shown in Figure 4.20.
The horizontal axis of the spectral image represents the wavelength that was calibrated with known
emission lines using a 6035 Mercury (Argon) pencil lamp manufactured by Oriel Instruments [95],
and the vertical axis represents the spatial distance that was calibrated using the optical alignment
plate with equally spaced holes (see Figure 2.18 in Chapter 2). The spectral image shows freestream
flow direction from bottom-to-top with the shock front and the bright ablation layer extending into the
expansion fan. The graph at the top in Figure 4.20 shows the wavelength resolved spectral radiance
extracted at different points illustrated by dotted horizontal lines in the image. The peaks corresponding
to different vibrational transitions of CN are labelled along with other contaminants in the flow such as
aluminum (Al) arising from the aluminum secondary diaphragm and iron (Fe) inherent in the facility.
The intensity of CN is higher in the ablation layer but less intense behind the shock front. The spectral
distribution of radiance was integrated over the wavelength region covering the CN violet ∆ν = 0
band (385–389 nm), to obtain the spatial distribution of radiance along the plane of sight as seen on
the right of Figure 4.20; the vertical dotted lines show the wavelength region in which the radiance
was integrated. The lines labelled 0–0, 1–1, 2–1, 3–2, etc. denote the vibrational levels (ν) of the
molecules at the excited and the ground electronic states respectively between which the transitions
occur. For the CN violet band transition (B2Σ+→ X2Σ+), the excited electronic state is denoted as
CN(B2Σ+) and the ground electronic state as CN(X2Σ+). So, the line 1–1 represents the transition
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from CN(B2Σ+,ν = 1) to CN(X2Σ+,ν = 1) and hence those lines are grouped as ∆ν = 0. Similarly,
2–1 denotes the transition from CN(B2Σ+,ν = 2) to CN(X2Σ+,ν = 1) corresponding to ∆ν = +1.
Table 4.5: Details of X2 experiments with spectrometer planes of investigation as horizontal slices in
the flowfield, heating current inputs and measured graphite wall temperatures (Tw)
S. No. Shot id Strip
Power input Wall temperaturea, Tw Horizontal slice
in the flowfield(A) × (V) K
Config-1
1 x2s3607 Graphite 300 A × 10.0 V 2010±150 K
at strip
2 x2s3624 Steel unheated 298 K
3 x2s3600
Graphite
215 A × 8.0 V 1060±50 K
0.75 mm above
wedge surface
4 x2s3601 300 A × 9.5 V 1960±100 K
5 x2s3603 575 A × 22.5 V 2960±340 K
6 x2s3622 Steel unheated 298 K
7 x2s3586
Graphite
200 A × 7.0 V 1370±240 K
4.0 mm above
wedge surface
8 x2s3588 310 A × 10.0 V 2010±140 K
9 x2s3605 500 A × 20.5 V 2880±200 K
10 x2s3621 Steel unheated 298 K
11 x2s3590
Graphite
200 A × 8.0 V 1460±60 K
6.5 mm above
wedge surface
12 x2s3593 300 A × 10.25 V 1930±120 K
13 x2s3595 500 A × 18.0 V 2740 Kb
14 x2s3623 Steel unheated 298 K
Config-2
15 x2s3625 Graphite 300 A × 7.0 V 1310±60 Kc
at strip
16 x2s3610 Steel unheated 298 K
17 x2s3629 Graphite 300 A × 10.5 V 1760±170 K 0.75 mm above
wedge surface18 x2s3611 Steel unheated 298 K
19 x2s3628 Graphite 300 A × 10.5 V 1640±140 K 4.0 mm above
wedge surface20 x2s3613 Steel unheated 298 K
21 x2s3617 Graphite 300 A × 10.75 V 2060±140 K 6.5 mm above
wedge surface22 x2s3615 Steel unheated 298 K
aestimated by dual-wavelength ratio thermography; averaged across seven pixels throughout the length of the strip
with standard deviation as the non-uniformity in the distribution, for the unheated shots room temperature is assumed
bestimated theoretically as the experimental measurement was unsuccessful in this case
ccurrent rise picked up only for last few seconds and hence the lower temperature
The spectral images from the heated graphite (x2s3607, Tw = 2010 K) and unheated steel (x2s3624,
Tw = 298 K), recorded at the height of the strip, are shown in Figures 4.21(a) and (b) respectively, for
comparison. The heated case shows bright emission from CN violet bands ∆ν = +1 at 359 nm and ∆ν
= 0 at 389 nm. On the other hand, the unheated steel strip has CN contributions originating only from
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Figure 4.20: Spectral image of x2s3601 with graphite preheated to Tw = 1960 K in Config-1 with
wavelength resolved radiance (top) and spectrally integrated spatial distribution of radiance (right).
The spectrometer plane of sight was a horizontal slice at 0.75 mm above the wedge surface.
the contaminants. The location of the strips in each case was marked approximately by the dotted
horizontal line. For the heated case, the CN emission line was observed to extend beyond the location
of the hot wall, which could be due to the flow spillage to the sides collecting ablated products from
the wall surface. This was not observed in the no-ablation case.
The CN formation during the test gas flow interaction with the ablating carbon could be due to
direct radiative association. In a radiative association reaction, two heavy atomic species approach
each other in a particular excited electronic state and form a resulting molecule in an excited state,
followed by its stabilisation through spontaneous emission and falling to a lower electronic state [26].
The carbon and nitrogen atoms would approach each other along the potential energy curve of the
electronic state of an excited CN molecule, and at some point in the trajectory it falls from that excited
state to a lower energy state accompanied by an emission. The original equation from Singh et al.
[26] explaining the transition mechanism of CN red band, CN(A2Π→ X2Σ+), has been adapted and
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Figure 4.21: Ultraviolet (UV) emission spectrum for ablation and no-ablation cases recorded at a
horizontal plane of sight in the flowfield as illustrated in the schematic at the top.
modified for the CN violet band transition, CN(B2Σ+→ X2Σ+), discussed in our study as shown in
Equation 4.1:
C(3P)+N(4S)→ CN(B2Σ+)→ CN(X2Σ+)+hν (4.1)
The above reaction, known as inverse pre-dissociation reaction in some literature, governs the mecha-
nism of excitation for both CN(A2Π) and CN(B2Σ+) in the presence of a third body [25].
The formation of CN can also be due to an endothermic reaction where C2 reacts with N2, which
needs an activation energy of 1.8 eV as shown in Equation 4.2.
C2+N2→ 2CN−1.8eV (4.2)
The above reaction is highly probable under shock wave ablation or in a plasma layer formed during
laser ablation [28], as the activation energy needed for the reaction is available in the shock or plasma
layer. However, the ablation species C2 was not investigated in this work. There are other well known
exothermic reactions that could also happen in such gas-solid interactions. A detailed study of each
species and the associated reaction mechanisms will give deeper understanding on the cumulative
endothermic/exothermic nature of the flow situation and the resulting net effect on radiation blockage
or enhancement.
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The spectrally resolved radiance distribution and the spatially resolved radiance integrated over
the CN violet ∆ν = 0 band wavelength at different planes of sight for various wall temperatures using
Config-1 are shown in Figures 4.22, 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25. The spatial location at which the spectrally
resolved radiance distribution plot was extracted in each case is indicated by a dot in the corresponding
spatial plot, which was chosen to lie in the ablation layer to track the evolution of CN. The spatial
axis is adjusted so that the shock front is located at zero. The results are presented along with the
no-ablation cases where an unheated steel strip was used in place of the ablation source. As can be
seen from Table 4.5, the input current and voltages vary between the cases due to contact resistance,
surface oxidation of electrodes and the clamping of electrodes to the graphite. Hence the results were
discussed for the wall temperatures as measured by the dual-wavelength thermography technique.
The radiance at the height of the ablator strip with wall temperature Tw = 2010 K, along with the
no-ablation case is shown in Figure 4.22. Intense peaks in the CN violet transitions show the presence
of the CN species in the bright ablation layer existing between the shock front and the ablator strip.
The no-ablation case shows less intense peaks which appear due to small carbon contamination levels
in the freestream. The integrated radiance shows a sharp rise behind the shock followed by a drop in
intensity nearing the model surface for the ablating case, whereas the no-ablation case shows only a
small peak immediately behind the shock.
The results of spectral and integrated radiance at 0.75 mm above the wedge surface for three
different wall temperature cases is shown in Figure 4.23. The no-ablation case shows the lowest
radiation levels, with the radiance increasing as the surface temperature is increased. For Tw = 2960 K,
the highest CN intensity was observed indicating the presence of more ablation products at higher wall
temperatures. The spatial distribution plot also corroborates the same showing the highest peak for the
highest wall temperature.
At 4.0 mm above the wedge surface, the intensity of the CN spectrum was observed to be signifi-
cantly lower than at 0.75 mm for similar wall temperatures. Only for the highest wall temperature (Tw
= 2880 K) were there observable CN transition peaks as can be seen from Figure 4.24. This indicates
that the CN species emanating from higher wall temperatures were actively radiating for longer flow
paths than those at lower wall temperatures. This can be either due to the presence of more ablated
particles at such wall temperatures or CN molecules staying excited for longer duration or both.
At 6.5 mm from the wedge surface, the intensities in the CN transition wavelengths were small
and comparable with that of the no-ablation case as shown in Figure 4.25. The spatial distribution of
integrated radiance also shows comparable intensity with the no-ablation case, irrespective of wall
temperatures.
The above trend in the radiance suggests that the CN molecule stays together as a layer until near
the wedge top giving more intensity. When it moves further along the flow direction, the interaction
with the expansion occurs, and the ablated products disperse and spread out downstream resulting in
less intensity of CN radiation. This behavior was observed in the high speed video footages as seen in
the earlier section.
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Figure 4.22: Wavelength resolved spectral distribution (left) extracted at locations indicated by dots
in spectrally integrated spatial distribution of radiance (right) for Config-1 at the height of the ablating
strip.
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Figure 4.23: Wavelength resolved spectral distribution (left) extracted at locations indicated by dots in
spectrally integrated spatial distribution of radiance (right) for Config-1 at 0.75 mm above the wedge
surface.
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Figure 4.24: Wavelength resolved spectral distribution (left) extracted at locations indicated by dots
in spectrally integrated spatial distribution of radiance (right) for Config-1 at 4.0 mm above the wedge
surface.
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Figure 4.25: Wavelength resolved spectral distribution (left) extracted at locations indicated by dots
in spectrally integrated spatial distribution of radiance (right) for Config-1 at 6.5 mm above the wedge
surface.
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For the Config-2 model, experiments were performed with only one current input setting (300 A)
and hence only one wall temperature at each investigated location in the flowfield. The results of the
spectral and spatial distribution of radiance for the Config-2 model with plane of sight at the height
of the heated ablator strip is shown in Figure 4.26, along with the no-ablation case. Interestingly, in
this case, the CN transitions in the no-ablation case were as intense as the heated graphite ablation
case (Tw = 1310 K). However, the other peaks corresponding to contaminants like iron (Fe) were very
dominant along with the CN lines whereas the graphite case has only the CN as the dominant species.
This is reflected in the spatial distribution plot as well in that both ablation and no-ablation cases have
comparable radiance. But, as seen from the wavelength resolved plots, the intensity of the integrated
radiance could be due to the contribution from the contaminant Fe species underlying the CN violet
band region. This case is peculiar with bright contaminant emission right in front of the strip although
it was sandblasted to clean the surface before the experiment. The major difference in this Config-2
model was that the air gap between the strip and the steel part was larger than expected, and as a result
new flow features were observed to originate behind the shock when the flow hits the sharp edges like
the strip and the steel body of the model. It is possible that, as the flow sees stagnation points at the
sharp edges behind the shock, it collects more contaminant particles from the surface of the steel strip.
At 0.75 mm above the wedge surface the CN radiance has dropped compared to that at the strip
even though the wall temperature was higher (Tw = 1760 K), as shown in Figure 4.27. The no-ablation
case with the steel strip has CN radiation comparable with the contaminant lines; the similar trend is
reflected in the integrated radiance plot also.
At 4.0 mm above the wedge surface, the CN transition peaks have the same level of intensity
for both ablation and no-ablation cases as shown in Figure 4.28. The radiance plot shows a well
pronounced second peak as a result of the secondary flow features. The drop in the spectral radiance
could also be due to the mixing of fewer particles into the flowfield as some were entrained into the
model, as the air gap was larger compared to Config-1.
At 6.5 mm above the wedge surface for wall temperature Tw = 2060 K, bright CN peaks were
observed in comparison with the no-ablation case as shown in Figure 4.29. It is seen as the intense peak
in the integrated radiance plot also, that may be due to the contaminants collected by the secondary
shock-like feature arising from sharp edges, as seen in experiments of Config-2 due to the larger air
gap. This was visualised in high speed images also as seen in the earlier section.
The wall temperatures achieved for Config-2 were not consistent among the cases and hence it
was difficult to make one-to-one comparisons. The intensity at 6.5 mm above the wedge surface for
Config-2 was higher than its counterpart with similar wall temperature in Config-1, see Figure 4.25.
This can be possibly due to the presence of a secondary shock feature and also, since the location of
the ablation source was further up in the flow direction in Config-2, the CN species could have been
actively radiating further downstream. Since the gap between the graphite and steel part happened to
be larger, the loss of particles into the gap makes it difficult to make solid conclusions. Models where
air gaps could be avoided and the ablation sources located right at the stagnation and at the expansion
corner would be ideal for such comparisons.
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Figure 4.26: Wavelength resolved spectral distribution (left) extracted at locations indicated by dots
in spectrally integrated spatial distribution of radiance (right) for Config-2 at the height of the ablating
strip.
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Figure 4.27: Wavelength resolved spectral distribution (left) extracted at locations indicated by dots in
spectrally integrated spatial distribution of radiance (right) for Config-2 at 0.75 mm above the wedge
surface.
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Figure 4.28: Wavelength resolved spectral distribution (left) extracted at locations indicated by dots
in spectrally integrated spatial distribution of radiance (right) for Config-2 at 4.0 mm above the wedge
surface.
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Figure 4.29: Wavelength resolved spectral distribution (left) extracted at locations indicated by dots
in spectrally integrated spatial distribution of radiance (right) for Config-2 at 6.5 mm above the wedge
surface.
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Vertical Slices
In the second experimental campaign, the ablation experiments were performed with the UV spec-
trometer aimed at various vertical slices in the flowfield. Figure 4.30 illustrates the vertical slices
investigated in the flowfield, which were at the ablating strip, 1.5 mm and 6.5 mm from the expansion
corner at the wedge shoulder.
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Figure 4.30: Vertical slices in the flowfield (blue dashed lines) investigated using emission spec-
troscopy (illustration only, not to scale).
Table 4.6: Details of X2 experiments with spectrometer planes of investigation as vertical slices in
the flowfield, heating current inputs and measured graphite wall temperatures (Tw)
S. No. Shot id Strip
Power input Wall temperaturea, Tw Vertical slice
in the flowfield(A) × (V) K
Config-1
1 x2s3857
Graphite
300 A × 10.5 V 1950±90 K
at strip2 x2s3858 unheated 298 K
3 x2s3856 Steel unheated 298 K
4 x2s3851 Graphite 290 A × 10.5 V 2010±60 Kb 1.5 mm from
wedge corner5 x2s3850 Steel unheated 298 K
6 x2s3854 Graphite 300 A × 10.5 V 2020±90 K 6.5 mm from
wedge corner7 x2s3855 Steel unheated 298 K
aestimated by dual-wavelength ratio thermography; averaged across seven pixels throughout the length of the strip
with standard deviation as the non-uniformity in the distribution, for the unheated shots room temperature is assumed
btemperature averaged from a region seven-pixels wide and half the length of the strip, to avoid unrealistic values at
the edges due to the angled orientation of the strip
The spectral image from the heated graphite (x2s3857, Tw = 1950 K) has been compared with that
of the unheated graphite (x2s3858, Tw = 298 K) and steel (x2s3856, Tw = 298 K), as shown in Figures
4.31 (a), (b) and (c) respectively.
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Figure 4.31: Ultraviolet (UV) emission spectrum for ablation and no-ablation cases recorded at the
vertical slice as illustrated in the schematic at the top.
The bright CN violet band emission is clearly seen in the heated case, whereas the unheated
graphite shows no bright CN emission lines. This corroborates with the results of two-dimensional
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filtered images in that the wall temperature is significant for the ablation to occur. Though the source
for ablation is present, the wall temperature is not high enough in the unheated graphite case for
the carbon to ablate from the surface. The unheated steel case was observed to have the iron (Fe)
contamination lines covering most of the spectrum, which also appears underlying the non-zero CN
violet band spectrum (possibly from contaminants), as seen in Figure 4.31 (c). As a result, the CN
spectrum in the unheated steel appears brighter than the unheated graphite.
The spectral and spatial distribution of radiance have been extracted for individual cases and plotted
separately in Figures 4.32, 4.33 and 4.34. The profiles extracted at the strip, plotted in Figure 4.32,
show that CN emission is highest for the heated graphite case with wall temperature, Tw = 1950 K. The
unheated graphite at Tw = 298 K has no bright CN emission lines, and its steel strip counterpart shows
a CN spectrum with major contributions from Fe contamination lines. A similar trend is observed in
the spectrally integrated radiance profiles also shown in the right of Figure 4.32.
At a vertical slice located at 1.5 mm from the expansion corner of the wedge, the ablation and
no-ablation cases show no bright CN lines (see Figure 4.33), indicating that there is no radiating
ablated products at that location. The same is observed at the vertical slice located at 6.5 mm from
the expansion corner as seen from Figure 4.34. This shows that either the ablated products have
cooled down at these locations, or they tend to fly away from the model with their inertia and hence at
locations downstream of the expansion corner, there is an absence of CN emission lines. This argument
is made for wall temperatures around Tw = 2000 K as observed in the above two cases; for higher wall
temperatures the result may be different if the ablation rate is higher.
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Figure 4.32: Wavelength resolved spectral distribution (left) extracted at locations indicated by dots
in spectrally integrated spatial distribution of radiance (right) for Config-1 at a vertical slice looking at
the strip.
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Figure 4.33: Wavelength resolved spectral distribution (left) extracted at locations indicated by dots
in spectrally integrated spatial distribution of radiance (right) for Config-1 at a vertical slice looking at
1.5 mm from the expansion corner.
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Figure 4.34: Wavelength resolved spectral distribution (left) extracted at locations indicated by dots
in spectrally integrated spatial distribution of radiance (right) for Config-1 at a vertical slice looking at
6.5 mm from the expansion corner.
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4.3.7 Estimation of Temperatures from CN Emission Spectra
Specair numerical spectra simulation
The emission spectra of CN species recorded experimentally were used to estimate the vibrational
and rotational temperatures of the species in the flow. The experimentally recorded emission spectra
were fit to simulated synthetic spectra using the radiation simulation software ‘Specair’ [79] capable of
simulating many atomic and molecular radiative transitions including CN. The synthetic spectra were
simulated at conditions similar to the post-shock pressure obtained from the numerical simulations
given in Table 4.4. The experimentally recorded spectrometer slit function, with a full-width-at-half-
maximum (FWHM) of 0.30 nm, was imported into Specair for the simulation. Using a two temperature
model assumption, the vibrational temperature is set equal to the electronic excitation temperature,
denoted as Tve, and the rotational temperature is set equal to the translational temperature, denoted as
Ttr. The synthetic spectra were generated, considering self absorption, for multiple combinations of
CN mole fractions, vibrational and rotational temperature inputs. Specair generates the spectrum for
the selected transition for a given pressure, temperature, slab width and mole fraction input, giving
out the profile in the units of mW · cm−2 · sr−1 [96]. The calculated numerical spectrum was then
divided by the ‘equivalent’ slit function to convert it to W · cm−2 · sr−1 ·µm−1 to be consistent with the
calibrated experimental spectrum. The experimental spectra were first normalised and compared with
the normalised numerical spectra to estimate the trans-rotational and vibro-electronic temperatures.
Keeping those temperatures, the mole fraction was then varied until the numerical spectrum matches
the experimental spectrum in absolute units (W · cm−2 · sr−1 ·µm−1). The best fit was identified by
manually observing the agreement of features in both the spectra, particularly the peaks occuring in
the ∆ν = 0 CN violet band and the tail feature leading up to it from the wavelength 363 nm. The
numerical spectrum that best fits the experimental spectrum gives the trans-rotational, vibro-electronic
temperatures and mole fraction. The method of using CN spectra to determine temperatures has been
demonstrated before by Eichmann [34] for different test condition in X2.
The χ2 value measuring the goodness of a fit was calculated using 4.3 [97]
χ2 = ∑
N
i=1[I
exp
i − Ithi (Tve,Ttr)]2
N(N−1) (4.3)
where Iexpi is the intensity of peak i in the experimental spectra, I
th
i (Tve,Ttr) is the intensity of peak
i in the simulated spectrum as a function of Ttr and Tve, and N is the number of sampling points.
The vibrational transitions identified in the experimental spectra were 0–0, 1–1, 2–2, 3–3 and 4–4
corresponding to ∆ν = 0 occuring in the wavelength region 388.3–385.5 nm. Specair simulates up to
3–3 only, and hence the fit of the peak 4–4 was not taken into account in calculating χ2. The changes in
the vibrational transition peaks 1–1, 2–2 and 3–3, relative to the 0–0 transitions, were monitored for a
given change in the vibrational and rotational temperatures separately. The final Specair spectrum thus
obtained was then used to estimate the uncertainty in the mole fraction estimation. The temperatures
were kept constant and the mole fractions were varied that would result in a spectrum that changes the
χ2 value by 15–30%. To estimate the uncertainties in temperatures, the experimental and simulated
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spectra were each normalised with respect to the peak intensity of the 0–0 transition line, to isolate the
effect of mole fraction. One among the two temperatures was kept constant while varying the other
to obtain a fit that changes the best fit χ2 by 15–30% that gives the upper and lower bounds of that
temperature being varied. The same procedure was repeated for estimating the uncertainty in the other
temperature.
The number density of the CN molecules (nCN) was then estimated from pressure and the mole
fraction (XCN), trans-rotational temperature (Ttr) obtained from the spectra fits, as detailed by Eichmann
[34]. The equation used to calculate the number density is
nCN = XCN
pps
RTtr
NA (4.4)
where pps is the post-shock pressure, R is the gas constant, NA is the Avogadro constant. The uncertainty
bound for the number density was calculated by combining the uncertainties of mole fraction and
trans-rotational temperature.
Trans-Rotational and Vibro-Electronic Temperatures of CN
Two example cases at the horizontal slices in the flowfield are discussed here; one spectrum looking
at the height of the strip (x2s3607) and the other at 0.75 mm above the wedge surface (x2s3601)
using Config-1. The spectrum taken at the slice covering the heated strip at wall temperature Tw =
2010 K was used to extract the temperatures and number densities of CN. The wavelength resolved
spectra were extracted from several sampling points, and the trans-rotational and vibro-electronic
temperatures were estimated as described above. The CN number densities, and the trans-rotational
and vibro-electronic temperatures at these discrete points for x2s3607 are shown in Figure 4.35. The
selected sampling points along the spatial direction of the spectrum where the temperatures have
been extracted were numbered and are shown in the lower part of Figure 4.35. The agreement of the
experimental spectra with the simulated spectra is shown in Figure 4.36 for the temperatures at each
sampling point shown in Figure 4.35. The agreement of the spectra was good with a minor discrepancy
only at the point behind the shock, perhaps indicating non-equilibrium.
As can be seen from Figure 4.35, the trans-rotational temperature (Ttr) is highest right behind the
shock front and starts to drop gradually inside the shock layer moving towards the boundary layer and
the ablating wall. The vibro-electronic temperature (Tve) starts increasing behind the shock and, near
the wall, Ttr and Tve were observed to be approaching each other. The number density distribution
shows a lower number of molecules near the wall and, at a location further upstream, the number
density seems to be the highest indicating that number of CN reaches a maximum in the ablation
mixing layer.
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Figure 4.35: Trans-rotational (Ttr), vibro-electronic (Tve) temperatures and CN number densities (nCN)
extracted at discrete points from a horizontal slice at the strip for Tw = 2010 K.
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Figure 4.36: Comparison of experimental and synthetic spectra for the temperatures at discrete points
shown in Figure 4.35.
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Another case of CN temperatures and number densities estimated at 0.75 mm above the wedge
surface at Tw = 1960 K is shown in Figure 4.37, and the comparison of experimental and simulated
spectra in Figure 4.38. It is interesting that the temperature distribution of both Ttr and Tve sees a drop
and starts to show increase in the next two points downstream where there is a drop in the integrated
radiance, see bottom part of Figure 4.37. The drop in temperature is possibly due to the expansion fan
interaction with the ablation layer, here the flow should be undergoing a rapid expansion as it is very
near the shoulder where the expansion fan is centred. It is interesting to note that the CN temperatures
increase in the expansion fan. It is possible that the temperatures at those points inside and after the
expansion are extracted from the emission lines that involved a non-Boltzmann population distribution
in the upper levels. Few computational simulations in the literature talk about the non-Boltzmann
distribution in the population happening in the afterbody region of the space vehicle. Atomic nitrogen
exhibits a non-Boltzmann population distribution in the wake region [98]. CO2 is found to have a
non-Boltzmann distribution in the vibrational levels in the wake region, as reported by Sahai et al.
[99]. CN violet band is also known to emit, however in the stagnation region, with a non-Boltzmann
distribution of population in the upper electronic states [100], for Titan entry case at 7 km · s−1. Hence
the observed experimental discrepancy in the temperatures, estimated from CN violet band spectrum,
could be an indication of a non-Boltzmann population in the energy levels happening in the flowfield
undergoing rapid expansion just near the expansion corner. The number density distribution shows the
highest number of molecules at a location possibly where the ablation mixing layer might be passing
through and, in the expansion fan interaction region, the number density seems to drop similar to the
radiance profile. A comparison of the experimental and numerical spectra at the selected points are
shown in Figure 4.38. It is to be noted that, even though the overall agreement looks good, there is
some level of disagreement between the spectra at the base of the peaks in the ∆ν = 0 band for Points
1, 2 and 3, which could be the locations in the rapid expansion region.
It is also hypothesised that the downstream locations of the expansion corner already had some
carbon particles deposited there during the preheating stage. The interaction of these particles with
the flow may or may not be a likely reason for the temperature behaviour, but since the particle
deposition in the vicinity was observed during bench tests, it is one of the factors to consider in future
investigations. The flakes of carbon getting deposited on the wedge top surface near the shoulder were
observed after repeated cycles of heating during bench tests conducted under atmosphere. Although
the pre-heating was done under vacuum for the experiments, the deposition of particles on the wedge
top is still possible. A similar phenomenon was observed by Lewis et al. [86] earlier in X2 ablation
experiments on a cylindrical model. This seems to be typical behaviour only at the location just
above the surface where the centred expansion is expected. Future experiments closely investigating
the expansion region particularly near the wedge shoulder could aid in understanding these complex
processes.
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Figure 4.37: Trans-rotational (Ttr), vibro-electronic (Tve) temperatures and CN number densities
(nCN) extracted at discrete points from a horizontal slice at 0.75 mm above the wedge surface for Tw =
1960 K.
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Figure 4.38: Comparison of experimental and synthetic spectra for the temperatures at discrete points
shown in Figure 4.37.
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The temperature estimation was also performed for a vertical slice looking at the strip at Tw =
1950 K, and the estimated number density, translational and vibrational temperatures at the three
sampling locations are shown in Figure 4.39. This result has been already reported in [101]. The points
where the temperatures estimated were observed to lie in the mixing layer and near the ablating wall.
The CN species near the hot wall have the rotational temperature, Ttr = 9850 K and the vibrational
temperature, Tve = 8800 K, see Point 1 in Figure 4.39. At Point 2, both temperatures seem to be lower,
Ttr = 9650 K and Tve = 8000 K but the number density seems to be the highest indicating that this could
be in the ablation mixing layer. At Point 3, nearer the shock front, the number density was observed to
be lowest, and the thermal non-equilibrium was observed in the temperature distribution; the rotational
temperature, Ttr = 11850 K, is higher than the vibrational temperature, Tve = 8550 K. This indicates
that the graphite wall ablates upon interaction with the incoming hypervelocity flow resulting in the
CN formation.
A comparison between the experimental and simulated spectra for the three selected sampling
points is shown in Figure 4.40. The experimental spectra agree reasonably well with the simulated
spectra at Points 1 and 2. At Point 1 where thermal non-equilibrium is seen, the agreement was also
observed to be not as good as the other two points. The temperature combination at which the Specair
simulation was done is also indicated for each point.
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Figure 4.39: Trans-rotational (Ttr), vibro-electronic (Tve) temperatures and CN number densities (nCN)
extracted at discrete points from a vertical slice at the strip for Tw = 1950 K.
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Figure 4.40: Comparison of experimental and synthetic spectra for the temperatures at discrete points
shown in Figure 4.39.
4.4 Conclusion
The capability of mounting an ablation source in a wedge model and simulating the interaction
and evolution of entrained ablation products from the forebody to the afterbody was successfully
demonstrated in this work. The wall temperatures characteristic of atmospheric entry were simulated
by electrical preheating of graphite sources and the interacting flowfield was investigated using UV
emission spectrometry, two-dimensional filtered imaging and high speed imaging. A range of wall
temperatures, 1000–3000 K, was achieved and the resulting radiation was studied at various spatial
locations in the flowfield covering the shock layer, ablation layer and expansion region. The UV
spectra and the high speed images show the particles ablating from the surface get entrained into the
flow and the concentrated ablation layer spreads out when moving further above the expansion corner
of the model. The difference between the ablation and no-ablation case was very evident from the
two-dimensional filtered images and showed the effect of wall temperature on ablation processes.
The CN(B2Σ+→ X2Σ+) ∆ν = 0 violet band emission spectra was used in estimating the number
density, trans-rotational and vibro-electronic temperatures by comparing the experimental spectra
with the simulated spectra using ‘Specair’ radiation package. The temperature profile from the shock
front up to the ablating wall shows the uniform trend of thermal non-equilibrium behind the shock
and approaching equilibrium in the boundary layer near the wall. The results show the non-uniform
trend in the temperature profile very near the expansion corner, possibly attributed to a non-Boltzmann
distribution in the upper levels of the species.
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The wedge ablating model without any air gap would be favoured to avoid any unwanted flow
features arising from the exposed edges and for better case-to-case comparison. Future experiments
could focus on simulating much higher wall temperatures, on refining the wedge model to avoid
air gaps to remove unwanted flow features, and to enable the positioning of ablation sources at the
stagnation point and at the expansion corner.

Chapter 5
Conclusion
The methodology of studying coupled ablation-radiation in an expanding re-entry flowfield using
expansion tubes is successfully demonstrated in this work. The thesis was aimed at generating ablating
product entrainment into the re-entry flowfield and, investigating the propagation and time evolution
of the ablated products as they traverse from forebody to afterbody. This has been achieved by using
a preheated ablation source on a wedge model tested under hypervelocity re-entry flow. The X2
expansion tube was used to generate an Earth-entry flow condition representative of a point in the
Hayabusa capsule re-entry trajectory, corresponding to an enthalpy of 38 MJ ·kg−1 at a freestream
velocity of 8.6 km · s−1. An electrical resistance preheating technique was employed to heat the ablation
sources to replicate wall temperatures during re-entry, generating ablation upon interaction with the
test gas flow. The experiments were performed for various preheated wall temperatures ranging from
1000–3000 K. The design of the ablating wedge model used for such preheated ablation experiments
in the X2 expansion tube is presented. The flowfield mixed with the ablated products was investigated
by means of optical diagnostics including high speed video, two-dimensional images filtering for the
cyanogen (CN) emission band, and UV emission spectroscopy targeting the CN violet-band. It was
also an objective to compare the ablating flowfield with the non-ablating flow, which was met by using
an unheated steel or graphite strip at room temperature instead of heated graphite. The experimentally
measured CN emission spectra were compared with numerically generated spectra using Specair, and
the number density (nCN), trans-rotational (Ttr) and vibro-electronic (Tve) temperatures were estimated
for several experiments.
A two-dimensional wedge is suitable for generating a rapid expansion region in a hypervelocity
flowfield. Hence, a steel wedge model was designed with a capability to accommodate an ablation
source on its compression face. The ablator was preheated by a DC power supply to representative
wall temperatures and exposed to the re-entry flowfield generated in the X2 expansion tube. This made
possible the testing of naturally coupled ablation-radiation phenomena in high enthalpy expanding
flowfields using expansion tubes. A thermal-structural analysis was performed using the commercially
available Abaqus software to estimate the temperature and thermal expansion behaviour of the graphite
ablator strip. The steps involved in the model design of the steel wedge and the thermal design of the
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copper electrodes used for heating are explained. The dimensions of the wedge model were based on
previous models in X2, chosen with an aim to generate a flow condition entering into the expansion
fan that is approaching thermo-chemical equilibrium. It was aimed to have uniform conditions near
equilibrium along the leading edge of the expansion fan. However, the departures from equilibrium
became significant away from the expansion corner.
The preheated wall temperatures were measured using a filtered image thermography technique
that gave a two-dimensional temperature map of the heated graphite strip. During the course of
the ablation experiments campaign, this filter image thermography was developed using an existing
filter wheel/camera configuration, which was used with a dual-wavelength signal ratio method and a
multiwavelength Planck fit method. Images were acquired just before each experiment at different
filtered wavelengths (700, 800 and 900 nm). The ratio of the signals from two adjacent filtered
images was used to estimate the temperature map from a predetermined calibration curve. For the
multiwavelength method, three filtered images were used to fit the signals to the Planck equation to
obtain the temperature map directly from the slope of a straight line.
High speed videos of the flow over the ablating wedge model were recorded at a nominal frame rate
of 500 kHz, and the two-dimensional images were filtered to recorded only the CN violet band emission.
The results from those images clearly show the difference between the ablating and non-ablating
flowfields. The high speed images also show the melting and blowing away of copper electrode for
high wall temperature cases (above 2800 K). The role of wall temperature in the ablation phenomenon
was experimentally observed from the CN filtered two-dimensional images. The CN emission intensity
was observed to be high for heated graphite in comparison with the unheated graphite and steel
experiments. This demonstrates that the experimental approach was successful in introducing ablative
products into the flow.
The flowfield mixed with the ablation products was investigated at various spatial locations using a
UV spectrometer coupled with an intensified CCD camera. The spectrometer was aligned to look at
various horizontal and vertical slices in the flowfield covering forebody and afterbody regions, for both
ablating and non-ablating conditions. Results were discussed with respect to the emission intensity
from the CN violet bands for various wall temperature cases and in comparison to the non-ablating
cases. In general, the CN emission intensity was observed to increase as the ablation rate increases
with increasing wall temperatures. For non-ablating cases, the CN emission was observed to be very
low but non-zero, possibly arising from contaminants in the flowfield, facility and on the model surface.
The emission intensity was observed to be highest at the forebody, very near the ablating wall. The
radiance at locations above the wedge surface was observed to be decreasing with the increasing
distance away from the top surface. The trend suggests that the radiation from CN molecules decay
gradually as they move further downstream and, as the interaction time with the flow increased with
increasing flow lengths, the radiance was observed to decrease. The experiments were performed for
two different model configurations; one with the ablation source located near the leading edge and
the other near the expansion corner. The air gap (0.5 mm) provided for insulation between the steel
and the graphite was larger than desired in some cases, and unwanted flow features such as secondary
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shock waves were observed to originate from sharp edges, particularly in the second configuration
of the wedge model. This is one of the disadvantages of using an air gap for insulation and thermal
expansion in the model. This should be avoided in future model designs where possible.
The experimentally recorded CN violet band spectra were extracted at selected spatial locations
for several horizontal and vertical planes of sight in the flowfield. The intensity and wavelength
calibrated experimental spectra were compared with numerical spectra generated by Specair to estimate
the distribution of number density of CN, and trans-rotational and vibro-electronic temperatures.
The distribution of temperatures in the forebody show thermal non-equilibrium behind the shock,
approaching equilibrium moving toward the wall. The number density of CN was observed to
be higher in the ablation mixing layer than near the wall or immediately behind the shock. The
distribution of temperatures extracted from a horizontal line just above the wedge surface passing
through the rapid expansion was observed to show an apparent increase in temperature during and
after the expansion fan interaction. This unexpected result could possibly be due to a non-Boltzmann
distribution of population in the upper CN energy levels in the afterbody expansion region or to
ongoing non-equilibrium relaxation overshooting the temperature drop due to expansion. However,
more experiments and a detailed examination of spectral profiles at the rapid expansion fan interaction
region are necessary to further the understanding of the thermochemical reaction processes occuring
there.
The experimental results indicate that the radiation from CN will be higher when the wall tem-
perature of the TPS material is higher, as the ablation rate of the material will be higher. Some of
the current experimental results suggest that there is a possible non-Boltzmann distribution in the
population levels as a result of the flow undergoing rapid expansion, as evident from the unexpected
temperature distribution extracted from the spectral radiance profiles. For re-entry capsules with an
ablation TPS, this might mean that the ablation products mixing in the forebody region increase the
radiation downstream due to the presence of the CN molecules. The overall radiation enhancement
or blockage will be dependent on the nature of the other ablation products mixed in the flow, and the
intensity of the immediate post-shock non-equilibrium radiation. It will also depend on the cumulative
effect of all the endothermic and exothermic reaction mechanisms that the ablation products undergo.
However, in the forebody region, the TPS ablation expends the energy in undergoing surface and
pyrolysis reactions followed by material ablation. Consequently, if these ablation coupled flows
with highly energetic population levels relax in the afterbody region after the rapid expansion, an
increase in the radiation levels at downstream locations may be observed. More such experiments
and measurements with the hot ablation products emanating very near the expansion region would be
useful and would improve the understanding of the thermochemical relaxation processes that the flow
undergoes in the rapid expansion region. Furthermore, this work has demonstrated the use of multiple
diagnostic techniques to obtain qualitative and quantitative measurements of the flowfields.
The preheated ablation experiments performed under re-entry conditions in expansion tubes and the
associated emission measurements provide a very realistic and apt platform in terms of aerodynamics,
enthalpy and wall temperatures to study the ablation-radiation coupled flowfields.
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5.1 Suggestions for Future Work
The filtered image thermography technique discussed in this thesis is a very useful tool to obtain
two-dimensional temperature contours of the heated surface. This can be adapted to any temperature
range of interest by tailoring the filters, camera and associated optics. The current configuration can be
refined with increased sampling speeds and multiple filters to further increase the accuracy.
Several experiments were performed in this work that exceeded the limits of the thermal mass of
the electrodes, and led to melting of the electrodes for wall temperatures above 2800 K. The copper
electrodes designed with this wedge model could be upgraded in future with more thermal mass and/or
with water cooling to allow testing at wall temperatures higher than 2800 K. It would be interesting
to observe the ablation rates at these higher wall temperatures. As discussed above, the air gap was
larger for several cases where the flow behind the oblique shock was observed to stagnate at sharp
edges and give rise to secondary shock waves. Moreover, in the heated ablation experiments, the
ablated graphite from the strip gets entrained into the air gap, which makes data analysis difficult as
the entrained amount cannot be quantified accurately. This could be improved by replacing the air gap
with an insulating material to avoid particle entrainment into the model gaps. Providing an insulating
material in contact with the heated wall might give rise to edge effects in the temperature distribution
of the heated strip, but this can be minimised by carefully choosing the insulating material. It would
also be interesting to have the ablation sources placed exactly at the stagnation point and at the wedge
shoulder where the expansion fan would be centred. In the current design, this was limited by model
machining constraints.
Comparisons between the experimental spectra and numerical spectra were made that gave the
number densities and temperatures at various spatial locations. Another significant parameter of interest
in re-entry aerothermodynamics is the surface recombination coefficient of various species. From
measured CN number density, future analysis could aim to estimate the recombination coefficients
for different reaction mechanisms. Given the range of pressure and wall temperatures that can be
simulated in X2 tests, the recombination coefficients could be estimated at various points in a trajectory
that can improve numerical modelling of the reaction rates. However, the number of carbon atoms
ablating from the wall need to be calculated accurately as the flow shear or spallation can increase the
ablation drastically.
The wedge model can be instrumented with heat transfer gauges, particularly in the afterbody, and
can be tested for various wall temperatures, to study the effect of wall temperatures in the afterbody
total radiation. The resolution of the spectral data could be increased using the optical arrangement by
restricting the field of view only to the rapid expansion region, which would provide more information
on the flow processes.
The current ablating wedge model can be adapted and redesigned in future to recreate a flowfield
with recompression shocks, by adding a wedge section on top of the existing one and by varying the
wedge angles. The methodology can be extended ultimately to an axisymmetric model as a scaled
down version of a re-entry capsule with a heated ablation source embedded in it. Future studies
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should be done in parallel with numerical and analytical models of the thermochemical, radiation and
convection processes.
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Appendix B
Filtered Image Thermography Codes
B.1 Python Script for Dual-Wavelength Method
1 #! /usr/bin/env python
"""
08 April 2017, Xlabs - UQ
Python code to read pgm images obtained by PointGrey IR cameras (David
↪→ Buttsworth ’s).
6 The python source code to read .pgm file is obtained from an online solution
↪→ from ’stackoverflow ’ via the link:
http :// stackoverflow.com/questions /7368739/ numpy -and -16-bit -pgm
Used for dual wavelength ratio thermography.
Written by Ranjith RAVICHANDRAN , r.ravichandran@uq.edu.au
11 Last updated: 01 May 2019, Xlabs - UQ
"""
import sys , os
sys.path.append("")
16 import re
import Tkinter
import numpy as np
import easygui as eg
import matplotlib.pyplot as mplt
21 import py_compile
from pylab import *
from scipy.interpolate import interp1d
from matplotlib import font_manager
from matplotlib import rcParams
26 import matplotlib.gridspec as gridspec
import matplotlib.ticker as ticker
import matplotlib.patches as patches
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from mpl_toolkits.axes_grid1 import make_axes_locatable
from scipy import ndimage
31 from matplotlib import rc
rc(’font’ ,**{’family ’:’serif’,’serif’:[’Times New Roman’]})
rc(’text’, usetex=False)
class pgmReader ():
36 #’’’
def __init__(self ,filename1 ,filename2):
self.ratio ()
self.data()
self.imshow1(self.data1)
41 self.imshow2(self.data2)
self.data_crop ()
self.imshow(self.data1)
self.imshow(self.data2)
self.imshow_ratio ()
46 self.temperatureMap ()
self.temp_map_separate ()
self.temp_plot_vertical ()
self.save_img ()
51 def read_pgm(self , filename , byteorder=’>’):
""" Return image data from a raw PGM file as numpy array.
Format specification: http :// netpbm.sourceforge.net/doc/pgm.html
"""
with open(filename , ’rb’) as f:
56 buffer = f.read()
try:
header , width , height , maxval = re.search(
b"(^P5\s(?:\s*#.*[\r\n])*"
b"(\d+)\s(?:\s*#.*[\r\n])*"
61 b"(\d+)\s(?:\s*#.*[\r\n])*"
b"(\d+)\s(?:\s*#.*[\r\n]\s)*)", buffer).groups ()
except AttributeError:
raise ValueError("Not a raw PGM file: ’%s’" % filename)
return np.frombuffer(buffer ,
66 dtype=’u1’ if int(maxval) < 256 else
↪→ byteorder+’u2’,
count=int(width)*int(height),
offset=len(header)
).reshape ((int(height), int(width)))
71 def data(self):
self.data1=self.read_pgm(image1 ,byteorder=’>’)
np.savetxt(’image1.txt’,self.data1)
self.data1 = np.loadtxt(’image1.txt’)
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print self.data1
76 self.data2=self.read_pgm(image2 ,byteorder=’>’)
np.savetxt(’image2.txt’,self.data2)
self.data2 = np.loadtxt(’image2.txt’)
print self.data2
self.dataR=self.data2/self.data1
81 print self.dataR
def ratio(self):
self.filter_set=""
self.which_ratio=int(raw_input("Enter which ratio to use:"))
86 self.filter_set =[’900nm/800nm’,’900nm/700nm’,’900nm/600nm’,’900nm
↪→ /500nm’,’900nm/450nm’,’800nm/700nm’,’800nm/600nm’,’800nm/500nm’,’800nm
↪→ /450nm’,
’700nm/600nm’,’700nm/500nm’,’700nm/450nm’,’600nm/500nm’,’600nm/450nm
↪→ ’,’500nm/450nm’]
self.title_data1 =[’800nm’,’700nm’,’600nm’,’500nm’,’450nm’,’700nm’,’
↪→ 600nm’,’500nm’,’450nm’,’600nm’,’500nm’,’450nm’,’500nm’,’450nm’,’450nm’
↪→ ]
self.title_data2 =[’900nm’,’900nm’,’900nm’,’900nm’,’900nm’,’800nm’,’
↪→ 800nm’,’800nm’,’800nm’,’700nm’,’700nm’,’700nm’,’600nm’,’600nm’,’500nm’
↪→ ]
print "The selected filter set is: %s" % self.filter_set[self.
↪→ which_ratio -1]
91
def data_crop(self):
’’’ Crop the data to required size if the data has ’inf’ or
↪→ unrealistic values ’’’
self._xDim = 1280
self._yDim = 960
96 print ’Crop the data to required size if the data has ’’inf’’ or
↪→ unrealistic values ’
print ’Choose the rectangular region to crop; as (x1,y1) --(x2,y2)
↪→ for both images ’
self.x1_1 = int(raw_input("x1 for image 1:"))
self.y1_1 = int(raw_input("y1 for image 1:"))
101 self.x2_1 = int(raw_input("x2 for image 1:"))
self.y2_1 = int(raw_input("y2 for image 1:"))
self.x1_2 = int(raw_input("x1 for image 2:"))
self.y1_2 = int(raw_input("y1 for image 2:"))
self.x2_2 = int(raw_input("x2 for image 2:"))
106 self.y2_2 = int(raw_input("y2 for image 2:"))
self.crop_left_1 = self.x1_1
self.crop_right_1 = self._xDim -self.x2_1
self.crop_top_1 = self.y1_1
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111 self.crop_bottom_1 = self._yDim -self.y2_1
self.crop_left_2 = self.x1_2
self.crop_right_2 = self._xDim -self.x2_2
self.crop_top_2 = self.y1_2
self.crop_bottom_2 = self._yDim -self.y2_2
116 for i in range(self.crop_top_1): self.data1 = np.delete(self.data1 ,
↪→ 0, 0) # delete first 350 rows for 960 row file
for i in range(self.crop_bottom_1): self.data1 = np.delete(self.
↪→ data1 , self._yDim -(self.crop_top_1+self.crop_bottom_1), 0) # delete
↪→ last 490 rows for 960 row file
for i in range(self.crop_left_1): self.data1 = np.delete(self.data1 ,
↪→ 0, 1) # delete first 530 columns for 1280 column file
for i in range(self.crop_right_1): self.data1 = np.delete(self.data1
↪→ , self._xDim -(self.crop_left_1+self.crop_right_1), 1) # delete last
↪→ 580 columns for 1280 column file
np.savetxt(’data1_cropped.txt’,self.data1)
121 for i in range(self.crop_top_2): self.data2 = np.delete(self.data2 ,
↪→ 0, 0)
for i in range(self.crop_bottom_2): self.data2 = np.delete(self.
↪→ data2 , self._yDim -(self.crop_top_2+self.crop_bottom_2), 0)
for i in range(self.crop_left_2): self.data2 = np.delete(self.data2 ,
↪→ 0, 1)
for i in range(self.crop_right_2): self.data2 = np.delete(self.data2
↪→ , self._xDim -(self.crop_left_2+self.crop_right_2), 1)
np.savetxt(’data2_cropped.txt’,self.data2)
126 self.dataR=self.data2/self.data1
print ’The data is cropped to the selected region ’
print self.dataR
np.savetxt(’dataR_cropped.txt’,self.dataR)
131 def imshow(self ,data):
fig = mplt.figure ()
mplt.imshow(data , cmap=’hot’)#,vmin =0000, vmax =45000)
mplt.axis(’off’)
mplt.colorbar ().ax.tick_params(labelsize =30)
136 if str(data)==str(self.data1): self.title=self.title_data1[self.
↪→ which_ratio -1]
if str(data)==str(self.data2): self.title=self.title_data2[self.
↪→ which_ratio -1]
mplt.title(’{0} image Signal ’.format(self.title),fontsize =30)
mng = mplt.get_current_fig_manager ()
mng.resize (*mng.window.maxsize ())
141 mplt.show()
def imshow1(self ,data):
fig = mplt.figure ()
mplt.imshow(data , cmap=’hot’)
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146 mplt.colorbar ().ax.set_xlabel(’Counts ’)
mplt.title(’Zoom into the region where the hot surface is’)
cid = fig.canvas.mpl_connect(’button_press_event ’, self.mouseDown1)
cid = fig.canvas.mpl_connect(’button_release_event ’, self.mouseUp1)
mng = mplt.get_current_fig_manager ()
151 mng.resize (*mng.window.maxsize ())
mplt.show()
def imshow2(self ,data):
fig = mplt.figure ()
156 mplt.imshow(data , cmap=’hot’)
mplt.colorbar ().ax.set_xlabel(’Counts ’)
mplt.title(’Zoom into the region where the hot surface is’)
cid = fig.canvas.mpl_connect(’button_press_event ’, self.mouseDown2)
cid = fig.canvas.mpl_connect(’button_release_event ’, self.mouseUp2)
161 mng = mplt.get_current_fig_manager ()
mng.resize (*mng.window.maxsize ())
mplt.show()
def imshow_ratio(self):
166 fig ,ax = mplt.subplots ()
cmap=mplt.cm.hot
mplt.imshow(self.dataR , cmap=’hot’,vmin =0.85* np.mean(self.dataR),
↪→ vmax =1.15* np.mean(self.dataR))
mplt.colorbar ().ax.tick_params(labelsize =30)
mplt.title(’Signal ratio for {0}’.format(self.filter_set[self.
↪→ which_ratio -1]),fontsize =30)
171 mplt.axis(’off’)
mng = mplt.get_current_fig_manager ()
mng.resize (*mng.window.maxsize ())
mplt.show()
176 def temperatureMap(self): # Extract temp. from the calibration curve
fig , ax = mplt.subplots ()
self.T=np.loadtxt(’Filterwheel_ratio_calib15July2017_mean.txt’,
↪→ usecols =(0,)) # This is provided as a separate file ’
↪→ Filterwheel_ratio_calib15July2017_mean.txt’
self.exp_ratio=np.loadtxt(’Filterwheel_ratio_calib15July2017_mean.
↪→ txt’,usecols =(self.which_ratio ,))
mplt.plot(self.exp_ratio , self.T, ’ro’,label=’experimental
↪→ calibration ’)
181 self.T_theory=np.loadtxt(’
↪→ calculated_ratio_all_measured_negToZero_modifiedPlanck.txt’,usecols
↪→ =(0,))
self.theory_exp_ratio=np.loadtxt(’
↪→ calculated_ratio_all_measured_negToZero_Planck.txt’,usecols =(self.
↪→ which_ratio ,))
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self.theory_exp_ratio_modified=np.loadtxt(’
↪→ calculated_ratio_all_measured_negToZero_modifiedPlanck.txt’,usecols =(
↪→ self.which_ratio ,))
self.interp=interp1d(self.theory_exp_ratio_modified ,self.T_theory ,
↪→ axis=0, fill_value=’extrapolate ’)
mplt.plot(self.theory_exp_ratio_modified ,self.T_theory ,’b-’,label=’
↪→ modified theory ’)
186 ax.set_xlabel(r’Intensity ratio (-)’, fontsize =15, fontweight=’bold’
↪→ )
ax.set_ylabel(r’Temperature (K)’, fontsize =15, fontweight=’bold’)
ax.grid()
ax.legend(fontsize =15, loc=’upper right’)
ax.set_title(r’Intensity ratio calibration for {0}’.format(self.
↪→ filter_set[self.which_ratio -1]), fontsize =15, fontweight=’bold’)
191 mplt.show()
self.dataR = np.where(np.isnan(self.dataR), 0, self.dataR) # Assign
↪→ zero to ’nan’ and ’inf’ in the data
self.dataR = np.where(np.isinf(self.dataR), 0, self.dataR)
np.savetxt(’self.dataR.txt’, self.dataR)
196 self.temp=self.interp(self.dataR)
print self.temp
np.savetxt(’self.temp.txt’, self.temp)
fig = mplt.figure ()
cmap=mplt.cm.hot
201 mplt.imshow(self.temp , cmap=cmap , vmin =0.85* np.mean(self.temp), vmax
↪→ =1.15* np.mean(self.temp))
mplt.colorbar ().ax.tick_params(labelsize =30)
mplt.title(’Temperature , K\n Select a point in the image below to
↪→ obtain an averaged distribtution ’,fontsize =30)
mplt.axis(’off’)
206 cid = fig.canvas.mpl_connect(’button_press_event ’, self.onclick)
mng = mplt.get_current_fig_manager ()
mng.resize (*mng.window.maxsize ())
mplt.show()
211 def save_img(self):
fig , ax = mplt.subplots ()
#mplt.rcParams ["font.family "] = "cursive"
self.plot_left =0.05
self.plot_top =0.9
216 self.plot_width= 0.075 #0.06 #0.075
self.plot_height =0.55 #0.3 #0.55
self.plot_gap =0.05
gs1 = gridspec.GridSpec (1,1) # create a 1x1 grid in plot area
↪→ using GridSpec
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gs1.update(left=self.plot_left , right=self.plot_left+self.plot_width
↪→ , top=self.plot_top , bottom=self.plot_top -self.plot_height , wspace
↪→ =0.05)
221 #gs1.update(left =0.05 , right =0.125 , top=0.9, bottom =0.35 , wspace
↪→ =0.05) # Dimensions of subplot area
a1=mplt.subplot(gs1 [0,0]) # [0, 0] dictates to place the plot
↪→ at 1st row , 1st column
im=a1.imshow(self.data1 , cmap=’hot’,interpolation=’spline16 ’, vmin=
↪→ np.amin(self.data1), vmax =1.15* np.amax(self.data1))
divider = make_axes_locatable(a1)
cax = divider.append_axes("right", size="20%", pad =0.05)
226 cbar=mplt.colorbar(im , cax=cax , orientation=’vertical ’)
cbar.ax.tick_params(labelsize =18)
a1.set_aspect(’auto’)
a1.axis(’off’)
231 gs2 = gridspec.GridSpec (1,1)
#gs2.update(left =0.175 , right =0.25 , top=0.9, bottom =0.35 , wspace
↪→ =0.05)
gs2.update(left=self.plot_gap+self.plot_left+self.plot_width *1,
↪→ right=self.plot_gap+self.plot_left+self.plot_width *2, top=self.
↪→ plot_top , bottom=self.plot_top -self.plot_height , wspace =0.05)
a2=mplt.subplot(gs2 [0,0])
im=a2.imshow(self.data2 , cmap=’hot’,interpolation=’spline16 ’, vmin=
↪→ np.amin(self.data1), vmax =1.15* np.amax(self.data1))
236 divider = make_axes_locatable(a2)
cax = divider.append_axes("right", size="20%", pad =0.05)
cbar=mplt.colorbar(im, cax=cax , orientation=’vertical ’)
cbar.ax.tick_params(labelsize =18)
a2.set_aspect(’auto’)
241 a2.axis(’off’)
gs3 = gridspec.GridSpec (1,1)
#gs3.update(left =0.3, right =0.375 , top=0.9, bottom =0.35 , wspace
↪→ =0.05)
gs3.update(left=self.plot_gap *2+ self.plot_left+self.plot_width *2,
↪→ right=self.plot_gap *2+ self.plot_left+self.plot_width *3, top=self.
↪→ plot_top , bottom=self.plot_top -self.plot_height , wspace =0.05)
246 a3=mplt.subplot(gs3 [0,0])
cmap=mplt.cm.hot
im=a3.imshow(self.dataR , cmap=cmap ,interpolation=’spline16 ’, vmin
↪→ =0.75 , vmax =1.02)
divider = make_axes_locatable(a3)
cax = divider.append_axes("right", size="20%", pad =0.05)
251 cbar=mplt.colorbar(im , cax=cax , orientation=’vertical ’)
cbar.ax.tick_params(labelsize =18)
a3.set_aspect(’auto’)
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a3.axis(’off’)
#a3.set_title(’Zoom into the region where the hot surface is ’)
256
gs4 = gridspec.GridSpec (1,1)
#gs4.update(left =0.425 , right =0.5, top=0.9, bottom =0.35 , wspace
↪→ =0.05)
gs4.update(left=self.plot_gap *3+ self.plot_left+self.plot_width *3,
↪→ right=self.plot_gap *3+ self.plot_left+self.plot_width *4, top=self.
↪→ plot_top , bottom=self.plot_top -self.plot_height , wspace =0.05)
a4=mplt.subplot(gs4 [0,0])
261 cmap=mplt.cm.hot
im=a4.imshow(self.temp , cmap=cmap , interpolation=’spline16 ’, vmin
↪→ =1800 , vmax =2250)
divider = make_axes_locatable(a4)
cax = divider.append_axes("right", size="20%", pad =0.05)
cbar=mplt.colorbar(im, cax=cax , orientation=’vertical ’)
266 cbar.ax.tick_params(labelsize =18)
a4.set_aspect(’auto’)
a4.axis(’off’)
#a4.set_title(’Zoom into the region where the hot surface is ’)
a4.add_patch(
271 patches.Rectangle(
(self.event_xdata -3,0),
7,
self.y2_1 -self.y1_1 ,
fill=False , # remove background
276 edgecolor="blue", linewidth =3
)
)
gs5 = gridspec.GridSpec (1,1)
281 #gs5.update(left =0.58 , right =0.73 , top=0.9, bottom =0.35 , wspace
↪→ =0.05)
gs5.update(left=self.plot_gap *4+0.03+ self.plot_left+self.plot_width
↪→ *4, right=self.plot_gap *4+0.03+ self.plot_left+self.plot_width *4+0.15 ,
↪→ top=self.plot_top , bottom=self.plot_top -self.plot_height , wspace =0.05)
a5=mplt.subplot(gs5 [0,0])
a=np.loadtxt(’avg_temp_vert.txt’,usecols =(0,))
b=np.loadtxt(’avg_temp_vert.txt’,usecols =(1,))
286 mean_temp=np.mean(b)
std_temp=np.std(b)
print mean_temp , std_temp
a5.plot(b,a,lw =1.5)
a5.set_xlim (1800 ,2250)
291 a5.set_ylim(0,len(a))
mplt.gca().invert_yaxis ()
a5.set_xticks(np.arange (1800 ,2250 ,100))
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a5.set_xticklabels ((np.arange (1800 ,2250 ,100)), fontsize =16,
↪→ fontweight=’bold’)
a5.set_yticks(np.arange(0,len(a),len(a)/6))
296 a5.set_yticklabels ((np.arange(0,len(a),len(a)/6)), fontsize =16,
↪→ fontweight=’bold’)
a5.set_ylabel(r’Pixel number (-)’, fontsize =18, fontweight=’bold’)
a5.set_xlabel(r’Temperature (K)’, fontsize =18, fontweight=’bold’)
a5.tick_params(labelsize =18)
a5.grid()
301
figtext(self.plot_left ,self.plot_top -self.plot_height -0.075 ,"(a) 700
↪→ nm image", size=20, weight=’bold’)
figtext(self.plot_gap+self.plot_left+self.plot_width *1.,self.
↪→ plot_top -self.plot_height -0.075 ,"(b) 800 nm image", size=20, weight=’
↪→ bold’)
figtext(self.plot_gap *2+ self.plot_left+self.plot_width *2.,self.
↪→ plot_top -self.plot_height -0.075 ,"(c) ratio of (b)/(a)", size=20, weight
↪→ =’bold’)
figtext(self.plot_gap *3+ self.plot_left+self.plot_width *3.,self.
↪→ plot_top -self.plot_height -0.075 ,"(d) temperature in K", size=20, weight
↪→ =’bold’)
306 figtext(self.plot_gap *4+0.03+ self.plot_left+self.plot_width *4.,self.
↪→ plot_top -self.plot_height -0.075 ,"(e) averaged distribution", size=20,
↪→ weight=’bold’)
mng = mplt.get_current_fig_manager ()
mng.resize (*mng.window.maxsize ())
mplt.show(fig)
fig.savefig(’{0}. pdf’.format(image1), format=’pdf’, dpi=’figure ’,
↪→ orientation=’portrait ’, papertype=’a4’)
311
def onclick(self , event):
’’’ For the utility of pick data from the image ’’’
self.event_xdata = int(event.xdata)
self.event_ydata = int(event.ydata)
316
for i in range(event.button):
#if event.button !=1: event.button += event.button
print(’Picked point is:’)
print(event.button , self.event_xdata , self.event_ydata)
321
def mouseDown1(self , event):
’’’ For the utility of pick data from the image ’’’
self.x1_1 = int(event.xdata)
self.y1_1 = int(event.ydata)
326
for i in range(event.button):
#if event.button !=1: event.button += event.button
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print(’top left corner:’)
print(event.button , self.x1_1 , self.y1_1)
331
def mouseUp1(self , event):
’’’ For the utility of pick data from the image ’’’
self.x2_1 = int(event.xdata)
self.y2_1 = int(event.ydata)
336
for i in range(event.button):
#if event.button !=1: event.button += event.button
print(’bottom right corner:’)
print(event.button , self.x2_1 , self.y2_1)
341
def mouseDown2(self , event):
’’’ For the utility of pick data from the image ’’’
self.x1_2 = int(event.xdata)
self.y1_2 = int(event.ydata)
346
for i in range(event.button):
#if event.button !=1: event.button += event.button
print(’top left corner:’)
print(event.button , self.x1_2 , self.y1_2)
351
def mouseUp2(self , event):
’’’ For the utility of pick data from the image ’’’
self.x2_2 = int(event.xdata)
self.y2_2 = int(event.ydata)
356
for i in range(event.button):
#if event.button !=1: event.button += event.button
print(’bottom right corner:’)
print(event.button , self.x2_2 , self.y2_2)
361
def temp_plot_vertical(self):
fig , ax1 = mplt.subplots ()
self.avg_temp_vert =[0.0]
for i in range(self.event_xdata -3,self.event_xdata +4,1):
366 self.avg_temp_vert +=self.temp[:,i]
self.avg_temp_vert=self.avg_temp_vert /7.0
self.avg_temp_vert=np.array(self.avg_temp_vert)
self.pixel=np.array(np.arange(len(self.avg_temp_vert)))
self.temp_data_vert=np.array([self.pixel ,self.avg_temp_vert ])
371 self.temp_data_vert=self.temp_data_vert.T
np.savetxt(’avg_temp_vert.txt’.format(image1),self.temp_data_vert)
a=np.loadtxt(’avg_temp_vert.txt’.format(image1),usecols =(0,))
b=np.loadtxt(’avg_temp_vert.txt’.format(image1),usecols =(1,))
mplt.plot(b,a,lw=1.5)
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376 mplt.ylabel(r’Pixel number (-)’, fontsize =18, fontweight=’bold’)
mplt.xlabel(r’Temperature (K)’, fontsize =18, fontweight=’bold’)
mplt.grid()
mplt.show()
381 def temp_map_separate(self):
fig ,ax = mplt.subplots ()
cmap=mplt.cm.hot
mplt.imshow(self.temp , cmap=’hot’, vmin =2550, vmax =3450)# vmin =0.85*
↪→ np.mean(self.temp), vmax =1.15* np.mean(self.temp))
mplt.colorbar ().ax.tick_params(labelsize =30)
386 mplt.title(’Temperature , K’,fontsize =30)
mplt.axis(’off’)
ax.add_patch(
patches.Rectangle(
(self.event_xdata -3,0),
391 7,
self.y2_1 -self.y1_1 ,
fill=False , # remove background
edgecolor="blue", linewidth =3
)
396 )
mng = mplt.get_current_fig_manager ()
mng.resize (*mng.window.maxsize ())
mplt.show()
401 if __name__ == "__main__":
image1 = eg.fileopenbox(msg=’Select the first image .pgm file’, title=’
↪→ File path selector ’, default="*.pgm")
print "First image selected is: %s" % image1
image2 = eg.fileopenbox(msg=’Select the second image .pgm file’, title=’
↪→ File path selector ’, default="*.pgm")
print "Second image selected is: %s" % image2
406 r = pgmReader(image1 ,image2)
print r
Listing B.1: dual wl method thesis.py
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B.2 Python Script for Multiwavelength Method
#! /usr/bin/env python
2
"""
08 April 2017, Xlabs - UQ
Python code to read pgm images obtained by PointGrey IR cameras (David
↪→ Buttsworth ’s).
The python source code to read .pgm file is obtained from an online solution
↪→ from ’stackoverflow ’ via the link:
7 http :// stackoverflow.com/questions /7368739/ numpy -and -16-bit -pgm
Used for multi wavelength Planck fit thermography.
Written by Ranjith RAVICHANDRAN , r.ravichandran@uq.edu.au
Last updated: 01 May 2019, Xlabs - UQ
12 """
import sys , os
sys.path.append("")
import re
17 import Tkinter
import numpy as np
import easygui as eg
import matplotlib.pyplot as mplt
import py_compile
22 from pylab import *
from scipy.interpolate import interp1d
from scipy import stats
from matplotlib import font_manager
from matplotlib import rcParams
27 import matplotlib.gridspec as gridspec
import matplotlib.ticker as ticker
import matplotlib.patches as patches
from mpl_toolkits.axes_grid1 import make_axes_locatable
from scipy import ndimage
32 from matplotlib import rc
rc(’font’ ,**{’family ’:’serif’,’serif’:[’Times New Roman’]})
rc(’text’, usetex=False)
class pgmReader ():
37
def __init__(self ,filename1 ,filename2):
self.data()
self.imshow(self.data1)
self.imshow(self.data2)
42 self.imshow(self.data3)
self.data_crop ()
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self.xcomp ()
self.slope ()
self.temp_plot_vertical ()
47 self.save_img ()
def read_pgm(self , filename , byteorder=’>’):
""" Return image data from a raw PGM file as numpy array.
52 Format specification: http :// netpbm.sourceforge.net/doc/pgm.html
"""
with open(filename , ’rb’) as f:
buffer = f.read()
57 try:
header , width , height , maxval = re.search(
b"(^P5\s(?:\s*#.*[\r\n])*"
b"(\d+)\s(?:\s*#.*[\r\n])*"
b"(\d+)\s(?:\s*#.*[\r\n])*"
62 b"(\d+)\s(?:\s*#.*[\r\n]\s)*)", buffer).groups ()
except AttributeError:
raise ValueError("Not a raw PGM file: ’%s’" % filename)
return np.frombuffer(buffer ,
dtype=’u1’ if int(maxval) < 256 else
↪→ byteorder+’u2’,
67 count=int(width)*int(height),
offset=len(header)
).reshape ((int(height), int(width)))
def data(self):
72 self.data1=self.read_pgm(image1 ,byteorder=’>’)
np.savetxt(’image1.txt’,self.data1)
self.data1 = np.loadtxt(’image1.txt’)
print self.data1
self.data2=self.read_pgm(image2 ,byteorder=’>’)
77 np.savetxt(’image2.txt’,self.data2)
self.data2 = np.loadtxt(’image2.txt’)
print self.data2
self.data3=self.read_pgm(image3 ,byteorder=’>’)
np.savetxt(’image3.txt’,self.data3)
82 self.data3 = np.loadtxt(’image3.txt’)
print self.data3
self.dataR=self.data2/self.data1
print self.dataR
87 def data_crop(self):
’’’ Crop the data to required size if the data has ’inf’ or
↪→ unrealistic values ’’’
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self._xDim = 1280
self._yDim = 960
print ’Crop the data to required size if the data has ’’inf’’ or
↪→ unrealistic values ’
92 print ’Choose the rectangular region to crop; as (x1,y1) --(x2,y2)
↪→ for both images ’
self.x1_1 = int(raw_input("x1 for image 1:"))
self.y1_1 = int(raw_input("y1 for image 1:"))
self.x2_1 = int(raw_input("x2 for image 1:"))
97 self.y2_1 = int(raw_input("y2 for image 1:"))
self.x1_2 = int(raw_input("x1 for image 2:"))
self.y1_2 = int(raw_input("y1 for image 2:"))
self.x2_2 = int(raw_input("x2 for image 2:"))
self.y2_2 = int(raw_input("y2 for image 2:"))
102 self.x1_3 = int(raw_input("x1 for image 3:"))
self.y1_3 = int(raw_input("y1 for image 3:"))
self.x2_3 = int(raw_input("x2 for image 3:"))
self.y2_3 = int(raw_input("y2 for image 3:"))
107 self.crop_left_1 = self.x1_1
self.crop_right_1 = self._xDim -self.x2_1
self.crop_top_1 = self.y1_1
self.crop_bottom_1 = self._yDim -self.y2_1
self.crop_left_2 = self.x1_2
112 self.crop_right_2 = self._xDim -self.x2_2
self.crop_top_2 = self.y1_2
self.crop_bottom_2 = self._yDim -self.y2_2
self.crop_left_3 = self.x1_3
self.crop_right_3 = self._xDim -self.x2_3
117 self.crop_top_3 = self.y1_3
self.crop_bottom_3 = self._yDim -self.y2_3
for i in range(self.crop_top_1): self.data1 = np.delete(self.data1 ,
↪→ 0, 0) # delete first 350 rows for 960 row file
for i in range(self.crop_bottom_1): self.data1 = np.delete(self.
↪→ data1 , self._yDim -(self.crop_top_1+self.crop_bottom_1), 0) # delete
↪→ last 490 rows for 960 row file
for i in range(self.crop_left_1): self.data1 = np.delete(self.data1 ,
↪→ 0, 1) # delete first 530 columns for 1280 column file
122 for i in range(self.crop_right_1): self.data1 = np.delete(self.data1
↪→ , self._xDim -(self.crop_left_1+self.crop_right_1), 1) # delete last
↪→ 580 columns for 1280 column file
np.savetxt(’data1_cropped.txt’,self.data1)
for i in range(self.crop_top_2): self.data2 = np.delete(self.data2 ,
↪→ 0, 0)
for i in range(self.crop_bottom_2): self.data2 = np.delete(self.
↪→ data2 , self._yDim -(self.crop_top_2+self.crop_bottom_2), 0)
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for i in range(self.crop_left_2): self.data2 = np.delete(self.data2 ,
↪→ 0, 1)
127 for i in range(self.crop_right_2): self.data2 = np.delete(self.data2
↪→ , self._xDim -(self.crop_left_2+self.crop_right_2), 1)
np.savetxt(’data2_cropped.txt’,self.data2)
for i in range(self.crop_top_3): self.data3 = np.delete(self.data3 ,
↪→ 0, 0)
for i in range(self.crop_bottom_3): self.data3 = np.delete(self.
↪→ data3 , self._yDim -(self.crop_top_3+self.crop_bottom_3), 0)
for i in range(self.crop_left_3): self.data3 = np.delete(self.data3 ,
↪→ 0, 1)
132 for i in range(self.crop_right_3): self.data3 = np.delete(self.data3
↪→ , self._xDim -(self.crop_left_3+self.crop_right_3), 1)
np.savetxt(’data3_cropped.txt’,self.data3)
def xcomp(self): #Evaluate x-component in y=mx+C
c = 2.9979 e8 # velocity of light
137 h = 6.626e-34 # Planck ’s constant
k = 1.381e-23 # Boltzmann constant
self.lam_list=np.array ([700e-9,800e-9,900e-9])
self.transmission=np.array ([151.22656485 , 78.99442973 , 31.0073653])
#self.transmission=np.array ([78.99442973 , 31.0073653])
142 self.xcomp1 =(k/h/c*np.log ((2.0*h*c**2)/(self.lam_list [0]**5*( self.
↪→ lam_list [0]**0.6* self.data1/self.transmission [0]))))
self.xcomp2 =(k/h/c*np.log ((2.0*h*c**2)/(self.lam_list [1]**5*( self.
↪→ lam_list [1]**0.6* self.data2/self.transmission [1]))))
self.xcomp3 =(k/h/c*np.log ((2.0*h*c**2)/(self.lam_list [2]**5*( self.
↪→ lam_list [2]**0.6* self.data3/self.transmission [2]))))
def slope(self): # Extract temp. directly from the slope
147 fig , ax = mplt.subplots ()
self.croppedYDim=self.x2_1 -self.x1_1
self.croppedXDim=self.y2_1 -self.y1_1
self.slope=np.zeros ((self.y2_1 -self.y1_1 ,self.x2_1 -self.x1_1))
self.intercept=np.zeros ((self.y2_1 -self.y1_1 ,self.x2_1 -self.x1_1))
152 self.r_value=np.zeros ((self.y2_1 -self.y1_1 ,self.x2_1 -self.x1_1))
self.p_value=np.zeros ((self.y2_1 -self.y1_1 ,self.x2_1 -self.x1_1))
self.std_err=np.zeros ((self.y2_1 -self.y1_1 ,self.x2_1 -self.x1_1))
for j in range(self.croppedYDim):
for i in range(self.croppedXDim):
157 x_ax=np.array([self.xcomp1[i][j],self.xcomp2[i][j],self.
↪→ xcomp3[i][j]])
y_ax =1/ self.lam_list
slope , intercept , r_value , p_value , std_err = stats.
↪→ linregress(x_ax ,y_ax)
self.slope[i][j]=self.slope[i][j]+ slope
self.intercept[i][j]=self.intercept[i][j]+ intercept
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162 self.r_value[i][j]=self.r_value[i][j]+ r_value
self.p_value[i][j]=self.p_value[i][j]+ p_value
self.std_err[i][j]=self.std_err[i][j]+ std_err
cmap=mplt.cm.hot
cmap.set_over(’k’)
167 cmap.set_under(’k’)
mplt.imshow(self.slope , cmap=cmap , vmin =0.85* np.mean(self.slope),
↪→ vmax =1.15* np.mean(self.slope))
#mplt.imshow(self.slope , cmap=cmap , vmin =1000 , vmax =1700)
mplt.colorbar ().ax.tick_params(labelsize =30)
mplt.title(’Temperature , K\n Select a point in the image below to
↪→ obtain an averaged distribtution ’,fontsize =30)
172 mplt.axis(’off’)
cid = fig.canvas.mpl_connect(’button_press_event ’, self.onclick)
mng = mplt.get_current_fig_manager ()
mng.resize (*mng.window.maxsize ())
mplt.show()
177 np.savetxt(’self.slope.txt’, self.slope)
np.savetxt(’self.intercept.txt’, self.intercept)
np.savetxt(’self.r_value.txt’, self.r_value)
np.savetxt(’self.p_value.txt’, self.p_value)
np.savetxt(’self.std_err.txt’, self.std_err)
182
def save_img(self):
fig , ax = mplt.subplots ()
#mplt.rcParams ["font.family "] = "cursive"
self.plot_left =0.05
187 self.plot_top =0.9
self.plot_width =0.075 #0.06
self.plot_height =0.55 #0.3
self.plot_gap =0.05
gs1 = gridspec.GridSpec (1,1) # create a 1x1 grid in plot area
↪→ using GridSpec
192 gs1.update(left=self.plot_left , right=self.plot_left+self.plot_width
↪→ , top=self.plot_top , bottom=self.plot_top -self.plot_height , wspace
↪→ =0.05) # Dimensions of subplot area
a1=mplt.subplot(gs1 [0,0]) # [0, 0] dictates to place the plot
↪→ at 1st row , 1st column
im=a1.imshow(self.data1 , cmap=’hot’,interpolation=’spline16 ’, vmin=
↪→ np.amin(self.data1), vmax =1.15* np.amax(self.data1))
divider = make_axes_locatable(a1)
cax = divider.append_axes("right", size="20%", pad =0.05)
197 cbar=mplt.colorbar(im , cax=cax , orientation=’vertical ’)
cbar.ax.tick_params(labelsize =18)
a1.set_aspect(’auto’)
a1.axis(’off’)
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202 gs2 = gridspec.GridSpec (1,1)
gs2.update(left=self.plot_gap+self.plot_left+self.plot_width *1,
↪→ right=self.plot_gap+self.plot_left+self.plot_width *2, top=self.
↪→ plot_top , bottom=self.plot_top -self.plot_height , wspace =0.05)
a2=mplt.subplot(gs2 [0,0])
im=a2.imshow(self.data2 , cmap=’hot’,interpolation=’spline16 ’, vmin=
↪→ np.amin(self.data1), vmax =1.15* np.amax(self.data1))
divider = make_axes_locatable(a2)
207 cax = divider.append_axes("right", size="20%", pad =0.05)
cbar=mplt.colorbar(im, cax=cax , orientation=’vertical ’)
cbar.ax.tick_params(labelsize =18)
a2.set_aspect(’auto’)
a2.axis(’off’)
212
gs3 = gridspec.GridSpec (1,1)
gs3.update(left=self.plot_gap *2+ self.plot_left+self.plot_width *2,
↪→ right=self.plot_gap *2+ self.plot_left+self.plot_width *3, top=self.
↪→ plot_top , bottom=self.plot_top -self.plot_height , wspace =0.05)
a3=mplt.subplot(gs3 [0,0])
im=a3.imshow(self.data3 , cmap=’hot’,interpolation=’spline16 ’, vmin=
↪→ np.amin(self.data1), vmax =1.15* np.amax(self.data1))
217 divider = make_axes_locatable(a3)
cax = divider.append_axes("right", size="20%", pad =0.05)
cbar=mplt.colorbar(im, cax=cax , orientation=’vertical ’)
cbar.ax.tick_params(labelsize =18)
a3.set_aspect(’auto’)
222 a3.axis(’off’)
gs4 = gridspec.GridSpec (1,1)
gs4.update(left=self.plot_gap *3+ self.plot_left+self.plot_width *3,
↪→ right=self.plot_gap *3+ self.plot_left+self.plot_width *4, top=self.
↪→ plot_top , bottom=self.plot_top -self.plot_height , wspace =0.05)
a4=mplt.subplot(gs4 [0,0])
227 cmap=mplt.cm.hot
im=a4.imshow(self.slope , cmap=cmap , interpolation=’spline16 ’, vmin
↪→ =2100 , vmax =3100)
divider = make_axes_locatable(a4)
cax = divider.append_axes("right", size="20%", pad =0.05)
cbar=mplt.colorbar(im, cax=cax , orientation=’vertical ’)
232 cbar.ax.tick_params(labelsize =18)
a4.set_aspect(’auto’)
a4.axis(’off’)
a4.add_patch(
patches.Rectangle(
237 (self.event_xdata -3,0),
7,
self.y2_1 -self.y1_1 ,
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fill=False , # remove background
edgecolor="blue", linewidth =3
242 )
)
gs5 = gridspec.GridSpec (1,1)
gs5.update(left=self.plot_gap *4+0.03+ self.plot_left+self.plot_width
↪→ *4, right=self.plot_gap *4+0.03+ self.plot_left+self.plot_width *4+0.15 ,
↪→ top=self.plot_top , bottom=self.plot_top -self.plot_height , wspace =0.05)
247 a5=mplt.subplot(gs5 [0,0])
a=np.loadtxt(’avg_slope_vert.txt’,usecols =(0,))
b=np.loadtxt(’avg_slope_vert.txt’,usecols =(1,))
mean_temp=np.mean(b)
std_temp=np.std(b)
252 print mean_temp , std_temp
a5.plot(b,a,lw =1.5)
a5.set_xlim (2600 ,3100)
a5.set_ylim(0,len(a))
mplt.gca().invert_yaxis ()
257 a5.set_xticks(np.arange (2600 ,3100 ,100))
a5.set_xticklabels ((np.arange (2600 ,3100 ,100)), fontsize =16,
↪→ fontweight=’bold’)
a5.set_yticks(np.arange(0,len(a),len(a)/6))
a5.set_yticklabels ((np.arange(0,len(a),len(a)/6)), fontsize =16,
↪→ fontweight=’bold’)
a5.set_ylabel(r’Pixel number (-)’, fontsize =18, fontweight=’bold’)
262 a5.set_xlabel(r’Temperature (K)’, fontsize =18, fontweight=’bold’)
a5.tick_params(labelsize =18)
a5.grid()
figtext(self.plot_left ,self.plot_top -self.plot_height -0.075 ,"(a) 700
↪→ nm image", size=20, weight=’bold’)
267 figtext(self.plot_gap+self.plot_left+self.plot_width *1.,self.
↪→ plot_top -self.plot_height -0.075 ,"(b) 800 nm image", size=20, weight=’
↪→ bold’)
figtext(self.plot_gap *2+ self.plot_left+self.plot_width *2.,self.
↪→ plot_top -self.plot_height -0.075 ,"(c) 900 nm image", size=20, weight=’
↪→ bold’)
figtext(self.plot_gap *3+ self.plot_left+self.plot_width *3.,self.
↪→ plot_top -self.plot_height -0.075 ,"(d) temperature in K", size=20, weight
↪→ =’bold’)
figtext(self.plot_gap *4+0.03+ self.plot_left+self.plot_width *4.,self.
↪→ plot_top -self.plot_height -0.075 ,"(e) averaged distribution", size=20,
↪→ weight=’bold’)
mng = mplt.get_current_fig_manager ()
272 mng.resize (*mng.window.maxsize ())
mplt.show(fig)
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fig.savefig(’{0} _multi.pdf’.format(image1), format=’pdf’, dpi=’
↪→ figure ’, orientation=’portrait ’, papertype=’a4’)
def imshow(self ,data):
277 fig = mplt.figure ()
mplt.imshow(data , cmap=’hot’)
mplt.colorbar ().ax.set_xlabel(’Counts ’)
mplt.title(’Zoom into the region where the hot surface is’)
mplt.show()
282
def onclick(self , event):
’’’ For the utility of pick data from the image ’’’
self.event_xdata = int(event.xdata)
self.event_ydata = int(event.ydata)
287
for i in range(event.button):
#if event.button !=1: event.button += event.button
print(’Picked point is:’)
print(event.button , self.event_xdata , self.event_ydata)
292
def mouseDown1(self , event):
’’’ For the utility of pick data from the image ’’’
self.x1_1 = int(event.xdata)
self.y1_1 = int(event.ydata)
297
for i in range(event.button):
#if event.button !=1: event.button += event.button
print(’top left corner:’)
print(event.button , self.x1_1 , self.y1_1)
302
def mouseUp1(self , event):
’’’ For the utility of pick data from the image ’’’
self.x2_1 = int(event.xdata)
self.y2_1 = int(event.ydata)
307
for i in range(event.button):
#if event.button !=1: event.button += event.button
print(’bottom right corner:’)
print(event.button , self.x2_1 , self.y2_1)
312
def mouseDown2(self , event):
’’’ For the utility of pick data from the image ’’’
self.x1_2 = int(event.xdata)
self.y1_2 = int(event.ydata)
317
for i in range(event.button):
#if event.button !=1: event.button += event.button
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print(’top left corner:’)
print(event.button , self.x1_2 , self.y1_2)
322
def mouseUp2(self , event):
’’’ For the utility of pick data from the image ’’’
self.x2_2 = int(event.xdata)
self.y2_2 = int(event.ydata)
327
for i in range(event.button):
#if event.button !=1: event.button += event.button
print(’bottom right corner:’)
print(event.button , self.x2_2 , self.y2_2)
332
def temp_plot_vertical(self):
self.avg_slope_vertical =[0.0]
for i in range(self.event_xdata -3,self.event_xdata +4,1):
self.avg_slope_vertical +=self.slope[:,i]
337 self.avg_slope_vertical=self.avg_slope_vertical /7.0
self.avg_slope_vertical=np.array(self.avg_slope_vertical)
self.pixel=np.array(np.arange(len(self.avg_slope_vertical)))
self.slope_data_vertical=np.array([self.pixel ,self.
↪→ avg_slope_vertical ])
self.slope_data_vertical=self.slope_data_vertical.T
342 np.savetxt(’avg_slope_vert.txt’, self.slope_data_vertical)
mplt.plot(self.avg_slope_vertical , ’b-’)
mplt.xlabel(’Pixel location ’,fontsize =20)
mplt.ylabel(’Temperature in K’,fontsize =20)
mplt.title(’Temperature distribution ’,fontsize =20)
347 mplt.tick_params(labelsize =20)
mplt.grid()
mplt.show()
if __name__ == "__main__":
352 image1 = eg.fileopenbox(msg=’Select the first image .pgm file’, title=’
↪→ File path selector ’, default="*.pgm")
print "First image selected is: %s" % image1
image2 = eg.fileopenbox(msg=’Select the second image .pgm file’, title=’
↪→ File path selector ’, default="*.pgm")
print "Second image selected is: %s" % image2
image3 = eg.fileopenbox(msg=’Select the third image .pgm file’, title=’
↪→ File path selector ’, default="*.pgm")
357 print "Third image selected is: %s" % image3
r = pgmReader(image1 ,image2)
print r
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B.3 Input Script for PICAXE Controller
; This is a modification of PICAXE controller file provided by David
↪→ Buttsworth , to synchronise the filter wheel motion with the camera
↪→ exposure. This file makes the filter wheel to make continuous rotation
↪→ taking images using all the filters. This can be customised to
↪→ whocherver way like , using only a few filters , changing direction of
↪→ rotation , etc.
init: let b0 = 0 ;defines a counter , used in the ’for ’ loop below
5 let b1 = 0 ;defines a counter used to track filter numbers
let b2 = 0 ;counter for initial photos
symbol rotateWheel = pinC.0 ;cameraInput = pinC.0
; symbol cameraOutput = pinC.1
10
symbol motorDirection = B.0 ;pin connected to B.0 controls the motor
↪→ direction
;this section defines the variable (symbols) names.
symbol triggerDelay = 1 ; this is the camera exposure time. A short delay (
↪→ milliseconds) after the camera triggers , for the camera to actually
↪→ take the photo. Then 50ms later indexes the filters.
15 symbol motorStep = 134; 33 ;motor number of steps each time; motor takes 200
↪→ pulses per revolution , so motorCount = 200/ number of filters *(
↪→ microsteps)
symbol motorStepLast = 130 ; 35 ;need 5 steps of 33 and one step of 35 each
↪→ revolution to keep on track
symbol nminus1Filters = 5
symbol motorPause = 200 ;a short microsecond pause between motor pulses.
↪→ This and the microsteps roughly control the speed of the motor.
20 ;want to take several photos prior to starting the motor so define some
↪→ symbols to control this
symbol interframeDelay = 300; delay between initial photos
symbol ninitPhotos = 15;
symbol waitTime = 25; wait 25 ms before and after exposure - allows for no
↪→ disturbace in image saving
25 symbol MS1 = B.2 ;MS1 and MS2 correspond to the pins on the driver board
symbol MS2 = B.3
;motor stepping: full stepping provides the highest speed , but lower torque
;MS1 MS2
30 ;L L Full Step (2 Phase)
;H L Half Step
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;L H Quarter Step
;H H Eigth Step
low MS1 ;sets motor stepping
35 low MS2 ;sets motor stepping
low motorDirection ;sets motor direction , when viewed from shaft side: low =
↪→ clockwise , high = CCW
main: if rotateWheel = 1 then motorSpin ;if pin C.0 goes high , trigger the
↪→ motor spin sequence
40
; initial photos first
;for b2 = 1 to ninitPhotos; loops a certain number of pulses/steps , as
↪→ specified by motorStep
; pause interframeDelay
; low C.1
45 ; pause triggerDelay ; short delay (milliseconds for
↪→ camera to take photo
; high C.1
;next b2 ; end of for loop
50 goto main
motorSpin:
; for the first nminus1Filters , use a particular number of steps
55 for b1 = 1 to nminus1Filters
for b0 = 1 to motorStep ; loops a certain number of pulses/
↪→ steps , as specified by motorStep
high B.1 ; switch on output B.1
pauseus motorPause ; wait a number of
↪→ microseconds (us)
60 low B.1 ; switch off output B.1
pauseus motorPause ; wait a number of
↪→ microseconds (us)
next b0 ; end of for loop
pause waitTime
low C.1
65 pauseus triggerDelay ; short delay (milliseconds for
↪→ camera to take photo
high C.1
pause waitTime
next b1
70
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; need a different number of steps for the last filter
for b0 = 1 to motorStepLast ; loops a certain number of
↪→ pulses/steps , as specified by motorStep
high B.1 ; switch on output B.1
pauseus motorPause ; wait a number of
↪→ microseconds (us)
75 low B.1 ; switch off output B.1
pauseus motorPause ; wait a number of
↪→ microseconds (us)
next b0
pause waitTime
low C.1
80 pauseus triggerDelay ; short delay (milliseconds for
↪→ camera to take photo
high C.1
pause waitTime
; do while rotateWheel = 1 ; waits for the camera trigger to
↪→ go low again; prevents multiple motor rotations per camera pulse
85 ; low C.1
; loop ; part of the ’do while ’ loop. Program will stick here until
↪→ pin C.0 goes low
;pause 500; wait 500 ms before starting next cycle
goto main ; loop back to start
Listing B.3: PICAXE 1us thesis.bas

Appendix C
UV Spectra Postprocessing Code
C.1 Python Script for UV Spectral Data
#! /usr/bin/env python
2
"""
19 Aug 2016, Xlabs - UQ
Python code for calibration of .SPE file.
SPE file reader adapted from read_spe.py file (source:
↪→ https :// scipy.github.io/old -wiki/pages/Cookbook/Reading_SPE_files.html)
↪→ and other functions added/modified for our use.
7 For intensity calibration (use raw data file , background data file)
Written by Ranjith RAVICHANDRAN , r.ravichandran@uq.edu.au
Last updated: 17 Aug 2017, Xlabs - UQ
Updated on 27 Sep 2017, to calculate ’Radiance ’ profile from Spectral
↪→ radiance
12 22 May , 2019: Added plots of wavelength at multiple points , dump them for
↪→ comparison with synthetic spectra
"""
import sys , os
17 sys.path.append("")
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as mplt
import pylab as pl
import time
22 import easygui as eg
import Tkinter
import py_compile
import scipy as sp
from scipy.interpolate import interp1d
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27 from scipy import ndimage
py_compile.compile(’UVspectra_script_thesis.py’)
import matplotlib.gridspec as gridspec
import matplotlib.ticker as ticker
from pylab import MaxNLocator
32 from matplotlib import font_manager
from matplotlib import rcParams
from matplotlib import rc
rc(’font’ ,**{’family ’:’serif’,’serif’:[’Times New Roman’]})
rc(’text’, usetex=False)
37
class SPE_rawFile_reader ():
def __init__(self , fname):
self._fid = open(fname , ’rb’)
42 self.load_date_time ()
self.header_contents ()
self.header_out ()
self.read_SPE_rawData ()
self.title ()
47 self.colormap(self.rawDataPerAcc , self.raw_title)
def read_at(self , pos , size , ntype):
self._fid.seek(pos)
return np.fromfile(self._fid , ntype , size)
52
def header_contents(self):
self._controllerVersion = np.int64(self.read_at(0, 1, np.int16))
self._xDimDet= np.int64(self.read_at(6, 1, np.uint16))
self._yDimDet= np.int64(self.read_at (18, 1, np.uint16))
57 self._VChipXDim = np.int64(self.read_at (14, 1, np.int16))
self._VchipYDim = np.int64(self.read_at (16, 1, np.int16))
self._xDim = np.int64(self.read_at (42, 1, np.uint16))
self._yDim = np.int64(self.read_at (656, 1, np.uint16))
#self._date = np.int64(self.read_at (20, 10, np.uint8))
62 self._expTimeUnit = np.int64(self.read_at (16, 1, np.int16))
self._detTemp = np.float32(self.read_at (36, 1, np.float32))
self._midWaveLen = np.float32(self.read_at (72, 1, np.float32))
self._startWaveLen = np.float32(self.read_at (78, 1, np.float32))
self._endWaveLen = np.float32(self.read_at (82, 1, np.float32))
67 self._nScans = np.int64(self.read_at (664, 1, np.int32))
self._nAcc = np.int64(self.read_at (668, 1, np.int32))
self._nFrames = np.int64(self.read_at (1446, 1, np.int32))
self._pixBinaryType = np.int64(self.read_at (108, 1, np.int16))
self._polynomOrder = np.int64(self.read_at (3101, 1, np.int8))
72 self._polynomCoeff = np.float64(self.read_at (3263, 6, np.float64))
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if self._pixBinaryType == 0:
self._expDataType = np.float32
elif self._pixBinaryType == 1:
77 self._expDataType = np.int32
elif self._pixBinaryType == 2:
self._expDataType = np.int16
elif self._pixBinaryType == 3:
self._expDataType = np.uint16
82 elif self._pixBinaryType == 8:
self._expDataType = np.uint32
def header_out(self):
cV = self._controllerVersion
87 xDimDet = self._xDimDet
yDimDet = self._yDimDet
VChipXDim = self._VChipXDim
VChipYDim = self._VchipYDim
xDim = self._xDim
92 yDim = self._yDim
#date = self._date = np.int64(self.read_at (20, 10, np.uint8))
expTimeUnit = self._expTimeUnit
detTemp = self._detTemp
midWaveLen = self._midWaveLen
97 startWaveLen = self._startWaveLen
endWaveLen = self._endWaveLen
nScans = self._nScans
nAcc = self._nAcc
nFrames = self._nFrames
102 pixBinaryType = self._pixBinaryType
expDataType = self._expDataType
polynomOrder = self._polynomOrder
polynomCoeff = self._polynomCoeff
107 print "Controller Version = %d" % cV
print "x-dimension of CCD or detector = %d" % xDimDet
print "y-dimension of CCD or detector = %d" % yDimDet
print "x-dimension of virtual chip = %d" % VChipXDim
print "y-dimension of virtual chip = %d" % VChipXDim
112 print "No. of pixels on x-axis = %d" % xDim
print "No. of pixels on y-axis = %d" % yDim
print "Detector temperature = %f degree C" % detTemp
print "Mid wavelength = %f nm" % midWaveLen
print "Start wavelength = %f nm" % startWaveLen
117 print "End wavelength = %f nm" % endWaveLen
print "No. of scans = %d " % nScans
print "No. of accumulations = %d " % nAcc
print "No. of frames = %d " % nFrames
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print "Pixel binary type = %d " % pixBinaryType
122 print "Experiment datatype = %s " % expDataType
print "Order of polynomial = %s " % polynomOrder
print "Coefficients of polynomial = %s " % polynomCoeff
print "User units for exposure = %s" % expTimeUnit
127 def load_date_time(self):
rawdate = self.read_at (20, 9, np.uint8)
rawtime = self.read_at (172, 6, np.uint8)
strdate = ’’
for ch in rawdate :
132 strdate += chr(ch)
for ch in rawtime:
strdate += chr(ch)
date_time = self._date_time = time.strptime(strdate ,"%d%b%Y%H%M%S")
print date_time
137
def read_SPE_rawData(self):
’’’ Read the file contents from .SPE file of experiment(raw) data
↪→ ’’’
SPE_rawData = self.read_at (4100, self._xDim * self._yDim ,
↪→ self._expDataType)
self.rawData = SPE_rawData.reshape ((self._yDim , self._xDim))
142 self.rawDataPerAcc = self.rawData/self._nAcc
print self.rawDataPerAcc
np.savetxt(’raw.txt’, self.rawDataPerAcc , fmt=’%i’, delimiter=’ ’,
↪→ newline=’\n’, header=’’, footer=’’, comments=’#’)
#print self.rawData
147 def read_SPE_bgData(self):
’’’ Read the file contents from .SPE file of background(bg) data ’’’
SPE_bgData = self.read_at (4100 , self._xDim * self._yDim ,
↪→ self._expDataType)
self.bgData = SPE_bgData.reshape ((self._yDim , self._xDim))
self.bgDataPerAcc = self.bgData/self._nAcc
152 print self.bgDataPerAcc
np.savetxt(’bg.txt’, self.bgDataPerAcc , fmt=’%i’, delimiter=’ ’,
↪→ newline=’\n’, header=’’, footer=’’, comments=’#’)
#print self.bgData
def bgSubData(self):
157 ’’’ Subtract out the background data from raw data ’’’
self.rawDataPerAcc = np.loadtxt(’raw.txt’)
self.bgDataPerAcc = np.loadtxt(’bg.txt’)
self.bgSubData = self.rawDataPerAcc - self.bgDataPerAcc
print self.bgSubData
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162 np.savetxt(’bgSubData.txt’, self.bgSubData , fmt=’%i’, delimiter=’
↪→ ’, newline=’\n’, header=’’, footer=’’, comments=’#’)
def final_calibration(self):
’’’ Multiply the calibration matrix with the background subtracted
↪→ data of the experiment which in turn gives the
spectral radiance in real units ’’’
167 #self.calib_matrix =
↪→ np.loadtxt(’calib_matrix_410nm_200gain_K9Window_SecondCampaign.txt ’)/1000
↪→ # to convert mW to W
#self.calib_matrix =
↪→ np.loadtxt(’calib_matrix_380nm_200gain_oldWindow.txt ’)/1000 # for
↪→ x2s3581 - -3585
#self.calib_matrix =
↪→ np.loadtxt(’calib_matrix_410nm_200gain_oldWindow.txt ’)/1000 # for
↪→ x2s3586 - -3589
self.calib_matrix =
↪→ np.loadtxt(’calib_matrix_410nm_200gain_newWindow.txt’)/1000 # for
↪→ x2s3590 --rest of the first campaign
self.bgSubData = np.loadtxt(’bgSubData.txt’)
172 self.calibrated_spectra = (self.calib_matrix *25e -3/35e-6) *
↪→ self.bgSubData # shot data exposure 35 us , calib. image exposure 25 ms
print self.calibrated_spectra
np.savetxt(’calibrated_spectra.txt’, self.calibrated_spectra ,
↪→ fmt=’%0.4f’, delimiter=’ ’, newline=’\n’, header=’’, footer=’’,
↪→ comments=’#’)
def wl_calibration(self):
177 #pixel_peak = np.array ([50, 150, 250, 350, 450, 550, 650, 750, 850,
↪→ 950]) # array of pixel locations of the peaks
#wl_peak = np.array ([354.913980487 , 359.091201789 , 363.240553089 ,
↪→ 367.362034385 , 371.455645678 , 375.521386968 , 379.559258254 ,
↪→ 383.569259538 , 387.551390818 , 391.505652095]) # array of
↪→ known wavelengths corresponding to the pixels array above
# for 380 nm CWL , from x2s3579 to x2s3585
#pixel_peak = np.array ([409 , 705, 938]) # array of pixel locations
↪→ of the peaks
182 #wl_peak = np.array ([365.02 , 404.66 , 435.84]) # array of
↪→ known wavelengths corresponding to the pixels array above
# for 410 nm CWL , from x2s3586 to x2s3599
#pixel_peak = np.array ([184 , 480, 714]) # array of pixel locations
↪→ of the peaks
#wl_peak = np.array ([365.02 , 404.66 , 435.84]) # array of known
↪→ wavelengths corresponding to the pixels array above
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# for 410 nm CWL -- 07 Aug 2017, from x2s3600 to rest of 1st
↪→ campaign
pixel_peak = np.array ([184 , 479, 713])
wl_peak = np.array ([365.02 , 404.66 , 435.84])
192 # for 410 nm CWL -- 17 Apr 2018, Second Campaign
#pixel_peak = np.array ([185 , 481, 714])
#wl_peak = np.array ([365.02 , 404.66 , 435.84])
self._polynomCoeffCal = np.polyfit(pixel_peak , wl_peak , 2) #
↪→ polynomial fitting of degree ’3’
197 polynomCoeffCal = self._polynomCoeffCal
print "Coefficients of calibrated polynomial = %s " %
↪→ polynomCoeffCal
def title(self):
’’’ Give titles for the plots and images ’’’
202 self.raw_title = ’Raw data before background subtraction ’
self.bg_title = ’Background data (for subtraction)’
self.bgSub_title = ’Raw data after background subtraction ’
self.calMat_title = ’Image of calibration matrix ’
self.finCal_title = ’Final data after calibration ’
207 self.finCal_title_crop = ’Cropped final data after calibration ’
def data_crop(self , data):
’’’ Crop the data to required size if the data has ’inf’ or
↪→ unrealistic values ’’’
self.data_cropped = data
212 self.crop_left = 50
self.crop_right = 520
self.crop_top = 5
self.crop_bottom = 5
for i in range(self.crop_top): self.data_cropped =
↪→ np.delete(self.data_cropped , 0, 0) # delete first 5 rows for 256 row
↪→ file
217 for i in range(self.crop_bottom): self.data_cropped =
↪→ np.delete(self.data_cropped ,
↪→ self._yDim -(self.crop_top+self.crop_bottom), 0) # delete last 5 rows
↪→ for 256 row file
for i in range(self.crop_left): self.data_cropped =
↪→ np.delete(self.data_cropped , 0, 1) # delete first 50 columns for 1024
↪→ column file
for i in range(self.crop_right): self.data_cropped =
↪→ np.delete(self.data_cropped ,
↪→ self._xDim -(self.crop_left+self.crop_right), 1) # delete last 50
↪→ columns for 1024 column file
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np.savetxt(’{0} _cropped_calibrated_spectra.txt’.format(raw),
↪→ self.data_cropped , fmt=’%0.4f’, delimiter=’ ’, newline=’\n’,
↪→ header=’’, footer=’’, comments=’#’)
222 def colormap(self , data , title):
’’’ Plot the data from the array as image with colormap ’’’
fig = mplt.figure ()
mplt.imshow(data , cmap=’spectral ’, aspect = ’auto’)
mplt.colorbar ().ax.set_ylabel(’Intensity ’)
227 mplt.xlabel(’Pixel location ’)
mplt.ylabel(’Slit location ’)
mplt.title(title)
mplt.show()
232 def colormap_cropped(self , data , title):
’’’ Plot the cropped data from the array as image with colormap
↪→ ’’’
fig = mplt.figure ()
mplt.imshow(data , cmap=’spectral_r ’, aspect = ’auto’)
mplt.colorbar ().ax.set_ylabel(’Intensity (mW/cm**2/sr/um)’)
237 mplt.xlabel(’Pixel location ’)
mplt.ylabel(’Slit location ’)
mplt.title(title)
cid = fig.canvas.mpl_connect(’button_press_event ’, self.onclick)
cid = fig.canvas.mpl_connect(’button_press_event ’, self.mouseDown)
242 cid = fig.canvas.mpl_connect(’button_release_event ’, self.mouseUp)
mplt.show()
def onclick(self , event):
’’’ For the utility of pick data from the image ’’’
247 self.event_xdata = int(event.xdata)
self.event_ydata = int(event.ydata)
for i in range(event.button):
#if event.button !=1: event.button += event.button
252 print(’Picked point is:’)
print(event.button , self.event_xdata , self.event_ydata)
def mouseDown(self , event):
’’’ For the utility of pick data from the image ’’’
257 self.x1 = int(event.xdata)
self.y1 = int(event.ydata)
for i in range(event.button):
#if event.button !=1: event.button += event.button
262 print(’top left corner:’)
print(event.button , self.x1, self.y1)
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def mouseUp(self , event):
’’’ For the utility of pick data from the image ’’’
267 self.x2 = int(event.xdata)
self.y2 = int(event.ydata)
for i in range(event.button):
#if event.button !=1: event.button += event.button
272 print(’bottom right corner:’)
print(event.button , self.x2, self.y2)
def save_img_multiSpots(self , data):
def wm(i):
277 return
↪→ (self._polynomCoeff [0]+ self._polynomCoeff [1]*i+self._polynomCoeff [2]*i**2)
↪→ # uncalibrated coeffs. from header contents
def wm_cal(i):
return
↪→ (self._polynomCoeffCal [2]+ self._polynomCoeffCal [1]*i+self._polynomCoeffCal [0]*i**2)
↪→ # calibrated coeffs. obtained from calibration spectra
def spatial_cal(i):
return int(round(i*5/34)) # based on spatial calibration 34
↪→ pixels mm equals 5 mm
282 fig , ax = mplt.subplots ()
gs1 = gridspec.GridSpec (1,1) # create a 1x1 grid in plot area
↪→ using GridSpec
gs1.update(left =0.1, right =0.475 , top =0.925 , bottom =0.65 ,
↪→ wspace =0.05) # Dimensions of subplot area
a1=mplt.subplot(gs1 [0,0]) # [0, 0] dictates to place the plot
↪→ at 1st row , 1st column
↪→ x=np.arange(self._xDim -(self.crop_left+self.crop_right)).reshape(self._xDim -(self.crop_left+self.crop_right) ,1)
287 wl=wm_cal(x+50)
wl=np.asarray(wl)
y=[]
self.points_interval =5
self.count = 0
292 for i in range (self.y1 ,self.y2+1,self.points_interval): #plot wl
↪→ plot every 5 pixels
self.count +=1
wl_sprad = data[i,:]
y.append(wl_sprad)
a1.plot(x,wl_sprad , label=’Point {}’.format(self.count), lw =1.5)
297 y=np.asarray(y).T
y=np.append(wl ,y,axis =1)
np.savetxt(’{} Point {} _wl_plot.txt’.format(raw ,self.count),y)
csfont = {’fontname ’:’Comic Sans MS’}
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hfont = {’fontname ’:’Helvetica ’}
302
a1.set_xlim (-0.5, self._xDim -(self.crop_left+self.crop_right +0.5))
a1.set_ylim (0 ,2000)
↪→ xticks=np.array ([50.0 ,94.55 ,139.2 ,183.9 ,228.55 ,273.3 ,318.06 ,362.9 ,407.72 ,452.6 ,497.55])
wm_xticks =[ wm_cal(i) for i in xticks]
307 a1.set_xticks(xticks -self.crop_left)
a1.set_xticklabels (("%.0f" % x for x in wm_xticks), fontsize =18,
↪→ fontweight=’bold’)
a1.set_yticks(np.arange (0 ,2000 ,300))
a1.set_yticklabels ((np.arange (0 ,2000 ,300)), fontsize =18,
↪→ fontweight=’bold’)
a1.set_xlabel(r’Wavelength (nm)’, fontsize =20, fontweight=’bold’)
312 a1.xaxis.set_label_position(’top’)
a1.xaxis.tick_top ()
a1.xaxis.set_ticks_position(’both’)
a1.set_ylabel(r’Spectral radiance (W/cm$^2$/sr/$\mu$m)’,
↪→ fontsize =20, fontweight=’bold’)
a1.axvline(x=self.x1 , linewidth =1.0, linestyle=’dotted ’,
↪→ color=’black ’)
317 a1.axvline(x=self.x2 , linewidth =1.0, linestyle=’dotted ’,
↪→ color=’black ’)
a1.legend(loc=’upper left’)
gs2 = gridspec.GridSpec (1,1)
gs2.update(left =0.1, right =0.475 , top=0.6, bottom =0.175 ,
↪→ wspace =0.05)
322 a2=mplt.subplot(gs2 [0,0])
im=a2.imshow(data , aspect = ’auto’, cmap=’spectral_r ’, vmin=0,
↪→ vmax =800)
a2.set_xticks(xticks -self.crop_left)
a2.set_xticklabels (("%.0f" % x for x in wm_xticks), fontsize =18,
↪→ fontweight=’bold’)
a2.set_xlabel(r’Wavelength (nm)’, fontsize =20, fontweight=’bold’)
327 a2.set_ylabel(r’Spatial location (mm)’, fontsize =20,
↪→ fontweight=’bold’)
spatialcal_yticks =[ spatial_cal(i) for i in np.arange (27.2, 256,
↪→ 27.2)]
a2.set_yticks(np.arange (22.2 ,256 ,27.2))
a2.set_yticklabels(spatialcal_yticks , fontsize =18,
↪→ fontweight=’bold’)
self.count = 0
332 for i in range (self.y1 ,self.y2+1,self.points_interval):
self.count += 1
a2.axhline(y=i, linewidth =1.5, linestyle=’dotted ’,
↪→ color=’black ’)
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#a2.text(10, i+1, ’Point {}’. format(self.count), rotation=0,
↪→ fontsize =20, color=’black ’, fontweight=’black ’)
337
a2.text(10, 148, ’Point 1’.format(self.count), rotation=0,
↪→ fontsize =13, color=’black ’, fontweight=’black ’)
a2.text(45, 153, ’Point 2’.format(self.count), rotation=0,
↪→ fontsize =13, color=’black ’, fontweight=’black ’)
a2.text(10, 158, ’Point 3’.format(self.count), rotation=0,
↪→ fontsize =13, color=’black ’, fontweight=’black ’)
a2.text(45, 163, ’Point 4’.format(self.count), rotation=0,
↪→ fontsize =13, color=’black ’, fontweight=’black ’)
342
a2.axvline(x=self.x1 , linewidth =1.5, linestyle=’dotted ’,
↪→ color=’black ’)
a2.axvline(x=self.x2 , linewidth =1.5, linestyle=’dotted ’,
↪→ color=’black ’)
#a2.text (100, self.y1+10, ’hot graphite strip ’, rotation=0,
↪→ fontsize =20, color=’black ’, fontweight=’black ’) #for RHTG plot
#a2.text (100, self.y2+40, ’shock front ’, rotation=0, fontsize =20,
↪→ color=’black ’, fontweight=’black ’) #for RHTG plot
347 #a2.arrow (450, 100, 450, 200, shape=’full ’, lw=3,
↪→ length_includes_head=True , head_width =.01).set_facecolor(’white ’)
a2.text (150, 220, ’free stream ’, rotation=0, fontsize =20,
↪→ color=’black ’, fontweight=’black ’)
a2.annotate (’’, (250, 240), (250, 200), size=20,
↪→ arrowprops=dict(arrowstyle=’<-, head_width =0.5’, lw=4,
↪→ facecolor=’white ’,edgecolor=’black ’))
gs3 = gridspec.GridSpec (1,1)
352 gs3.update(left =0.1, right =0.475 , top=0.10 , bottom =0.075 ,
↪→ wspace =0.05)
a3=mplt.subplot(gs3 [0,0])
mplt.colorbar(im, cax=a3 , orientation=’horizontal ’)
a3.set_xticks(np.arange (0 ,800 ,80))
a3.set_xticklabels(np.arange (0 ,800 ,80), fontsize =18,
↪→ fontweight=’bold’)
357 a3.set_xlabel(r’Spectral radiance (W/cm$^2$/sr/$\mu$m)’,
↪→ fontsize =20, fontweight=’bold’)
gs4 = gridspec.GridSpec (1,1)
gs4.update(left =0.5, right =0.6, top=0.6, bottom =0.175 , wspace =0.05)
a4=mplt.subplot(gs4 [0,0])
362 self.rad =[]
for i in np.arange(self._yDim -(self.crop_top+self.crop_bottom)):
self.sp_rad_wl =[]
self.wl=[]
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for j in range(self.x1 ,self.x2+1,1):
367 self.sp_rad_wl=np.append(self.sp_rad_wl ,data[i,j]*1e-3)
self.wl=np.append(self.wl ,wm_cal(j+50))
↪→ self.rad=np.append(self.rad ,np.trapz(self.sp_rad_wl ,x=self.wl)) #
↪→ trapezoidal rule integration
print self.rad
y=np.arange(self._yDim -(self.crop_top+self.crop_bottom))
372 self.radiance=np.array ([y,self.rad])
np.savetxt(’{0} _rad_plot.txt’.format(raw),self.radiance)
a4.plot(self.rad ,y, ’r-’)
a4.set_xlim (0,3)
a4.set_xticks(np.arange (0,3,1))
377 a4.set_xticklabels ((np.arange (0,3,1)), fontsize =18,
↪→ fontweight=’bold’)
a4.set_ylim (-0.5,self._yDim -(self.crop_top+self.crop_bottom +0.5))
a4.set_ylabel(r’Spatial location (mm)’, fontsize =20,
↪→ fontweight=’bold’)
a4.set_xlabel(r’Radiance (W/cm$^2$/sr)’, fontsize =20,
↪→ fontweight=’bold’)
a4.set_yticks(np.arange (22.2 ,256 ,27.2))
382 a4.set_yticklabels(spatialcal_yticks , fontsize =18,
↪→ fontweight=’bold’)
a4.yaxis.set_label_position(’right’)
a4.yaxis.tick_right ()
a4.yaxis.set_ticks_position(’both’)
a4.invert_yaxis ()
387 self.count = 0
for i in range (self.y1 ,self.y2+1,self.points_interval):
self.count += 1
a4.axhline(y=i, linewidth =1.5, linestyle=’dotted ’,
↪→ color=’black ’)
mng = mplt.get_current_fig_manager ()
392 mng.resize (*mng.window.maxsize ())
mplt.show(fig)
fig.set_size_inches (18.5 , 10.5)
fig.savefig(’{0}. pdf’.format(raw), format=’pdf’, dpi=’figure ’,
↪→ orientation=’landscape ’, papertype=’a4’)
397 def close(self):
self._fid.close ()
class SPE_bgFile_reader(SPE_rawFile_reader):
pass
402
def __init__(self , fname):
self._fid = open(fname , ’rb’)
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self.load_date_time ()
self.header_contents ()
407 self.header_out ()
self.read_SPE_bgData ()
self.title ()
self.colormap(self.bgDataPerAcc , self.bg_title)
412 class bg_subtraction(SPE_rawFile_reader):
pass
def __init__(self):
self.bgSubData ()
417 self.title ()
self.colormap(self.bgSubData , self.bgSub_title)
class final_calibration(SPE_rawFile_reader):
pass
422
def __init__(self , fname):
self._fid = open(fname , ’rb’)
self.header_contents ()
self.final_calibration ()
427 self.title ()
self.colormap(self.calibrated_spectra , self.finCal_title)
self.data_crop(self.calibrated_spectra)
self.colormap_cropped(self.data_cropped , self.finCal_title_crop)
self.wl_calibration ()
432 self.save_img_multiSpots(self.data_cropped)
if __name__ == "__main__":
raw = eg.fileopenbox(msg=’Select the raw data .SPE file’, title=’File
↪→ path selector ’, default="*.SPE")
print "Raw data file is: %s" % raw
437 bg = eg.fileopenbox(msg=’Select the background data .SPE file’,
↪→ title=’File path selector ’, default="*.SPE")
print "Background data file is: %s" % bg
r = SPE_rawFile_reader(raw)
print r
442 b = SPE_bgFile_reader(bg)
print b
d = bg_subtraction ()
print d
c = final_calibration(raw)
447 print c
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